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MSU ARCHIVE 
Words slap Eastern Kentuckians 
, ewly appointed UK President 
Charles Wethington said after his 
selection that he ender&.~ plans 
developed by predece~ or David 
Roselle - plans that include state-
wide service. 
"I want to see us take graduate 
programs into West Kentucky. I 
want to see us take rural health 
programs into East Kentucky. I 
want this institution to truly be one 
that serves the entire common-
wealth," Wethington said. 
Kenrucky. Perhaps it is a matter of 
perception - something with 
which ... '1-rl~ Wethingt •1 ~- far--il-
1ar. Conn oversy surrour 1 ,, c:-
parricipation in the search ror a 
University of Kentucky president. 
\1any perceived his role as improp-
er and said a new search should be 
conducted. 
Charles Wethington said the 
perception of impropriety was 
baseless. 
If words can rise up from a 
printed page and slap one in the 
face, that statement surely left my 
ears ringing. It seems to imply 
(quite incorrectly) that Western 
Kentuckians don't get too sick, and 
we don't get too smart. 
Perhaps more than geography 
separates Eastern and Western 
Baseless, too, is the implication 
that graduate le,·el programs are 
not a priority for Eastern Ken-
rucky. To us, they are. But for UK, 
they apparently aren't; of the few 
graduate level courses currently 
a,·ailable at Prestonsburg Commu-
nity College - a l.,1( affiliate - all 
are offered by Morehead State Uni-
vers1tv. 
- The Paintsville Herald 
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UK officials weigh 
ordering fraternities 
not to serve beer 
By Andrew Oppmann 
and David A. Hall 
Herald-Leader staff writers 
The University of Kentucky might prohibit 
fraternities from serving beer because it violates 
rules calling for student groups to ensure the safety 
of members. 
"It' a public safety issue." said Robert Hemen-
way. chancellor of the Lexmgton campus, indicating 
including fraternities - to O\'ersee 
the safety of its members at func-
tions. 
Blanton said he did not know 
when the ,;chool would decide 
whether to apply the rule to frater-
nitie:; serving beer. 
Hemenway said he thought the 
fraternity council's action fell into 
"a gray area" of school rules. 
"I found It ro be a \'ery disap-
pointing vote. I don't th ink it's a 
po. ition that he lnterfraternicy 
Council or the umversity should be 
proud of." 
Academic probation 
that a ban was being studied. "I just have this old- Although the council sets policy 
fashioned notion that students are safer when they're for the 20 fratemitie· on the Lexing-
not sitting around drinking from a keg at a fraternity ton campu . only half could vote at 
parry." last '.\londay\ meeting. 
u'"K's lnterfraternitv Council \'Oted last week to Eight of the 10 non-voting chap--
loosen its year-old "bring your own" alcohol rules ters were on probation for low 
that forbade the 20 chapters from serving alcohol at pledge grades this semester, under 
parties or events. The council voted in a 6-4 secret a newly-enforced policy. Two chap-
ballot to allow the chapters to serve beer, but kept ters do not pay council dues and do 
intact its restrictions a~mst serving liquor. not have voting rights. 
The vote also brought to light The eight chapters on probation 
that eight fraternities were on pro- were Alpha Tau Omega, Kappa 
bation bv the council because the Alpha Psi. Phi Kappa Psi, Phi 
average grades of their new mem- Kappa Tau. Phi 1gma Kappa, Sig-
bers - or pledges - fel l below a ma Alpha Epsilion. igma Chi and 
"C" average. They were not allowed Tau Kappa Epsilon. 
to vote on the 1 · ue. Ron Lee. the asst tant dean of 
Hemenway and Jack Blanton. students who 1s in Lhar~e of the 
vice chancellor for administration. fraternitv sv,;tem. asked the council 
said t.:K's student code requ1red to impose ~-eekda\ -.oc1al probatinn 
registered student orgarnzanons on chapter~ \\ h, •:'e ,ledge cla.,., 
- A service of the Office of Media Relations-
grades dipped below a ·•C" or 2.0 
average. The proba1ion. long in the 
council rules. was not enforced until 
Lee was hired last year. Lee said. 
The council last vear also decid-
ed to take away thf' ;,onng rights of 
probated chapters. "When they 
came up with that policy, they 
didn't think more than two or three 
chapters would lose thetr votes." he 
said. 
But Lee said some chapters did 
not take the new rule serious!;. 
failing to purge pledges who did 
not have at least a "C" a\'erage. 
When the council met this semester, 
it promptly put the eight chapters 
on probation, he said. 
That allowed the chapters that 
opposed the alcohol re ·trictions an 
opening, Lee said. The previous 
policy, which said all fraternity 
functions must follow a "bring your 
own" rule on alcohol. passed by a 
10-9 margin. 
Lee said the stigma of academic 
probation was ironic. The overa)l 
grade point average for the fratem1-
nes last semester was a 2.577 out of 
4. compared wah a 2.-181 average 
for all male students on the Lexing-
ton campus. 
National restrictions 
The cunous aspect to last 
week's secret ballot wa that only 
three of the six fraternities that 
rnted for •he change - Delta Tau 
Delta. Pi Kappa -\ lpha and Kappa 
·1gma L;.in ..;r:Jl .;erve alcohol 
under their ·1anonal rules. 
d K .:..J-, ~ i •· 1-.·~ \:. 
~-: 1'1 t \ I. 
They are three of the four 
fraternities that are allowed by their 
nationals to serve alcohol. The oth-
er, Sigma.Chi, which was on proba-
tion and could not vote, has. an 
insurance policy separate from its 
national fraternity, allowing it to 
serve alcohol. _ 
Under the old council rules, it 
was difficult for chapters to violate 
the policy because of fairly close 
campus scrutiny, said Sean Cole-
man, chairman of the fraternity 
council. Monitors routinely went to 
parties, which discouraged rule vio-
lations, he said. 
. But with the campus restric-
~ons ~em?ved, s?me chapters may 
nsk VIolatmg therr national rules -
betting-that the fraternity national 
?rgan~tions will not learn of the 
mfraction, Coleman said. 
''Wi~ the national policy and 
that national fraternity being so far 
removed, it's impossible to patrol " 
he said. ' 
Lee said the wet chapters can 
hold parties and invite dry chapters 
to attend, but dry chapters cannot 
help defray costs. 
Lee said if the university learns 
of a chapter breaking its national 
rules on alcohol use, it will be 
reported. 
. "T~is_ may seem tough, but I 
thmk it s m the best interest that we 
don't run the risk of liability." 
He said he "would rather sacri-
fice one or two chapters than to 
lose" the fraternity system at UK. 
' May be reversed 
Kappa Sigma, the fraternity ' 
that proposed the rule change, said 
it sought the revision to allow the 
chapter to better control its parties. 
William Feagin, president of the 
fraternity, said the "bring your 
own" policy made it difficult for his 
chapter to control alcohol brought 
into its parties. With chapter-owned 
kegs, he said the fraternity can 
more easily shut down an out-of-
control party. 
"The policy that was in exis-
tence was made up of tenets that 
could not be enforced," he said. "We 
thought that by bringing this 
amendment up we could grasp 
control of the distribution of alco-
hol." 
But Coleman was confident con-
cerns about chapter liability will 
prompt the council to revert back to 
, a "bring your own" system next 
semester, after the probated frater-
nities regain their voting rights. 
"The majority of the fraternities 
on this campus are against the new 
alcohol policy," he said. "The lead-
ers in the chapters are aware that is 
a problem and I think it will be 
justified next semester." 
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Fraternities· at UK.-
may be prohibited 
from serving beer 
... 
Associated Press 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Concern for 
public safety prompted the Univer-
sity of Kentucky to consider prohib-
iting fraternities from serving beer, 
a school official said. 
"I just have this old-fashioned no-
tion that students are safer when 
they're not sitting around drinking 
from a keg at a fraternity party," 
said Robert Hemenway, chancellor 
of the Lexington campus. 
The university said it is consider-
ing the prohibition because serving 
beer violates rules requiring student 
groups to ensure the safety of mem-
bers. 
Last week the university's Inter-
fraternity Council loosened its year-· 
old rules forbidding the 20 chapters 
to serve alcohol at parties or other 
events. 
The chapters voted in a 6-4 secret 
ballot to allow the serving of beer 
but kept restrictions against serving 
liquor. 
Eight fraternities were not al-
lowed to vote on the issue because 
they had been put on probation 
when the average grades of new 
members fell below a C. 
Jack Blanton, vice chancellor for 
administration, said he did not 
know when the school would decide 
whether to apply the safety rule to 
fraternities serving beer. 
Hemenway said he thought that 
the fraternity council's action fell 
into "a gray area" of university 
rules. 
"I found it to be a very disap-·· 
pointing vote. I don't think it's a po-.. 
sition that the Interfraternity Com), 
cil or the university should be proud., 
of." . ,·. 
The policy under which eight of .. 
the chapters were placed on proba.'c 
tion is newly enforced. 
Two other chapters do not pay 
council dues and do not have voting 
rights. 
- The probation has long been 'in · 
council rules but was not enforced '. 
until the hiring last year of Ron Lee, . 
the assistant dean of students who 
is in charge of the fraternity system. 
Lee asked the council to impose 
the weekday social probation on 
chapters whose pledge-class grades 
dipped below a 2.0 grade-point 
average, or a C. 
The eight chapters on probation 
were Alpha Tau Omega, Kappa Al-
pha Psi, Phi Kappa Psi, Phi Kappa 
Tau, Phi Sigma Kappa, Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon, Sigma Chi and Tau Kappa 
Epsilon. 
Having the eight chapters on pro-
bation provided an opening for the 
chapters that opposed the alcohol 
·restriction, Lee said. 
The previous policy, which had 
said all fraternity functions must 
follow a "bring-your-own" rule· on 
alcohol, had been passed I0-9. 
Only three of the six fraternities 
that voted for the change - Delta 
Tau Delta, Pi Kappa Alpha and 
Kappa Sigma - are still permitted 
by the rules of their national organi-
zations to serve alcohol. 
Kappa Sigma, the fraternity that 
proposed the rule change, said it 
had sought the revision to allow the 
chapter to better control its parties. 
•. William Feagin, president of the 
fraternity, said the "bring-your-
own" policy made it difficult for his 
chapter to control alcohol brought 
into its parties. With chapter-owned 
kegs, he said, the fraternity can 
more easily shut down an out-of. 
control party. 
Sean Coleman, chainnan of the 
fraternity council, said concerns 
about chapter liability will likely 
prompt the council to revert to a 
"bring-your-own" system next se-
mester, after the fraternities that are 
on probation regain their voting 
rights. 
"The majority of the fraternities 
on this campus are against the new 
alcohol policy," he said. 
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Kentucky State gets federal grant 
FRANKFORT - The U.S. Department of Agriculture has. 
awarded Kentucky State University $540,000 in grants_ to take 
computer instruction on the road and to carry out research m human 
nutrition, horticulture and aquaculture. 
KSU will use the grants to: . 
o Buy a 35-foot mobile computer lab t_o offer instru~on and _to 
consult with and train farmers and busmess people m Franklm, 
Anderson, Henry, Owen, Scott and Shelby counties. . 
o Conduct research into the link between zinc and copper levels m 
humans. 
· · o Detennine if different colors of plastic mulch affect vegetable 
yields and taste. 
o Explore the use of ch_eaper feeds, su_ch as soybeans and 
distillers grains, for commercially grown catfish. 
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That's just 
how it works 
in Kentucky 
and at UK 
T here has been enough talk about the new president of the Univer-sity of Kentucky. The whole thing has been embarrassing. 
Made us look bad. People think we a,e a 
bunch of rednecks. Hicks. · 
It has gone on long enough: Charles 
Wethington has been elected by the Uni-
versity of Kentucky Board of Trustees, as 
fine a group as politics can produce, so 
let's forget the hassle and get on with 
business. 
Wethington, the new president, used 
to be head of the 
community colleges. 
You want to know 
what the presidents 
of the community 
colleges say about 
him? They say the 
man who is going to 
hold the whip hand 
over their money is 
a great guy. 
That's good 
enough for me. 
People on the 
faculty at UK say 
PEARCE 
the process of selecting the new president 
was ''flawed." That's pointy-headed intel-
lectual talk for "the fix was in." They say 
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson loaded the Board 
of Trustees with people he knew he could 
count on to get rid of former President 
David Roselle, whom the governor de-
spised, and select Wethington, the gover, 
nor's hometown buddy. 
What's the beef? That's the way 
things work in Kentucky. The faculty 
members sound like a bunch of.outside 
troublemakers. 
Better than being queen in Gary 
These same troublemakers complained 
that no one of any stature in the academic 
world had applied for the job of president 
at UK because everyone knew the fix was 
in. That's ridiculous. There was another 
applicant besides Wethington: a woman 
who is president of a commuter college in 
Gary, Ind. The complainers say anybody 
in her right mind would rather be a 
garbage collector in Lexington than a 
queen in Gary, Ind. 
They can't prove that. 
Foster Ockerman, trustee chairman 
and head of the committee that selected 
Wethington, said the committee conducted 
a nationwide search. These critics say that 
if a nationwide search can turn up only · 
two people who want to be president of 
the university there is (1) something 
mighty wrong with the university or (2) 
something mighty wrong with the search. 
Ockerman says it was a good search. Is he 
saying there's something wrong with the 
university? 
If Foster says so, that's good enough 
for me. 
Why do people insist that the fix was 
in for Wethington? Because of a bunch of 
coincidences, that's why. For instance: 
Robert McCowan, fonner trustee, 
headed the search committee that selected 
David Roselle as UK president Our gover-
nor, a man who has a high school diploma 
and knows all about higher education, 
was not fond of Roselle, who was not from 
Casey County and was considered an 
intellectual. That type. When McCowan's 
trustee term ran out, he was not reappoint-
ed. He was dropped. Ockerman was 
named, along with some other good-old-
boy types. 
Don't call us ... 
When Roselle asked Ockerman about 
his contract as president, Ockerman said 
he would get back to him. He didn't 
Roselle got the hint and quit. 
Ockerman named a search committee, 
composed of trustees appointed to the 
board by the governor. The search com-
mittee searched all over the country, and 
who do yous think they fow1d? Charles 
Wethington, the governor's old buddy. 
What did I tell you? Just one coinci-
dence after another. 
The governor's feelings have been 
hurt, naturally, by accusations that he has 
made UK look bush league, run by hacks 
who do what they're told and ignore 
radicals like students or faculty members. 
He says he didn't have anything to do 
with it. 
That's good enough for me. 
A lot of faculty members want-
ed a big-time educator brought in, 
someone with some reputation as a 
scholar, someone known and re-
spected in the academic world, who 
could attract top professors and 
earn the university some prestige. 
Yeah, well, they had that with 
Roselle, and you see what hap-
pened. And Wethington is known 
in the academic world. He's known 
in Somerset, H,µard, Henderson. I 
could go ·on and on. 
A strange place to be 
One of Wethington's strong 
points is his ability to get money 
out of the legislature. Yes, say his 
detractors, but in a couple of years, 
he won't have his buddy Wilkinson 
sitting in the governor's office to 
help him. He will, though, have Sen. 
Mike Moloney, who turned up writ-
ing letters for Wethington the other 
day, which was like finding Happy 
Chandler in Zimbabwe. Moloney, 
who has some education, swings a 
heavy bat in the legislature when it 
comes to money. He said Wething-
ton was a good administrator who 
could get money out of Frankfort, 
and that people ought to stop nag-
ging and get behind him. 
When Moloney talks, people lis-
ten. With their mouths open. Some 
are listening for a second opinion. 
I listened. For a minute he had 
me confused because he sounded 
just like his old friend A.B. "Hap-
py" Chandler. Happy emerged from 
My Old Kentucky Home long 
enough to say that the selection of 
Wethington was "just what we 
should have done." · 
That's good enough for me. 
Maybe not for those pointy-headed 
intellectuals, but what do intellectu-
als know about a university? 
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at UK sends 
books, journals, 
papers to quarry 
By Dale Greer 
Herald•Leader staff writer 
• WILMORE - A limestone quarry in Jessamine 
County has become the newest branch of the 
University of Kentucky library, a temporary solu-
tion to the system's chronic space shortage. 
The Wilmore quarry, from which Highbridge 
Spring Water Co. draws its bottled water, houses 
thousands of books, journals and papers that cannot 
fit in facilities on the Lexington campus. 
The quarry, about 15 miles from the campus, 
was deemed a better storage site than the old 
American tobacco warehouse on South Limestone 
Street, where some of the materials had been kept. 
The campus-owned warehouse had a leaky ceiling, 
rats and no temperature or humidity controls. 
UK's storage area is in part of a man-made 
cavern carved into the wall of a 130-foot-deep 
quarry pit. The limestone walls and a dehumifier 
provide a dry, humidity-controlled environment that 
stays at 68 degrees. 
"It's perfect for books," said Faith Harders, the 
library system's associate director for facilities and 
planning. "We could not be happier." 
The entire 40 million-cubic-foot facility is operat-
ed by Kentucky Underground Storage Inc. It also 
houses the offices and production plant of High-
bridge Spring Water Co. Nine million cubic feet in 
the faciliry are climate-controlled. 
The cavern is home to about 3,300 cubic feet of 
UK books, journals and papers. About half of the 
material stored in the cave - personal papers and 
other items given to the library - are not listed in 
UK's computer card catalog. 
Of the materials in the cavern listed in the card 
catalog, about -SO percent are journals. All of the 
materials are items used less frequently than other 
library materials, Harders sai-:!. 
Because the materials are stored in boxes 
Harders said she did not know how many volum~ 
were in the cavern. 
Materials cannot be checked out at the Wilmore 
site. 
UK decided to rent space in the cavern this 
summer after discovering that boxes housing the 
materials were being damaged by conditions in the 
campus warehouse. 
Please see LIBRARY 
~IBRARY: Quarry gets UK overflow 
· " . . {9, '17 4 ) ideal 5?iution for storing books, 
materials from Wi!mcireancl · aeliver 
them to Lexington one or• two £lays 
after they have been requ~ted 
Albisetti said the system was ra:: 
from ideal. · . "It was just horrible " Harders 
said._ "Paper absorbs w;ter if it's 
hiumd. Then when it gets dry, it 
goes. back: If the paper keeps ex-
pandmg and conl'racting, it causes 
:t: to become brittle and break." 
some history professors said it was 
a bad idea for scholarship. 
"These things were Qot used a 
great d~l, but they were specifical-
ly the ~mds of things that, if one 
were gomg to do historical or liter-
ary research, one would need to 
have these on the shelf to browse " 
Albisetti said. . ' 
UK history professor James 
Albisetti uses old periodicals in 
historical research. He said many of 
those materials need to be easy to 
get. 
While the cave· might be an Although the school can get 
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College Board postpones 
decision on SAT changes 
Associated Press ments from the Educational Testing 
Service, the Princeton, N.J.-based 
NEW YORK - Trustees of the organization that administers the 
College Board voted yesterday to SAT. 
postpone for a month a decision on A brief statement issued by the 
whether to adopt sweeping changes board following its meeting said 
in the Scholastic Aptitude Test, in- trustees see proposals to revamp the 
eluding possible addition of a writ- SAT as "positive and exciting. 
ten section. The board's statement said it an-
Board officials refµsed to com- ticipated that the issues would be 
ment on the precise nature of the resolved within the next three or 
changes. four weeks. _ The announcement 
But documents suggest that a key likely will coincide with the board's 
change might be the addition of a annual National Forum, scheduled 
written essay section, - a .change for Oct:-31-Nov. 2 in Boston. 
soml! fear could-'work ·against;mi; However,cthe documents obtained, 
norities and immigrants. The' docu- from FairTest suggest that the delay 
ments were made available to The might have been caused in part by 
Associated Press by FairTest, a strong objections from several edu-
Cambridge, Mass.-based group criti- cators and state legislators who fear 
cal of the SAT. .--,,~·· · .,,_,---- · that a seeji9n-requiring students.t0c 
The SAT, taken by about a mil- write would· be unfair to minority 
lion college-bound students · each students and recent immigrants. 
year, consists of two multiple choice In a letter dated Aug. I and ad-
sections that test verbal and math- dressed to University of California-
ematical skills. The College Board Berkeley President David Gardner, 
sponsors the exam. Patrick Hayashi, associate vice 
Other possible changes include chancellor of admissions and enroll-
more problem-solving questions in ment, objected to the proposed wri_t-
the math section and increased em- ten section. He wrote that the Col-
phasis on critical reading in the ver- lege Board "has done an abysmally · 
bill section. How such questions poor job in examining the possible 
might be grouped or organized is effects on non-native speakers." 
still being debated, according to Questions have been raised re-
knowledgeable sources who insisted · peatedly in recent years by FairTest 
on anonymity. and others about alleged racial and 
Such changes, if approved, prob- cultural bias in SAT questions. The 
ably would not take effect before College Board has consistently de-
1993, according to previous state- nied any bias. 
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Athletics and academics:· partners 
. Help Newton, Curry and Pitino give UK the library it needs 
F 
or at least a decade, the University Df 
Kentucky has been confronted by a problem 
that cuts to the heart of its mission. Its 
library has been in deplorable shape. 
Nourished until recently by a bread-and-water diet, 
the UK library hasn't been able to buy enough books, 
or to store and maintain the books it has. This is like 
fielding a football team without helmets and pads, or 
a basketball team without basketballs and shoes. 
Fortunately, the UK library is starting tD get the 
help it needs and deserves. UK recently announced a 
$3 million campaign to buy books in the humanities. 
The National Endowment for the Humanities has 
given UK $750,000. The university is trying to raise 
$2.25 million in matching funds. and Tovota has 
already put the goal within reach with a $1 million 
donation. ' 
UK Athletics Director CM. Newton is serving as 
chairman and has enlisted football coach Bill Curry 
, and basketball coach Rick Pitino as honorary co-
chainnen. Lexington horseman John Gaines, whose 
support for ·the humanities at UK is well established, 
has joined this cause as well. · 
If UK is serious about becoming a first-rate 
university, it has no more urgent task than bolstering 
its library. Newton, Curry and Pitino came to UK, in 
part, because it offered them the facilities and re-
sources to be the best in the country in their fields. It 
is encouraging that they are going to demand that UK 
settle for no less when it comes to buying books. 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Ky., Tuesday, September 25, 1990-
Colleges should be required to report campus crimes to students 
By Sen. RICHARD SHELBY 
For Scripps Howard News Service 
Getting ready for back to school at the University of 
Florida and Santa Fe Community College in Gainesville 
took on new meaning for students in early September. 
This semester they were armed with more than the 
traditional notebooks and pens - lo class they carried 
more mace, knives, baseball bats - anything they 
could find to protect themselves against a serial killer 
who was plaguing their campuses. 
Thanks to a blitz of media attention, these students 
were aware of the danger that was lurking outside the 
classroom or near the dorm - but not before five 
students were viciously murdered. With a suspect in 
custody, life at the schools has returned to normal - or 
almost. 
Each student on these campuses and on campuses all 
over the country has been changed by the serial 
killings. Students once naive to the threat of crime and 
violence at school are now acutely aware that univer-
sity walls and college gates do not necessarily guar-
antee safety. 
Luckily, events like the one that spread fear and 
pamc through these two Florida schools are rare. 
However, t~e incidence ~f crime on American college 
and un1vers1ty campuses 1s on the increase a trend that 
is reflected in the rise of overall crime nati~nwide. 
Colleges and universities, however, are reluctant to 
divulge the type and number of crimes committed 
against their students. This should not be surprising. 
While they may aspire to enlighten America's youth, 
institutions of higher learning are, after all, in a 
competitive marketplace - concerned with attracting 
and keeping students. 
Rarely do parents or students consider the possibility 
of campus crime when they are choosing a school 
idyllically pictured in some college brochure. But 
evidence suggests that we should not only question 
crime statistics for colleges and universities, we should 
insist that they be provided to prospective students, 
current students and employees as well. 
The simple fact is that ii does not require a Ph.D. to 
figure out how to make our college campuses safer. The 
factors that contribute to crime at American colleges 
and universities are easy to identify: inadequate secur-
ity with forces unequipped to deal with the threat of 
modern violence; escalating drug activity and alcohol 
abuse; and carelessness by students. 
The treatment is equally evident. In addition to 
providing a more comprehensive security plan, in-
cluding patrols, escort services, lighted walkways and 
door locks, schools must assess the need for greater 
emphasis on information, including providing crime 
rates to potential and current students and employees. 
While establishing a dialogue among students, the 
administration and local law enforcement authorities 
will not prevent crime, it will alert students to the 
potential for crime and teach them how to act respon-
sibly and with foresight. 
Congress is becoming involved in the move to require 
colleges and universities to provide crime statistics. As 
part of this effort, I am supporting the Crime Aware-
ness and Campus Security Act. 
This bill requires all colleges and universities receiv-
ing federal aid to submit campus crime statistics to the 
FBI and to provide a description of the type of security 
offered. In addition, the bill would compel schools to 
send the reports to students and employees, and to 
applicants for enrollment or employment. 
Congress is not alone in its desire to see safer 
campuses. Groups like Security on Campus, whose 
founders experienced tragedy when th~ir daughter was 
murdered at Lehigh University, are havin~ an impact 
and are getting legislation passed that reqwres colleges 
to release campus crime information. 
Pennsylvania's Act 73 does just that and Florida, 
Tennessee ad Louisiana have all passed laws that deal 
with campus security. In addition, 21 other states are in 
some stage of enacting legislation on this issue. 
We live in a real world with real crime. We some-
times act as though we are powerless against crime. We 
are not. By requiring schools to disclose crime rates in 
conjunction with efforts directed at education aware-
ness and prevention, we can help make American 
ca.mptises safer. It's about time. 
• 
U.S. Sen. Richard Shelby is a Democrat from Al-
abama. 
'Well-intentioned campus crime bi_ll vague and too broad in scope 
By ROBERT A. SCOTT 
For Scripps Howard News Service 
The Senate has approved without dissent a measure 
that requires the disclosure of campus crime statistics 
and campus security measures. 
As president of a small public liberal arts college, I 
am deepll'. concerned with the health and development 
>f our students. Any reasonable activity that will add to 
heir protection, and the safety of employees as well, 
:els my vote. _ 
As we know, college students are not immune from 
cts of violence. Nor have colleges just awakened to the 
1ct that the concentration of young and naive adults qn 
ampuses may provide an attractive target for crimi-
1als. 
I don 'I know of any colleges that do not work hard lo 
nake students and employees aware of the realities of 
:rime on campus. 
Seminars anq rap sessions are held in residence halls. 
\dminislrators train campus organizations. Campus 
:ccurity officers have high visibility on campus, are 
increasingly sophisticated in their training, and work in 
coordination with local authorities. We can always to do 
more. 
But certain elements of the House and Senate bills 
give me pause. The Senate measure would make 
colleges responsible for compiling statistics on "crin1es 
committed against students while in attendance at the 
institution, regardless of whether the crimes occurred 
on campus.'' 
If a student is away from campus during a vacation 
period or even a weekend, he or she is enrolled and 
therefore in attendance. Should we query them upon 
their return? (How was your weekend, and by the way, 
were you mugged?) 
Of the 13 million students attending college, a large 
percentage study part-lime. Should we record off-
campus crimes against them as well? 
Is the bill's aim to collect information about crime on 
campus or crime against college students and employ-
ees'! 
Those are two very different things. My guess is that 
the intent of the bills is to track crime against students 
and employees while they are engaged in college-
related activities. The bill should say so, but it does not. 
My second concern is that there is no clear definition 
of tern,s used in the bill. There are no standards to 
insure that each institution defines and reports crimes 
in precisely the same way. Without precision in defini-
tion, there is no uniformity, and the data collected 
would be useless. -
Under both the Senate bill and the House version, 
campuses would report crimes to . the FBI, iy~ch 
compiles the data and makes 11 public. Such stallsbcs 
only make sense in the context ofdata for the commu-
nity in which the college exists, or when compared to 
other campuses of similar location and character. 
For example, my campus - an ex-urban setting at 
the foothills of mountains - differs sharply from that of 
a college in New York. Although both types of in-
stitutions would be requlred to report "campus" crime, 
I would have an easier time distinguishing "campus 
crime" from crimes in the surroundine- commnnitv 
Yet, even I would have to include as "campus" the 
corporate sites where we teach classes. Does this make 
sense? 
_I 'agree wholeheartedly with the premise of the 
legislation. We must redouble our efforts to make our 
campuses security conscious, through programs a~d 
publications and every means r~asonably at ~ur cµs-
posal. My plea is to make certam that the leg1sla~on 
proposed will actually support these efforts and proVJde 
reliable information to the public. 
• 
Robert Scott is president of Ramapo College of New 
Jersey and head of the association of New Jersey State 
Colleges and Universities. 
• 
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UK listed 
as offering 
good quality 
at low cost 
Herald-Leader UK bureau 
Two national publications have 
designated the University of Ken-
tucky as the only pubiic school in 
rhe srate where a good education is 
available at a reasonable cost 
UK was among the public 
schools listed in Barron 's 300 Best 
Buys m College Educahon and was 
among Money magazine's Money 
Guide. America's Best College Buys, 
which listed 100 public and 100 
pm·ate schools. 
The Barron's guide included 
four Kentucky private schools: Bel-
Jarmine College, Georgetown Col-
lege, Centre College and Transylva-
nia University. M01U!Y Guide listed 
Bellarmine and Centre in its private 
schools category. 
"Kentucky's largest university 
11 working hard to shed its less-
lhan-competitive image," the Bar-
ron's guide said of UK. 
Joseph Fink, UK's admissions 
director, said yesterday the listings 
"will have a great impact'' in help-
ing attract out-of-state students to 
the school. 
Clarence Wyatt, executive as-
sistant to Centre President Michael 
Adams, said the recognition from 
the publications "affinns the pride 
that we all take in Centre College." 
It costs $1,500 for undergradu-
ates froT'!'l Kentucky to attend class-
es at UK's 23,100-student Lexington 
campus for a school year. 
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Ex-Morehead player picked to drive bobsled 
Special to The Herald-Leader 
Ex-Morehead State University 
football player Brian Shimer is one 
of two drivers selected by the 
coaching staff of the U.S. Bobsled 
Federation for the first phase of 
World Cup competition. 
Shimer, from Naples, Fla., and 
Chuck Leonowicz of Clifton Park, 
N.Y .. are the U.S. World Cup driv-
ers. 
Others on the 12-member squad 
include two-time Olympic 400-me-
ter hurdles champion Edwin Moses, 
who has made four Summer Olym-
pic teams. 
Selections were the result of a 
nauonwide. six-item physical fit-
ness test over the summer, and a 
senes of push-training clinics at 
Lake Placid, N.Y. The last part of 
the selections were largely based on 
the weeklong National Push Cham-
pionships. Sept. 6-16, which enabled 
the coaching staff to put athletes on 
a simulated track for 65 meters. 
The national team will leave for 
Calgary. Alberta, Canada. later this 
month for World Cup competition. 
The team will return to Lake Placid 
in December to participate in race-
offs to determine a World Team; 
that team will then go on to finish 
the World Cup circuit and compete 
in the World Championships. 
Shimer earned a degree in in-
dustrial technology from Morehead 
in 1985. 
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Drug-fighting center moves to U of L 
The Southeast Regional Center for Drug-Free Schools has offi-
cially moved from Atlanta to the University of Louisville. 
U. S. Department of Education officials announced the move 
last Thursday. The center should bring more than $20 million and 
50 jobs to U of L in the next four years. · 
The Department of Education awarded $15.6 million to operate 
five regional centers to help eliminate illegal drug and alcohol 
use. The other centers will be located in Elmhurst, Ill., Sayville, 
N. Y., Norman. Okla., and Portland, Ore. 
Each site was selected in a competition in which schools vying 
for the centers had to demonstrate knowledge of the subject and 
fonnulate a strategy to attack the problem. 
The awards are part of almost $540 million U,e Department of 
Education bas devoted to drug-abuse prevention this year. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
~ 
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D t ~ Bu\ concerns have risen over t UK officials said it would re- Westem's doctoral program is But UK officials said the com-QC ora1 the pnce, the content of the p'.o- cluire a change in state law for projected to require $231,859 the munity colleges already had quick , posed p'.ograms and the potential F,'KU to offer a doctorate. Western first year, in.creasing to $776,197 by access to UK's main library through 
programs 
could cause 
~turf war' 
for conflict. . . officials said they thought the new the fourth year. Tuition would off- electronic connections, as well as 
. If compet\!!On between {!K and degree could be authorized under set part of the costs. satellite television links with· the 
WKU erupts m the 1992 l~gislature ~xisting law. Pankratz is in a position to main campus. UK still can tap the 
or becomes a campaign issue, t_he j UK probably would oppose know what kind'!>of leaders the Western and Murray faculties for 
~ntrove:sy could sh~tter (he u!l!ty Westem's proposal, said Ed Sagan, .J 5<:hools will need. As executive the centers in Owensboro and Padti-: 
with which the states umvers1hes a professor of education and UK's director of the Council on School cah, they said. _ ,,,,, J ,c,.;;J; 
have_ al?proached Frankfort for coordinator of extended campus Performance Standards, he is head- UK President Charles" Wetliing-· 
fpndmg m recent years. graduate programs. ing one of the least publicized and ton said UK was not motivated by 
i , "I_ hope we're way beyond de- "Doctoral programming is ex- most ambiti~us aspects of school competition with WKU but by I'll-. 
·,. · : vel_opm!1 _any turf wars as !ar ~s the ' tremely expensive and J think a reform,. creating a new i:nethod for pealed pleas from. , Western K~--
By Jamie Lucke . , ui,11vers1hcs are concerned, said Joe state like Kentucky needs to target . measunng student leammg. tuckians for ad·r.inced eotmleS iii 
Herald-Leader education writer I Bill Campbell, ~ Bowlmg Green -its resources very carefully. For • · Cooperation .. :.., .. education and engineering close ~ 
Frances Davis made the 4½-1 lawye'. and chairman of t~e state that reason, I would say doctoral \ or competition? ·· home. . · . . . • .•. :., ·. -i~ 
'hour round trip between Owens- Coun<:11 on High~r f;ducat10n The programming should be limited to 1. ·· , . , . . , J. . ]q' He said UK's offenngs at Oi\ 
boro and Carbondale, Ill., weekly .. C?unc1!, the c~rd1_na~ng agency ~or UK and u of L. These institutions • :::.1. But an. education doctorate wa~- ensboro and Paducah next spring 
for four years. She often got home l,ugher edu';"t10n, 1s hk~ly to cons1d- are geared up for that," Sagan said. m _the _works at WKU before _the ~ould be the forerunner of "consid-
at midnight and was back at work I er Westerns proposal m January. But Western officials say· the legislation to restructure educat10n. erably expanded efforts in a num, 
the next morning by 8. ,; "We went through a lot of that break with precedent is justified Westem's former presiden~ ber of areas." i 
Davis, head librarian at Owens- 1 l_n the '60s, '70,s and _'80s,_ and I : because their proposed degtee is !(em Alexander, first proposed the UK also has identified a need 
boro Community College, had to. !"0uld hope w_e re gettmg mt~ an J unique. The three-year program idea. It was embraced by Wcstem's for additional extended campus pro:: 
commute to Southern Illinois Uni- ~ of coo~ration wher~ the umver- would be tailored to meet the cha!- Board of Regents and Alexander's grams leading to master's d~grees 
versity for a degree that is coming ~ties work m pa_rtnersh1p and share Ienges of this year's ambitious successor, Thomas Meredith. . , . , in social work and nursing. , . .:' ; 
soon to Western Kentucky: doctor- ~esourccs to bnng about a bet~er school reform law. Westem's plans caught the at- - "One of my goals will be. to take 
ate in education. I rucate~ populace," ~mpbell ~Id. It would prepare people already tention of a UK C?mmittee that this university out to the people in 
. After a long doctoral drought, } certamly hope we re ?0t !1etti_ng working in Kentucky's publi,t recommend~ launchmg the doct~r- this ~t.ate._ Clearly, technology an~ 
the western part of the state sud- pto a turf -:var··· I do,:i t thmk it's schools to make reform work said al program m Western Kentucky 111 teleV1s1on 1s one of the ways we d!tl 
denly is swimming in costly plans 1!' th~ best mteres,! of higher educa- Roger Pankratz, an associate' deap 1991 "owing to ~e fa_ct t_hat West- do it," Wethington said. ),,! ''.'-.'i;l 
for advanced degrees. tion m Kentucky. at Western and the designer of em_ Kentucky Umvers1ty 1s actively In Owensboro, Davis is writingj 
Both the University of Ken- ~ • Westem's proposed doctorate. ''; ~m!1 t~ en\? the doctoral market her dissertation and !ooking_j[(f · 
fucky and Western Kentucky Uni- , Breaking with precedent "Traditional doctoral training m this field. ward to the day she has a Dr?,m 
versity _want to ~gin doctoral pro- i UK plans to enroll its first 30 will not produce the new education- . Campbell said he !1oped c?<'pe'.·' !'ront ~f her name. But she said-,lhat 
grams m the region. 'lducation doctoral students in al _ leadership that (he reform re- 3:t1on amo11g the v~ous umvers1- , !f UK s program had been available 
UK also plans to offer gradu~te Western Kentucky in March. qmrcs," Pankratz said. hes wo_uld . result 1,:i a doctorate m Owensboro w)len she~. she 
courses in engineering in Western •- Th · -1 b d ted Even if it did the state is not addressmg issues raised by school would have skipped the drive to 
K k . . . r. e umvers1 y u ge . • . reform nr · d !led · •th UK entuc y n_ext spnng an~ 1s talkmg $165,000 this year to set up gradu- producmg enough education doct?r_- " · , . mms an enro _. m . e:; . . . 
about start1,:ig an education doqor- i\te centers at its comm unit col- a_tcs. A survey by the state educa- _ . I do~ ( thmk we need to. get program .. - · • .. ', · .. " ;·~•:' .:·J';c'.f 
al program m Eastern Kentucky by feges in Owensboro and Paducah.' hon department found only 209 mto a JlOS1t10n where we have eight "Defimtely? DaV1s satd:'.:.:.T?~" 
1992. , Students could specialize in school graduates of doctoral programs umvers1t1es off~nng doctoral !)ro-
': Television links letting profes- rolministration or higher education among the 30,000 certified teachers grams,:• he said.. "I don't thmk 
sors and students interact across' t UK 1 d h 1 1 1· and administrators working in Ken- that's m the best mterest of higher th 'I Id be k t both -i area Y as c ear ega tu k ' 176 h 1 d' · P k education" e m1 ,cs wou ey o j\uthority to offer the degrees, un- c y s_ . sc oo 1stncts, an - · . , 
schools plans. llke WKU The school based in ratz said. ~mpbell questioned UK s 
No one disputes that the west- ~wling G~een is trying to become Kentucky could use 1,700 doc- choice of Paducah an_d O_wensboro 
em part of the state needs such a the third Kenhicky university and . !orates among its principals, super- as doctoi:aI sites, saymg 1t seemed 
program. I\ has been impractical for (he first of the six so-called regional I intendents. and curriculum direc- more logical to start the program_s 
educators m the state's far :eaches µ,niversities, to offer a doctorate. tors, he said. at ~estem and Murray State Um-
to pursue a ~octorate at m-state (- . . . , Western wants to start meeting ".ers,ty because they have large 
tuition rates without commuting or ~ The Co_unal on Higher Ed_uca-, J that need with a class of about 20 hbranes and faculties. The main 
moving to Lexington or Louisville. , l(on now gi_vel! UK alld .the Umvm:· I doctoral candidates who would be- overhe:id ~or doctoral_ programs is 
-- · - §1ty of Lomsvt!le exclusive authort- j " 1 d .. , K extensive hbrary holdmgs and high '-· u doc! , h --Jj''li t come super ea ers ,or en- .. .,.,. to ouer orates,:.! e~ 1g .. es: ~--•--•- --~--•- . , c. .. aemands on faculty time. _ 
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Basketball player Tony -~ a because the local Perfmning Arts 
, r\ soph~more ~ Boooe UJWlty, predicted Council has raised $100,000, he · 1-· I that mtercol}egiate basketball would sur- said 
vive even if UK too~ control of Sue Benne~ A decision to go with UK would 
0 . \ IQ thanks to commuruty ~upport. . . be the first of several hw-dles. The Y; The year-old Athleties_ Coun~l 1s throw• owner of the campus_ the Wom-
ing a $100-a-~late nl!1d•raiser this month at en's Division of the Methodist 
the home of its cha.iqnan, $late Rep. Tom Board of Global Ministries -
Jenson, R-_Lon~on. a~ C.M. Newton, would have to agree to sell. The 
UK athletics director, will be the. s~er. purchase price woWd have to be 
· Also expected to_~~ •18 the npsed locally, at least in part. And 
WI ~ i'~~m-~ ->fti'e ?9f!l' fegislature ~ould have ~o • .- · ~M~ authonze a commwuty college rn 
, 1 ~, • P uctions . and ~ l4,000 Londoo;1i 'rtlovtf that F.astem proba-
. _ ..: , · ldren to live theater m the last bly would oppose. 
Jamie Lucke ee years. That has been poss11>1e 
Heyald:Leader educ4t1or\ writer -· THE COURIER.JOU THIJRSC,.W, OCTOBER 4, 1990 
- l.ONDON - Dwane House said he Th - M C U b• 
thought Sue and Belle Bennett would agree:' 0ID8S Ore O ege pro mg 
Sue Benne~ College'p trustees have little 
cibi& \bdaY but to band over the sisters· burglan·es wi·th rac1·a1 o:u.ertones mission to the University of Kentucky.. 'Y' 
House 19 editor .of the student newspa-
per said ' th.; best prospect for the tiny, 
t&~bare- 93-year-ola school is to become1 
iue-Bennett Coilun®itx CQUege, l>$lit of th.e 
UK system. 
He has pleuty of company, although 
others disagree. "There aren't any luke-
warm ones," college President Joan Stivers 
said. 
The decision today will end months of 
suspense. It promises to bring change and 
regret, no matter which way the vote goes. 
A committee created in March to study 
UK President Charles Wethington's over-
ture of merger will present the board ~th 
two choices: aggressively pursue survtval 
as a private, Methodist-affiliated two-year 
college or seek merger with the UK commu-
nity college system. 
"Naturally, there's a lot, w~ll, m<?5t_ o,~ 
us who would prefer to keep 1t as 1t 1s, 
~tee and committee member Gatliff Craig 
of London said. 
"Speaking from the head, and not the 
heart, we have to look at it realistically. 
Even though it might \ not be the most 
desirable, it (merger with UK) would cany 
an insurance policy, in that we could 
continue to have a school there." 
The Bennett sisters wanted to bring 
education to isolated Appalachian youths. 
But now thel school is trapped between 
chronic operating deficits and encroaching 
competition from UK and Ea~tem Ken-
tucky University, both of which charge 
lower tuition than Sue Bennett and have 
expansion plans. 
For an institution that might be draw-
ing its last breaths, there wer~ many signs 
of life yesterday on the leafy hilltop campus 
overlooking London, the Laurel County 
seat 
Crews were in the midst of a $475,000 
face lift that will include safety improve-
ments access for the bandica~ roof 
repairs. expanded par~ ~ relirbished 
brick work on 9eftl'al lJ11llftlBlve, columned 
buildings. _ _ - - - . -
Associated Presa her of Thomas More students and 
players went there and waited about 
CRES'IVIEW Hll.LS, Ky. - Au- 30 minutes before disbanding. 
thorities at Thomas More College "I guess someone might have 
were investigating dormitory bur- been there laughing at us, 6ut this is 
glaries with racial overtones yester- a pretty stupid joke," said Bryan 
day. Shepherd, a white football player 
One school official said the incl- from Alexandria. 
dents may have been pranks, but Fred Anderson, chief of the Lake-
another said th.ey would be treated side Park-Crestview Hills police, 
as serious and investigated fully. said the warning notes carry serious 
~ notes signed "KKK'' were implications and "it's something we 
left. Tuesday evening under the must be concerned with." 
doors of two rooms where four Thomas More, a school with 1,300 
black football players live. Items students, is near Covington. 
such as stereo speakers, tapes and "There will be a lot of activity at 
radios were reported stolen from the schoo~ and we want to make 
the rooms. sure something like this doesn't 
The note warned the players to come into play," he said. 
stay away from white women and One of the burglary victims, Cof-
invited them to meet the author at a fie McCienden, 18, of Dayton, Ohio, 
small pond on campus if they want- said someone opened an unlocked 
ed to talk about the ultimatum. window in his room and took items 
"I'm inclined to believe it was a within reach, including his stereo 
prank," Dave Agee, vice president speakers, some tapes and $50. 
for development, said yesterday. Neither he nor his roommate, 
"·I've seen these things happen at Terry Boyd, also of Dayton, was in 
other schools." the room at the time. 
: The school's vice president for The note was slipped under his 
administration, John Nicholas, said door, McClenden said. 
the burglaries might have been Malchijah Bailey of Dayton said a 
pranks, 6ut, "The administration is radio and an alarm clock were miss-
appalled and we intend to prosecute ing from a room he shares with Tim 
this to the fullest extent" Hill of Cincinnati. A similar note 
Nicholas said pranks occur each was slipped under his door. 
year around Halloween. "Obviously "This seem like somebody may 
this Is much more serious." be playing a joke," Bail(!)' said. He 
· Police staked out the pond late said he knows of no racial trouble 
Tuesday evening, and a large mun- OD campua. 
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Munar ,.,..-. funds to auppor.t troops 
MURRAY, Ky. - Murray State University students are raising 
money for campaigns to support American troops in Saudi Arabia. 
The MSU Student Alumni Association and Student Government 
Association raised nearly $500 Monday and Tuesday by selling 
red, white and blue friendship bracelets and buttons. 
The two groups are sponsoring an Adopt-A-Soldier letter-writ-
ing campaign and mailing "Circle of Care" packages that will be 
sent to troops with ties to the school and the Murray area. 
Two hundred MSU students from the 101st Airborne DiYision m 
Fort Campbell are known to be involved in Operation Desert 
Shield. 
The 517 students include 359 full-time 
students, the mqst ever, and~ dormitory 
residents. Thanks to Coach Sam. Carr'.s 
basketball program, the men's d~hry JS 
full for the first time in a long while. A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Shawnee State University teachers reject 
28.56% salary increase, go on strike today 
By ROGER ALFORD 
Independent News Writer 
PORTSriIOUTH, Ohio - Teachers 
at Shawnee State University rejec-
ted a proposed contract lhat in-
cludes a 28.56 percent pay hike and 
went on strike today for the second 
time in three years. 
Only a handful of students and 
faculty crossed picket lines set up at 
all the entrances into campus this 
morning, said Ed Miner, president 
of the Shawnee Education Associ-
ation, which represents 87 percent 
of the university's teachers. 
Miner said the walkout has effec-
tively shut down the university, and 
that contingency plans the school 
had counted on are nol working. 
The administration had offered 
the Shawnee Education Association 
bargaining committee the 28.56 
percent salary increase over the 
three years the proposed contract 
would run. However, teachers are 
holding out for a 29.4 percent raise. 
"The major sticking point was 
health benefits," said Shawnee 
State spokesman Tom Wesoloski. 
"The university's last plan was that 
faculty would be asked to pay $36 
per month premium for family 
coverage, for a plan that has a total 
cost of $490 a month for family 
coverage. The university would pay 
the difference." 
In addition, Wesoloski said, U1e 
university is calling for any pre-
mium increases over the period to 
be split 50-50 between the faculty 
and university. 
" If you get the raise and your 
insurance premiums go up, it eats 
away the raise, so you' re not getting 
what you think you're getting," said 
Robin Busby, spokeswoman for the 
Ohio Education Association. 
"The administration wants the 
faculty members to take conces-
sions,•· she said. "The faculty 
members have agreed to conces-
sions, and it seems like every time 
the administration asks for a little 
bit more. 
" It seems like they're dtf.1gling a 
carrot and every time you get close 
to an agreement the carrot is moved 
back." 
Wesoloski said the university wiU 
continue to offer classes where 
teachers and students are showing 
up. But he said no replacement 
teachers will be called in. 
"The report is that some classes 
are completely full of students, 
others are half full and others are 
substantially down," Wesoloski 
said. "But as far as exact numbers, 
we're not keeping those. 
"Some full-time faculty are 
not," he said. 
The Shawnee Education Associ-
ation struck for three days after its 
contract with the university ran out 
in 1987. The sticking point then, too, 
was pay and health benefi ts. 
The association this time is call-
ing for an 8 percent pay hike in the 
first year of the new contract, 8.95 
percent in the second year and a 
9.99 percent increase in the third 
year. 
Wesoloski said the teachers 
brought that request to the table 
Sunday, after having earlier ac-
cepted the university's offer of the 
28.56 percent increase spread over 
the three-year period. 
TeaC'hers have set up a strike 
headquarters at the International 
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers 
Union Local 575 office in Ports-
mouth, where they have been joined 
by officials of the Ohio Education 
Association. 
Mrner said the majority of teach-
ers opted for the strike during a vote 
Sunday night, but he would not rel-
ase the actual count. 
No new contract talks had been 
scheduled as of this morning. A 
federal mediator, who has been sit-
ting in on the discussions, will call 
both sides back lo the bargaining 
table later, Busby said. 
Students are generally taking the 
strike in stride, said senior Kim 
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Dennewitz. She was among the ma-
jority of the school's 3,300 students 
who stayed out of classes. 
"l'm not at school because all the 
teachers that I have are on strike," 
she said. "When they come back, 
they'll just pick up where they left 
off." 
But just because she's out of class 
doesn't mean she supports the 
teachers, Dennewitz said. 
"I understand the teachers' point, 
and I understand the university's 
side," she said. "I'm really not 
taking sides." 
Miner said "very, very few" 
people had crossed picket lines. 
" In fact, there's hardly any stu-
dents who have come in," he said. 
"Some have come in and left." 
He called the university's contin-
gency plan '·a facade." 
Miner said teachers had actually 
offered to take smaller raises than 
had been offered to help the univer-
sity pay the insurance premiums. 
"We've offered numerous prer 
posals over the last few days," he 
said. ··we felt we were very close to 
agreement." 
However, Miner said Saturday 
evening that the university came 
back to the table with its original 
offers. 
"We have the feeling that they 
wanted a strike and they're going to 
make it last," he said. "It's un-
fortunate." 
- A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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By KIRSTEN HAUKEBO 
Staff Writer 
Students at Southeast Community 
College yesterday tried to cope with 
the deaths of four of their fellow 
students, as officials continued to 
investigate the suspicious house fire 
that killed them Sunday. 
Autopsies completed yesterday in 
Lexington determined that the three 
· women and one man died of acute 
carbon monoxide poisoning, state 
police said. 
. The bodies of Nancy Bowlin, 22, a 
· freshman who lived in the house; 
Patricia Widner, 20, a sophomore 
from Letcher County; Carolyn Mag-
gard, 31, of Baxter, a recent gradu-
ate of the college; and Ernest Cof-
fee, 27, a sophomore from Somer-
set, have been returned to Harlan 
County. 
. A student who was injured, Sid-
ney Boyd Smith, 23, of Bledsoe, was 
listed in satisfactory condition yes-
terday at Harlan Appalachian Re-
gional Hospital. Two others escaped 
unhurt. 
' The group had gathered at 1002 
Howard St. about 12:30 a.m. Sunday 
after going out together, said state 
police arson investigator Dee 
lfughes. He said a witness reported 
walking past the house about I a.m., 
hearing the students talk and seeing 
candles burning. 
The house had no electricity -
friends said Bowlin couldn't afford 
it - and candles were used for 
lighting. 
It was unclear whether she owned 
or rented the house. 
Cumberland police received a call 
from a neighboring house at 4:39 
a.m. EDT. Firefighters arrived to 
see the house engulfed by flames. 
: Hughes described the fire as sus-
picious, saying it started in both the 
living room and dining room. Tests 
. are being run to see whether gaso-
_line or other accelerants were used. 
Hughes did not yet know if the can-
dles had a role in starting the fire. 
Some classes were canceled yes-
terday at the college and a counsel-
ing center was set up to help friends 
of the dead students, spokesman 
'Chris Jones said. . 
All classes have been canceled to-
morrow, when a memorial service 
will be held in the college's Little 
Theater. 
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of Partridge; three sisters, Georgia 5 . . :i; _ ;:: !;l ,; o a .,. "' o 5- · ~ 
and Kathleen Widner,and Gracie -o. ,a?;? 2"-o,,.. ri> ::s_.:=r'Q'l.\:l ..... ::s_o'-· ~ ~-- -< 
Asher, all of Partridge; and grand- "' "' '" - "'~ .., o. 0 ,,,_.., 'f '" ·· g 
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Maggard was a nat;ve 'of Harlan o 1f ~ c: ~ g "' ~ g; s·)': -o §l: n :;:;r O n>' s 
County and was a manager-trainee ::; ~ ,,, ij §- [ e!. g § ~ 3 a :'.. S- ..., -~ •- , 
at Bays Motel in Harlan., ' ~ S "' o. ~ 0: :,.. .., ,!;! ',... 'E Q "' .,: ~ @2 ~ o 
She is survived by he(father and ~ g_ 8_;.. tT g l ~ n, =d~ a o rf s· g'. ,,. ,.,_ ' 
stepmother, Henry and, Dorothy ~- - -·.., "' ~ .., 3 i::' !'l - ..., :i;"' " ,; ~ · . ' ::, :::t':, <: <: C"' :, ;:, .-. er, ~ D) 'a. O C 
Maggard of Haider; five brothers, '!S "' _ g ~ "' g ,:r &.-o · C ;:f ~ '< g- o 3 ~ 
John H. Maggard of Baxter, Ricky g :;;: ~ o: 11, 8. o: · J;l ;i. ;,o:: <;> ,,,- s ~ ~- § • ,· 
McCloud and Andy Couch, both of · :-· -----
Harlan, Mark Maggard of Cumber-
land, and Matt McCloud of Kings-
port, Tenn.; five sisters, Betty Davis, 
Bobbie Brown and Martha Lewis, 
all of Cumberland, and Theresa and 
Mary Miles, both of Baxter. 
The funeral will be held at 2 p.m. 
tomorrow at Loyall Funeral Home 
in Loyall, with burial in Sand Hill 
Cemetery in Cumberland. Visitation 
will be after 4 p.m. t_oday. 
Coffey was a student at Southeast 
Community College. 
He is survived by his mother, 
Mary M. Rigney of Somerset; his fa-
ther, James P. Coffey of Somerset; a 
half brother, Jason Coffey of Som-
. erset; a sister, Lisa C. Phelps of 
Somerset; grandparents; Lewis and 
Sophia Rigney of Albany and Lind-
sey and Irene Hoover of Monticello. 
The funeral will be lield at 10 a.m. 
tomorrow at Denham S'ireet Baptist 
Church in Somerset, wlth burial in 
Old Charity Baptist Church Ceme-
tery in Wayne County. Visitation at 
Pulaski Funeral Home in Somerset 
will be after 7 p.m. t_od:ay. 
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Morehead football player dismissed for stero~d-use 
Special to The Courier-Journal 
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Morehead 
State University announced yester-
day that one of 36 rando!lllY select-
ed football players tested positive 
for anabolic steroids and bas been 
dismissed from the team. 
The university said it would not 
identify the student-athl~te, but said 
in · a statement "that :his athletic 
scholarship 
0
will be revoked at the 
end of the current semester. In ad-
dition, he is ineligible to compete at 
any NCAA member institution for 
one year. The university's athletic 
staff has counseled the individual to 
seek assistance in eliminating the 
use of such substances." 
Oct. ~ 
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BLACK ENROLLMENTS State's colleges join AT KENTUCKY UNIVERSITIES 
efforts nationwide 
to recruit minorities 
~hart shows number of black students registered 
In 1989, black students as a percentage of white 
students and the 1995 percentage goal. 
Goal 
Pupil• "' "' 
By ROBi t:Ps·: t.Jl,• 
Staff Writer 
In Kentucky, too, the non-white 
1L 1 lat10n is expected to increase 
mvt e quickly than the white popula-
tion, said Sam Samnick, an infor-
The University of Louisville mation specialist at the state data 
admissions office added a full- center at U of L. 
time staff member last month Louisville's black population has 
Eastern Kentucky University 655 5.8 7.4 
Kentucky State University 522 32. 7 41 .5 
Morehead State University 162 3.0 3 2 
Murray State University 252 t•.O 6.:i: 
Northern Kentucky University 58 ti.8 1.0 
University of Kentucky 490 3.4 6.2 
Community COiieges 2,148 :~ 6.f 10.7 ,. 
University of Louisville 1,578 9.7 11.3 · 
Western Kentucky UnJversity 598 w~S.7 ..  8. f • 
·,-' ' -~~¾-. .:,,,:: 
whose main assignment will be grown from 20 percent to 30 per-
to recruit more black applicants. cent, he said, and Jefferson Coun- hurting real bad," 
This summer a group of black ty's also is increasing. Jackson said. 
leaders in Cincinnati - inspired To keep up with those demogra- Recruiters also 
by local alumni - began devel- phics, colleges must do a better job find themselves pit• 
oping a pipeline of black stu- of tapping minorities, Hodgkinson ted against each 
dents from Cincinnati going to said. ~the;; "~here's a lot of competi-
Centre College in Danville. Where statistically the black pop• tton, said Sandra Moore, director 
Bellarmine College, where the ulation would have been expected of minority affairs at Eastern Ken-
student body is 2 percent black, to produce 1,000 doctorates nation- tucky University. But Moore said 
is having a vice president work wide in the sciences in 1985, he she and other admissions officers 
on recruitment with Black Catho- said, there were only 27. just want to see more blacks in col-
lie Ministries, an office of the Some universities address the lege, regardless of which school 
Louisville archdiocese. problem by "creaming," trying to they attend. 
Recruitment of black students get more than their share of a hand- That's the message University of 
is one of the biggest challenges ful of highly qualified blacks. But Kentucky recruiters stress on visits 
facing Kentucky college officials creaming doesn't solve the overall to junior high schools in Lexington 
- and they are not alone. problem, he said. "The solution is to a~d Ce_ntral Kentucky, said Joseph 
The 2,200 college admissions make the pool bigger." Fmk, director of admissions. "We'd 
counselors and high school guid- ln workshop after workshop, ad- like them to come to UK, but the 
ance counselors who met last missions officers discussed ways to important thing is that they go to 
week in Louisville heard the attract minority students and ex- college," he said. 
same refrain throughout the pand the pool of candidates. Centre, however, managed to in-
four-day conference of rhe Na- They discussed outreach pro- crease its black student population 
tional Association of College Ad- grams in junior high and high from 2 percent to 6 percent this 
mission Counselors. schools that emphasize to young- year, Brantley said. 
"Blacks are under-represented sters the importance of attending . One graduate of a mostly black 
in higher education." said Centre college. high school in Cincinnati who was 
assistant admissions director Publicizing scholarships for mi- headed to the University of Cincin-
Bonnie Brantley. Racism and mi- norities and financial-aid options nati this fall is now enrolled at Cen-
nority recruitment, she said, are can combat the misperception in tre, thanks to the efforts of a Cincin-
"the biggest issues in higher edu- black communities that college is nati judge who recruits for Centre. 
cation today." too expensive, admissions officers Crystal Brown, 17, said she told 
Keynote speaker Johnnetta said. Judge Melba Marsh, whom she met 
Cole told the college admis5ions But Kentucky admissions officials during a su~er law program, that 
officers they may be "the most say that even with dedication, mon- s~e ~as ~o!,ng to the University of 
powerful people in America" ey and new programs, black recruit- Cmcmnatl. She said I should go to 
when it comes to opening the ment remains difficult. a small school, which would be 
doors of higher education to non- Myra Jackson, assistant admis- more on my academic level and 
whites. By helping offer minor- sions director at Kentucky State where I would get more attention," 
ities opportunities to learn and University, said KSU offers students Brown said. "I sent her my tran-
excel, they can be instrumental terrific scholarships, but many script. She talked to me and my 
in eliminating racism, said Cole. blacks choose to go to mostly white mother about (Centre) on a 
the president of Spelman Col- universities on minority scholar- Wednesday. We came down on a 
lege, a historically black school ships instead. Friday. My first impression was that 
for women in Atlanta. Like the rest of the state's public with the classes being smaller and 
Educational demographer Harold institutions, KSU is trying to reach the campus so pretty I really wanted 
Hodgkinson described America's Council of Higher Education objec- to come." 
changing racial composition. He tives for recruit- By Monday, everything was set-
showed the counselors maps depict- ment of black Ken- tied, including her financial-aid 
ing the racial breakdown of the tucky residents. Al- package: She was given one of the 
country's population, showing that though the school IO presidential scholarships -
the number of non-Hispanic whites is historically worth $5,000 a year - Centre re-
of college age will dwindle in pro- black, many white cently made available to black and 
portion to the number of blacks, students attend, Appalachian students in order to 
Hispanics, Asians and American In- and many of the add diversity to the college. The rest 
dians. black students are of her $12,910 annual expenses will 
Between 1985 and 2000, the num• from out of state. be made up in grants. She will pay 
ber of non-white youth in the Unit• The university is $210 a year, plus books costs. 
ed States will increase by 4.5 mil- "at a loss, and "1 think I was very fortunate to be 
lion, while the number of white we're going to be offered this. because I'm certain to 
youth will increase by only 600,000, get one of the best educations I 
Hodgkinson said. . . could get," Brown said. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
(\/1/f,:/~; :'( j_'Lc_1_l/J1•'t>vi-
~ (0,,,t,,., u.ei) 
At U of L, President Donald 
Swain has recently put extra em-
phasis on recruiting minority facul, 
ty and students. 
This month, city alderman Regi-
nald Meeks, in U of L's new full-
time position, will visit 14 high 
schools. in Jefferson County to talk 
to students, both black and white, 
about U of L's programs, the admis-
sions process and financial aid. 
In addition, U of L officials will be 
visiting the homes of black high 
school students and have asked 
black ministers to mention applica-
tion deadlines from their pulpits, 
U of L spokeswoman Denise Fitzpa-
trick said. 
"This year we're becoming more 
aggressive," U of L admission direc-
tor Rob Parrent said. 
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Sue Bennett 
College board 
votes to merge 
with UK system 
By KIRSTEN HAUKEBO, Staff Writer 
LONDON, Ky. - Sue Bennett Colleg~ could be S~e 
Bennett Community College after 1992 if the college s 
board of trustees has its way. . 
The board of the financially strapped Methodist-af-
filiated college voted yesterday to join the University of 
Kentucky system, a move that also needs the af proy~ 
of the 1992 General Assembly and the :,V:om_en s D~vi-
sion of the Methodist Board of Global M1nIStnes, which 
owns the land. . 
Toe merger would mean financial survival for _the 
two-year, private college, said. board memb_er Wtlham 
Evans of Lexington, Tenn., d1stnct sup~rvisor of the 
United Methodist Church in the Memphis Conference. 
"We cannot continue to operate a college under a 
deficit system. That just can't be, and the day woul~ 
come pretty soon that we would have to shut it down, 
he said. d' d UK' 
Evans was part of a committee t~at stu 17 s 
merger proposal. He said the committee advised the 
board it would either have to pursue the merger or 
raise more money through donations and other means 
besides tuition. 
Trustees debated the issue in a 1 ½-hour closed ses-
sion yesterday before casting what was said to be a 
close vote. Twenty-five of the board's 32 trustees were 
present, said board vice-chairman Glenn Westbrook of 
London. 
In an announcement following the vote, \\'.estbro!)k 
said a committee will be appointed to negotiate with 
UK and the Women's Division. 
Westbrook added that the board wanted to assure 
faculty and students that there will 
be no changes until the merger has 
beep, completed. 
"Sue Bennett is going to operate 
as a college just the same as we are 
today, yesterday and the day before, 
until something happens legally and 
ihe agreements are signed by every-
one involved," he said. 
The college was founded in 1896 
thanks to the work of the Bennett 
sisters, Sue and Belle, who sought 
to educate Appalachian youth. To-
day the tiny college on a hill over-
looking London has an enrollment 
of 517, including a record 35~ ~ll-
time students. But the college IS m a 
competition for funds with other 
colleges and universities. 
For the college to join UK, the 
community must raise at least part 
of the purchase price, with the state 
putting up -the rest of the money. 
Westbrook said a group of London-
area business leaders has promised 
some funds. · 
Westbrook moderated the meet-
ing after board chairman Henry 
Stoltz, a district judge, resigned yes-
terday. , 
Stoltz, who will remain a trustee, 
said he resigned because some resi-
dents had expressed concerns that 
·'as a politician I might have some 
influence ... on the results of this 
vote on this issue." 
A new chairman has not yet been 
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UK fraternity 
shutdown 
for hazing 
of initiates 
University won't detail 
Phi Kappa Tau violations 
By JIM WIIlTE, Staff Writer 
. LE?'JNGTON - A University of Kentucky fraternity 
1s bemg shut down for at lea~t three years for hazing, 
the UK Dean of Students office announced yesterday. 
Phi Kappa Tau fraternity, one of 20 social fraternities 
at UK, was notified yesterday that its "organizational 
status" had been withdrawn and that members must 
move out of the fraternity house. 
The action came after the fraternity violated the Code 
of Stu~ent Conduct regarding the practice of hazing, 
according to a statement released yesterday by Interim 
Dean of Students David Stockham. 
University officials released incomplete information 
on the case late yesterday, and then were not available 
to elaborate. They did not disclose the nature of the 
hazing or the number of victims. 
However, UK defines hazing as "subjecting universi-
ty students to unnecessary and excessive abuse, humili-
ation or physical danger, or by committing any action 
or causing any situation which recklessly or intention-
ally endangers the mental or physical health or involves 
the forced consumption of liquor or drugs for the pur-
pose of initiation into or affiliation with any organiza. 
tion." 
Stockham, who could not be reached for further 
comment yesterday, said only that the fraternity's viola-
ti?ns were serious. Stockham said the university would 
give no further details nor identify any of the fraternity 
members involved. Also, Stockham said UK will disci-
pline no fraternity members until an investigation of 
the individual violations is complete. 
UK will give fraternity members time to find other 
places to live and to dispose of fraternity property be-
fore the house is closed down. 
Phi Kappa Tau is on Woodland Avenue, which bor-
ders UK's campus and is lined with fraternity houses. 
Many of those houses were busy late yesterday after-
noon, with their frqnt doors standing open and mem-
bers getting ready for Friday night parties. 
At Phi Kappa Tau, however, members were making 
themselves scarce. Stephen Hines, the fraternity's vice 
president, answered a knock on the door but would not 
comment. 
The chapter has been at UK since the 1920s, said Ron 
Lee, associate dean of students and fraternity adviser. 
Th~ fraternity has between 80 and 100 members, he 
said. 
"I've been around the university for eiglit years," Lee 
said, "and this is the first time that I know of that this 
has happened to a fraternity." 
Daris McCullough, a member of UK's Interfraternity 
Council, said rumors about the reprimand had circulat-
ed around campus this week. "But I haven't heard any 
details," he said. · · 
Stockham said the fraternity may petition in three 
years to return to the campus. 
• -The Daily Independent, Ashland, Ky., Saturday, October B, 1990 
Shawnee officials say 'business 
as usual' if stril{.e occurs 
By ROGER ALFORD 
Independent News Writer 
PORTSMOUTH - Officials at 
Shawnee State University are mak-
ing plans to hold classes as usual if 
the faculty follow through on its 
threats to go on strike Monday for 
higher pay and better health ben-
efits. 
"We fully anticipate to operate on 
a normal schedule and do what we 
do best - serve students and the 
taxpayers of Ohio," said Catherine 
Roberts, assistant to the Shawnee 
president and chief nrgotiator. 
"Our duty is to continue to offer 
students the opportunity to attend 
class~s and to preserve their right 
to gam an education," she said. 
Edward Miner, president of the 
Shawnee State University Educa-
tion Association, said in a prepared 
statement that contract negotiations 
have been held on and off since the 
beginning of June, and that talks 
1re continuing with a federal medi-
ator present. 
He couldn't be reached Friday for 
additional comment. 
The faculty plans to hold a strike 
vote Sunday at 7 p.m. 
The bargaining committees for 
both sides have tentatively agreed 
to a 28.56 percent increase over 
three years of the contract. It would 
provide a 9.39 percent raise the first 
year, 9.43 tlie second and 7.4 in the 
third year of the contract. 
· The increase would cost the uni-
versity about $1 million more over 
the three-year period. It would also 
raise average salaries of the 101 
faculty members from $31,640 to 
$40,677 over the contract period. 
"The proposed pay increase 
would put average salaries at 
Shawnee at or above the level of 
comparable institutions nation-
wide," Roberts said. 
No agreement has been reached 
on the faculty's demand for the 
university to pay the total cost of 
health insurance, Roberts said. She 
said the insurance is the only signif • 
icant issue still unresolved. 
The university is asking faculty 
members to pay $36 a month for 
family medical coverage, because 
of rising health insurance costs. The 
university would pay $454 a month 
per employee for the insurance, 
Roberts said. 
Also, if the insurance carrier 
raises premiums, administrators 
are asking that the faculty share 
part of the costs, Roberts said. 
Prescription drugs would cost $5 
instead of the current $Hor gener-
ics and $4 for name brand. 
Faculty members are demanding 
no deductible, no co-payment and no 
premium, Roberts said. 
Both sides have agreed to con-
tinue with the same dental and eye 
insurance plans. . 
Other changes in the proposed 
contract include an agreement to 
withhold Kentucky income taxes 
from faculty who live in Kentucky, 
an agreement to begin a bi-weekly 
pay schedule, and an agreement to 
make all faculty pay union dues 
whether or not they belong to the 
Shawnee Education Association. 
Roberts said she hopes full-time 
and adjunct faculty choose to hold 
their regularly scheduled classes. 
Just because they have filed their 
intent to strike doesn't mean they 
have to, she said. 
"They do not need or have to 
strike any time, and we encourage 
continued negotiations until a con· 
tract is settled," Roberts said. "The 
adjunct faculty, on the other hand, 
are not part of the bargaining unit, 
so if a job action occurs, we expect 
them to honor their teaching con-
tracts." 
The university has prepared for a 
strike by hiring additional security, 
meeting with student leaders, and 
briefing administrators and hourly 
staff about their duties. 
"So students will feel comfortable 
in pursuing their education and 
faculty and staff are free to work, 
we will increase our security force 
to eight members 24 hours day," 
Roberts said. 
In addition, administrators will 
hold daily briefing sessions in Mas· 
sie Auditorium at 10 a.m. and 7: 30 
p.m., and will distribute informa-
tion to students through daily flyers 
and electronic bulletin boards on 
campus. 
The university -also has es-
tablished a special telephone line to 
answer student and parent's ques-
tions about the strike. The telephone 
number is 614-353-2927. 
If there is a strike, it will be the 
second walkout in three years. That 
strike ended two days_ after it began, 
when faculty and administration 
agreed to salary increases. 
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McCreary has high hopes for idea UARcH,vEs 
of college using UK, Eastern teachers 
By David L. Baker 
South-central Kentucky bureau 
'\ 1 UTLEY CITY - McCreary 
Lumtians are pursuing ambitious 
plan- to establish a community 
college. 
But it's not just any community 
college. 
It's one in which students would 
receive their first two years of 
classes from University of Ken-
tuckv instructors for an associate 
degree, then switch over to Eastern 
Kentucky L'niversity teachers for 
completion of a four-year degree. 
''It' a hybrid community col-
lege." ,-aid Deputy judge-Executive 
Bruce .\forphy. "Conceivably, one 
could receive a bachelor· degree in 
:-.lcCreary County." 
.\lcCrean· Countv. for vears sad-
dled with double-digit unemploy-
ment, sagging development and 
lack of. an industrial base. isn't 
alone in trying to encourage higher 
education. 
"[t's part of a trend in rural 
Kentucky's desire for higher educa-
t10n services," noted Gary S. Cox. 
executive director of the tate Coun-
cil on Higher Education. "It fits the 
pattern that's been developing over 
the past five years." 
Local officials are form ing an 
education foundation to find a home 
for a Somerset Community College 
satellite campus. That center would 
be the nucleus of the future 
:-.tcCreary County community col-
lege, Murphy said. 
A prime contender for the site is 
the Whitley City .\1iddle School, 
which is to be vacated once a new 
middle school is finished in about 
two years. Murphy said the county 
government wanted to pull in a 
variety of other agencies to make 
the building one large educational 
center. 
Participation of other agencies 
like Head £tart, state vocational 
education and Forward in the Fifth 
could help make the facility eligible 
for Appalachian Regional Commis-
sion grants and Farmers Home 
Administration loans. Murphy said. 
However, the plan depends on 
more than money. It will require a 
high degree of cooperation from 
EKu and UK. 
EKU has responsibility for the 
area as part of its 22-county service 
region. C:K, through Somerset Com-
munity College. urfers off.campus 
classes withm a 30-mile radius of 
the Somerset campu . The Whitley 
City :"Choo! is 31 miles away, mean-
ing CK must recei,·e pern1i,;sion to 
offer its 16 course m :-.lcCreary 
County or establish a satellite cam-
pus. 
L'K officials are optimistic about 
the community college satellite 
campus. 
"It's not as far-fetched a dream 
as it might seem at first," said Ben 
Carr. acting chancellor for the UK 
community college system. 
He said that other satellite cen-
ters had opened in Whitesburg, 
Carrollton and Pikeville with high 
enrollments. 
EKC President Hanly Funder-
burk, who said he was unaware 
that plans were being made, re-
mained more reserYc:d. 
"I thmk acces:. to higher educa-
tion is a wonderful thing." he said. 
But he quesnoned the need for a 
community college . 
The Council on Higher Educa-
tion would have ro determine the 
need and approve any new satellite 
Ccmpus. 
Margy Johns, off-campus pro-
gram director at Somerset Commu-
nity College, said the number of 
full-time McCreary County students 
was slightly less than the level at 
which satellite campuses are ap-
proved by the counci l. 
McCreary County school Super-
intendent Eddie Brown said 
McCreary County normally gradu-
ated about 200 students in a year. 
Half of those would have to become 
full-time college students to meet 
the higher education council re-
quirements. 
Brown. noting his system was 
ranked near the bottom in test 
scores last year. thinks a communi-
ty college would have a much-
needed trickle-down effect. 
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Sen. Woody May 
suffers a stroke 
Associated Press 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - State Sen. 
Woody May of West Liberty was 
hospitalized in critical condition 
yesterday after suffering a stroke, 
officials said. 
May, 61, was transferred by air 
ambulance to the intensiv~care unit 
at the Albert B. Chandler Medical 
Center at the University of Ken-
tucky after first going to the Appala-
chian Regional Hospital in West Li-
berty. 
May was first elected to the 
House in 1968 and spent six terms 
in the lower chamber, the last as 
Democratic whip. He was elected to 
the Senate in 1984 and has most re-
cently served as chairman of the 
Transportation Committee. 
He represents the 27th District, 
which is made up of Breathitt, El-
liott, Lee, Magoffin, Menifee, Mor-
gan, Owsley, Rowan and Wolfe 
counties. 
May, a farmer and businessman, 
is a native of Morgan County. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Wethijgton :unveils 
plan~f~f::~O million 
centralr~~~brary at UK 
Wtllis said the proposed building 
would provide an added 250,-000 
square feet and feature compact 
shelving that moves on rollers for 
older and less-used publications, 
computer work stations, more study 
facilities and at least 2,500 study 
seats. 
"We want it to be functional and 
simple," Wtllis said. ''We want it to 
be a building of distinction." .... ;:..,, ., , 
From Staff and AP.',Dispatches· 
FRANKFORT; Ky. -- University 
of Kentucky P.resident: · Charles 
Wethington has unveiled a,proposal 
for a central library- that,could cost 
$40 million or more and . might be 
opened in five years:·-~-,· - · ·' 
Wethington said a 10- to 12-mem-
ber steering committee, represent-
ing the university· 0colfiniµnity, 
would he named shortly0-to· help 
raise pri~ate ·mon~ for the- project. 
The state also would· be askeil tor 
financial help. . _'· ·•::· '/ "_ · 
UK sought $,26~"µn/li~tt_",for_ a 
new library last ye~r, i?)!t;lli~. st~te 
Council on Higher Educatiofi'reject-
ed the request. Ccitincil'officiills said 
yesterday the new ·proposal •could 
get a more favorable reception if 
UK makes it a elem; priority and 
succeeds in getting substai\tia! pri-
vate donations. . · 
"l don't think it's completely im-
possible" for the council to recom-
mend a new library for UK, said 
Kenneth Walker, the council's depu-
ty executive director for financial 
affairs. 
"If they request a $40 million fa. 
cility, everybody, from beginning to 
end, will take_ a hard look at that 
project," Walker said. 
Wethington's announcement of 
support for the project, during a 
speech to the University Senate on 
Monday, was a surprise to library 
officials, who had been working on 
the proposal for about two years. 
About 50 faculty members attending 
Wethington's speech warmly ap-
plauded the news. 
The school's libraries director, 
Paul Wtllis, said the proposed struc-
ture could be ready by 1995 if UK 
can raise enough money. He said it 
wow<f house materials now stored 
in the Margaret King Library and 
the 14 specialty libraries on the Lex-
ington campus. 
Wtllis said a likely location would 
be behind the Rose Street parking 
structure, but university spokesman 
Bernie Vonderheide said there has 
been no firm decision on a location. 
Although a library official said the 
facility would cost at least $40 mil-
lion, Vonderheide said that estimate 
wasn't final, 
"I don't think that until all the fi. 
nal deliberating is done that the 
president wants to hold to that fig. 
lire," Vonderheide said. 
Wtllis called UK's current hbrary, 
housed in a structure built in 1931 
with additions completed in 1963 
and 1974, "the least desirable" uni-
versity hbrary building in Kentucky. 
He said a university library should 
seat one-fourth of the student body 
but all the university's library facili-
ties seat only about 11 percent of 
UK's students. 
"We need an expansion of our li• 
brary facilities," Wethington said. 
''We need to work toward building 
a new library for this campus. 
We've got an excellent opportunity 
to do something like this over the 
next few years." 
His speech was his first to the 
University Senate since he became 
president last month. The Senate 
was a vocal opponent of Wething-
ton's appointment as president, con-
tending the process was flawed be-
cause he served as interim president 
during his candidacy. · . 
Wethington's talk was "the begin-
ning of a process he will have to go 
through to build some connectors to 
the faculty," said Senate Chairwom-
an Carolyn Bratt, a law professor. 
"And certainly, talking about librar-
ies and research is the way to do it." 
The university's library holdings 
amount to some 2 million volumes 
28,000 sets of periodicals and 
184,000 maps. The size of its collec-
tion places it in 55th place on a re-
cent list of university research li-
braries published by the Association 
of Research Libraries. 
Overflowing shelves have forced 
officials to take drastic measures 
inclu~g ~oxing and storing som~ 
~atena)s m a cavern dug into a 
limestone qua,':/· m 1.Vtlmore. 
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A new library for UK 
Wethington gets off on the right foot ... 
C harles Wethington knew his audience when he spoke to the University of Kentucky faculty sen-
ate on Monday. 
He knew that many members 
had been upset by the way in which 
he was chosen as UK's next presi-
dent. He knew they had questions 
about his commitment to academ-
ics. And he knew he had a surprise 
up his sleeve: a proposal for a new, 
$40 million main library. 
It would be hard t_o imagine a 
better beginning for Wethington' s 
efforts to build his relationship with 
UK's faculty. As we noted in an 
editorial a few days ago, the 
school's main library is an obstacle 
to any drive to build UK's national 
reputation. 
It's too small - so small that a 
portion of the library's holdings are 
stored in a limestone quarry south 
of Lexington. It's too old and jury. 
rigged. And it has been too poorly 
supported for too long. 
Wethington's plans promise to 
change that within the next five 
years. The kind of library building 
he envisions would meet UK's 
needs now and well into the future. 
And by making it the first ini tia-
ti ve of his permanent presidency, 
Wethington has let the university's 
. faculty know that he is committed 
to putting his bricks-and-mortar ex-
pertise to the service of academics. 
It's a good way to begin the rela-
tionship between the faculty and 
UK's new president. 
... Now, for planning and architecture 
I f there are questions about Charles Wethington's propos-al for a new University of Kentucky library, they ate 
not so much about the need for the 
library as its location and design. 
University officials envision the 
new library being between Clifton 
and Hilltop avenues, an area some-
what removed from the campus' 
existing academic center. That's 
probably OK, since UK's prelimi-
nary long-range plan calls for the 
campus to expand in that direction. 
But the library proposal under-
scores again the need for such a 
comprehensive blueprint for future 
campus development. It has been 
more than a quarter of a century 
since UK last put together a master 
plan for the campus. Developing 
and implementing a new one should 
be a top priority for UK's new 
president. 
Wethington should have another 
priority, too: beginning a new age 
of architectural excellence at UK. 
The university will get only one 
chance to build a new library. The 
task is far too important to be left 
to architects chosen more for their 
Frankfort political connections than 
their abilities. 
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OK library 
director cites 
frustrations 
with facilities 
By Elizabeth Wade 
Herald•Leader staff writer 
To retrieve many of the books in the 
University of Kentucky's Margaret I. King 
Library, patrons must squeeze single-file 
through cramped aisles created by rows of 
metal shelves between floors. 
But the shelves, in the core of the 
library built in 1931, cannot be moved to 
make more room. 
"Part of the inflexibility," Paul Wi!lis, 
director of UK's libraries, said, "is that the 
shelving holds up the building." 
It is one of the frustrations which have 
prompted calls for a new library for UK's 
Lexington campus. UK President Charles 
Wethington said Monday that the universi-
ty will mount a fund-raising and lobbying 
effort to build a larger $40 million facility 
by 1995. 
The King library and its branches can 
no longer hold the school's 2 million books, 
28,000 sets of periodicals and 184,000 maps. 
Disrepair and a lack of temperature and 
humidity controls have destroyed part of 
the colle<:tion. Students and professors have 
· difficulty finding materials stashed away in 
storage. · 
"The strongest thing about the library 
is the collections," Willis said. "The worst 
thing is the facility. 
"You simply don't have a great univer-
sity without a great library." 
No shelves available 
Willis said almost every storage area in 
the King library has far more materials 
than it can handle. Hundreds of boxes 
scattered across the building are filled with 
books from overcrowded shelves. 
For example, he said, the second 
floor of the King building's north 
wing, where periodicals, newspa-
pers and journals are supposed to 
be stored, can no longer handle 
monthly waves of new materials. 
"It doesn't take a lot of time to 
eat up space." 
The library receives more than 
2,000 donated books and periodicals 
each month. Some are kept to 
replace lost or damaged books; 
some are given to community col-
lege libraries. 
Others are sold to raise money 
to buy new books. But few find a 
home on a library shelf. 
Space has become so limited 
that some publications have been 
moved to the basement of the King 
library, others to a cavem dug in a 
limestone quarry in Wilmore. 
''We just have no shelving or 
anything to store the boxes on," 
said Faith Harders, associate direc-
tor for facilities and planning. 
· Poor conditions 
Limited space is not the only 
problem confronting library offi-
cials. Outdated wiring and heating 
and cooling systems also keep the 
libraries from being top-notch facili-
ties, Willis said. 
"In newer buildings, they tend 
to make wiring tracks in the floor 
or ceiling," he said. "It gives you 
flexibility to arrange things." 
The cracked concrete floor of 
the chi!ly third level of King's north 
wing is spotted with bunches of 
loose wires and cables leading to 
computers that hold the library's 
electronic card catalog. 
One floor down, the temperature 
rises from icebox-cold to almost 
steamy. Temperature and humidity 
control are essential to maintain 
printed material, Willis said. 
''The temperature and humidity 
is just awful," Willis said. "The 
worst thing you can do for any kind 
of paper material is have tempera-
ture and humidity fluctuate." 
Hundreds of moldy books are in 
the library, he said. The building's 
poor environmental conditions have 
cut the useful life of many books in 
half. 
And replacing or repairing dam-
aged books isn't cheap, Willis said. 
It costs '$7 to $10 to rebind a 
damaged book. The average price 
of a new book is $30 to $35. 
Crowded branches 
Many problems plaguing the 
King Library also trouble the 14 
branch libraries across the campus. 
With room to seat a mere 20 
students, the mathematical sciences 
library in the basement of the 18-
floor Patterson Office Tower is so 
small, Willis said, "If you bring a 
book in, you have to take one out" 
A lack of entrance ramps and 
narrow aisles between bookcases 
also prevents handicapped students 
from using the geology library in 
Bowman Hall. 
Wi!lis said a new facility was 
needed to set the university's li-
brary system back on track. 
"The facilities are frustrating to 
use now," he said, "and it seems to 
me a new facility will help resolve 
some of that." 
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U of L President Swain interviewed 
for '60 l\!Iinutes' report on athletics 
By ROBIN EPSTEIN 
Staff Writer 
When Morley Safer of CBS' "60 
Minutes" talked to University of 
Louisville President Donald Swaia 
last Thursday, the interview had 
all the "60 Minutes" trademarks: 
It was "hard-hitting, extremely 
adversarial, and confrontational," 
Swain said. 
"60 Minutes," the investigative 
magazine-style television show 
that has captured top ratings for 
years, has visited several campus-
es in recent months for a report 
on athletics and academics. 
Among the topics Safer and 
Swain discussed were excessive 
salaries for coaches, exploitation 
of athletes and low graduation 
rates among athletes, Swain said. 
In Safer's judgment "intercolle-
giate athletics are a corruption of 
higher education," Swain said. 
"He put U of L on the 
defensive from the very 
beginning." 
But Swain wasn't in-
timidated, said U of L 
spokeswoman Denise 
Fitzpatrick. She was 
there when Safer inter-
viewed Swain, as well as 
basketball coach Denny 
Crum and several bas-
ketball players. Safer 
Safer has a way of 
Jocking at people that says, "I 
know you're lying to me," Fitzpa-
trick said. "Swain just stared right 
back at him." 
Saying he strongly supports the 
need for reform, Swain told Safer 
U of L is considering tightening 
the academic standards athletes 
must meet to be eligible to com-
pete. Athletes are now required to 
have a 2.0 grade point average, 
but are given a two-semester 
grace period if they 
don't. 
Swain also said the 
university may start re-
quiring the admissions 
office to examine pro-
spective scholarship re-
cipients' academic rec-
ords before they are of-
fered scholarships. 
There has been no for-
. ma! check of records 
until now because schol-
arst,ips are generally offered be-
fore the students have finished 
high school or taken their college 
preparatory tests. 
A spokesperson for "60 Min-
utes" would not discuss the sub-
ject of the report, what other 
schools are being featured, when 
the episode would be aired or 
whether the University of Louis-
ville interviews would be included 
in the final report. 
' 
• -The Daily Independent, Ashland, Ky., Tuesday, October 9, 1990 
Shawnee State -The Daily Independent, Ashland, Ky., Tuesday, October 9, 199C -- ~-
faculty say stril~e 
may last aB~s~et!~,Miner 
By ROGER ALFORD said the insurance premiums could 
Independent News Writer rise from 25 to 65 percent. That, he 
PORTSMOUTH Ohio - Teach- said, would offset a large chunk of 
ers at Shawnee State University the proposed raises that would in-
say they are digging in for a long crease the average teacher salary 
strike because they see no settle- from $31,640 _to $40,677 over the 
men! in the dispute over pay and three-year penod. 
health benefits. Catherine Roberts, assistant to 
Most students who drove to the the Shawnee State president and 
school's downtown Portsmouth ch!~f negotiator for the university, 
campus Monday found empty sam ~lie proposed pny increase put 
classrooms. Instead of lectlll'ilig, salaries of the 101 teachers at or 
professors were manning picket above ~hat co~pa~able institutions 
lines. are payrng nal!onw1de. 
Teachers rejected an offer of a For now, Shawnee teachers make 
28.56 percent pay increase and less money than their counterparts 
voted Sunday to go on strike. The at. any ~!her university in Ohio, 
major issue, besides wages, is Min~r said. An~ whi_le the proposed 
health insurance said Ed Miner pay rncrease will brrng the salaries 
president of the 'shawnee Educa'. up lo the. current national norms, 
lion Association, which represents those nal!on_al norms will likely 
87 percent of the university's outpace the rncrease by the end of 
teachers. the three years, he said. 
The teachers' union is calling for Besides its impact on learning, 
a 29.4 percent pay hike and for the the strike has slowed construction 
university to pick up the full cost on several projects, including a 
of their health insurance cov- huge $7 million library. Union con-
erage. Miner said he felt the two tractors pulled off the job Monday 
sides were getting close to a morning in support of the striking 
settlement on Saturday when talks teachers. 
broke off. Tim Thoroughman, contraction 
No new talks had been scheduled director for the university, said 50 to 
as of this morning. 60 percent of the workers left their 
fforma Lyons a junior from work stations. He could not give an 
South Shore, Ky.: said students are actual number of the construction 
th_!! ones being hurt by the strike. workers who honor~d the pic~ets .. 
"If the strike lasts more than two _Thoroughman s~1d the umvers1ty 
weeks, then 'we could lose a whole Will take legal acl!on to try to force 
quarter and have to start it over," the contractors back to work. 
she said. "I'm in support of their 
pay raise, but if no one is going to 
give in, it's just going to hurt us." 
Tom Wesoloski, spokesman for 
the university, said academic 
scheduling allows only two weeks 
for making up class time lost to the 
Colleges recruiting 
more black pupils 
LOUISVIL~ f ~P) - Kentucky's 
colleges are JOllllllg the national 
effort lo bring more black students -
other. 
The University of Louisville ad-
missions office hired a full-time 
staff member last month to sell 
m_ore blac~s on the idea of enrolling. 
His campaign will start in Jefferson 
County. 
Bellarmine College, where the 
student body is 2 percent black has 
a vice president working o; re-
cr_ui_tm~nt with Black Catholic 
Mlil!Slnes, an office of the Louis-
ville archdiocese. _ 
Centre College's enr·ollment 
· began climbing after a group of 
b!ac~ leaders in Cincinnati set up a 
pipeline of black students from 
there to the campus at Danville. 
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Racism course required 
Gannett News Service 
~ ARBOR, Mich. - The Uni-
vers1_ty of Michigan has decided to 
require many of its students to take 
a course on racial or ethnic intoler-
-ance _before they graduate. Profes-
so~ m the College of Literature, 
Science and the Arts, which enrolls.. 
about 18,000 students, more than 
. half of the university's enrollment 
approved the plan Monday. ' 
strike. He said this year's schedule 
calls for the second fall quarter to 
begin two weeks after the current The Daily Independent, Ashland, Ky., Tuesday, October 9, 1990-
one ends. , 
"If ii goes beyond that, then I 
guess you have to start thinking 
about canceling quarters," he said. 
Biology professor Scott Oliver 
said the faculty isn't optimistic 
about a speedy settlement. Teach-
ers are adamant in their demands, 
he said. 
Miner said teachers, even with a 
salary increase, would actually lose 
money under the contract being 
proposed by the administration, 
because of a clause that calls for 
them to share any insurance cost 
increases. 
The university's last offer asked 
teachers to pay $36 a month for full 
family coverage that would cost a 
total of $490 a month. The university 
would pay the difference. 
However, the university also 
wants t~achers to pay half of any 
health rnsurance premium hikes 
over the three years the contract 
would nm. 
Hearings on tmtion increases set 
- MOREHEAD - The Kentucky c "I Hi h 
three public hearings later this moit't:1{1 °~ _g. er Educ~tion will conduct, 
about tuition increases in public college~ fid :J?lons,ti~d ideas from people 
The council is revie • ·ts 1 . . . 1vers1 es, 1980s, Because tuition W:::t~ ha:II~~-iettu:i~ policy, used for most of the 
cotlege, the council wanted to involv~ th~ ~!b~p~c!s:butc~h afford 
po cy, said_Gary Cox, executive director of the council s g e new 
The meetmg for the northeast K I k . · in Morehead State University's 1r;J;,on ~o~~luarea Will be at 10 a.m, Oct. 17 
22 ~t~i~0:1~~in&5i!~~~3~J;g~'. lhe Uni:;::;~~ ~~e and Oct, 
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Educators spurn 
governor's call 
for outside help 
College leaders say 
they know best how 
to prepare teachers 
By Todd Pack 
and Siona Carpenter 
Herald-Leader staff writers 
Kentucky's colleges of educa-
tion can improve teacher training 
without help from the outside, sev-
eral educators said yesterday. 
"We believe educators are the 
ones who know best about the 
kinds of teaching preparation an 
individual ought to have," said John 
Harris liI, dean of the College of 
Education at the University of Ken-
tucky. 
At a higher education forum 
Wednesday in Lexington, Gov. 
Wallace Wilkinson sharply cri ti-
cized higher education. saying he 
supports a plan in which colleges 
and universities would pend less 
time telling students how to teach 
and students would :;pend more 
time learning their :;ubject matter. 
He said higher education had 
done a poor job of rraining teachers 
and has done little to promote 
education refonn. 
"There is a major commitment 
out there to examine teacher prepa-
ration and improve upon it," said 
David Allen, president of the Ken-
tucky Education Association, the 
state's largest teachers group. 
But he said the kind of "whole-
sale changes" advocated at the 
education forum by Wilkinson and 
National Center on Education and 
the Economy President Marc Tuck-
er "would be unlikely and ill-ad-
vised." 
Those kinds of changes should 
not be considered until after the 
colleges and universities have had a 
chance to study the problem and 
come up with their own solutions, 
Allen said. 
"Many of us have alternate 
ways in · our institutions, and we 
have had those for years," said 
Janice Weaver, dean of the Colleg~ 
of Education at Murray State Uni-
versity and president of the Ameri-
can Association of Colleges for 
Teachers. 
For example, Weaver said, Mur-
ray tailors its teaching program for 
students who already have a degree 
in another subject. 
"l don't think there is an educa-
tor in America who would not 
suggest that there is not a need to 
be substantively grounded in a 
field," Harris said, but "what scares 
me is the notion that we will take 
individuals who have degrees in 
other fields, give them a day-and-a-
half of lecturing or in-service and 
allow them to come into the teach-
ing profession." 
Under state law. a person must 
take college courses in how to teach 
and pass a test to earn a teaching 
certificate. 
"I really think you need some-
one who is a trained teacher," said 
Sister Dorothy Rose Recker. princi-
pal at Holy Family School. a Roman 
Catholic elementary school in ,-\sh-
land. Although the private school is 
not bound by the same kinds of 
laws as public schools. she said. its 
instructors all have their state 
MSU ARCHIVES 
teaching certificates. 
"An elementary school teacher 
does not just teach math or read-
ing," Recker said. "You have to 
understand the child." 
People who have graduattd 
from colleges of education have 
taken courses in child psychology 
and learned how to hold a child's 
attention and conduct a class. 
"The key is going to be for the 
universities and colleges to express 
good teaching across the campus," 
said Robert Sexton, executive direc-
tor of the Prichard Committee for 
Academic Excellence, an education 
advocacy group. 
Besides taking education 
courses, Sexton said, future educa-
tors should learn teaching tech-
niques by watching their instruc-
tors in other classes. 
Melanie Pack, who teaches spe-
cial education at Summit Elemen-
tary School in Boyd County, said 
that what she learned from her 
education classes and from watch-
ing other teachers "gave me every-
thing I needed to know to go out 
that that first year." 
But others said their education 
classes did little to prepare them for 
what it was like in the classwork. 
"Most of the stuff teacher edu-
cation classes deal with is not like 
reality,'' said \ilark Burchett. a biol-
ogy and anatomy teacher at Paints-
ville High School. 
"Thev were out of touch with 
what it's· like in a classroom," said 
Burchett. a \forehead State lniver-
s ity graduate who earned his teach-
ing certificate in 1985. The college 
instruction about giving tests and 
making bulletin boards and under-
standing child pyschology "is good 
on paper," he said, ''but I don't see 
that it works." 
- A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Governor: 
Colleges' 
reforms slow 
By Dale Greer 
Herald-Leader staff writer 
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson yesterday said the 
nation's colleges and universities were re-
sponding too slowly to education refonn .. 
Wilkinson, keynote speaker and pan~hst ?t 
a forum on the role of higher education m 
restructuring primary and secondary schools, 
said some fonn of outside influence might be 
needed to spur universities into action. 
"The education refonn movement has left, 
absolutely the institutions of higher education 
behind," he told the panel at Transylvania 
University. "They weren't there when the 
movement began, they didn't originate it, they 
haven't participated in it very much. 
"My great fear is that if there isn't some 
outside dynamic that acts upon them, that 
makes them get involved ... I think we'll be 
years trying to accomplish ':"hat is ab~olut~ly 
vital that that they accomphsh ... qmckly. 
As one fonn of "outside dynam-
ic " Wilkinson said he supported a 
fr~-market teacher education sys-
tem where virtually any organiza-
tion' - ranging from universities to 
unions - could train Kentucky's 
future school instructors. 
Under the idea, teaching schools 
would have few curriculum require-
ments. But their graduates would 
be thoroughly tested to earn state 
certification. Good schools would be 
detennined by the number of certi-
fied teachers they graduated. 
By allowing many different or-
ganizations to train teachers as they 
pleased, the competition among 
schools would lead to better teacher 
education programs, said Marc 
Tucker, the idea's proponent and 
president of the National Center on 
Education and the Economy. 
Wilkinson said "the competitive 
element injected into the process" 
would produce stronger teachers .by 
strengthening teacher education 
programs. 
Kentucky's massive school re-
fonn package will require changes 
in the knowledge and skills of the 
state's teachers, Wilkinson said. 
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He also said the stare·s educa-
tion refonn would change the way 
colleges and universities deal with 
students. 
For example, Wilkinson predict-
ed refonns would produce a student 
"able to demonstrate what they 
know and what they are able to do 
in real life situations." 
This new kind of student, Wil-
kinson said, will make standardized 
college entrance exams obsolete. 
Wilkinson also said the refonns 
would force colleges to change their 
manner of teaching by dropping 
lecture classes. "It will simply be 
boring to students, and in my view, 
ineffective," he said. 
Thomas Meredith, president of 
Western Kentucky University and 
one of the panelists, said university-
wide efforts were needed to make 
the refonn movement a success. 
"It's got to go beyond the col-
lege of education," Meredith said. 
"We've got to set standards within 
the university: how we serve as a 
role model in our English classes, 
our history classes and across the 
institution." 
Yesterday's forum was was part 
of a three-day conference of educa-
tors sponsored by the state and 
national organizations of the Asso-
ciation of Colleges for Teacher Edu-
cation, the Council on Higher Edu-
cation, and the governor's office. 
Library collectlon named for Combs 
By David A. Hall comprehensive collection on Appalachia and 
Herald-Leader staff writer: other related areas." 
UK was chosen in 1989 over two other 
Bert T. Combs was recognized yesterday universities to house the collection. 
for his efforts to improve mountain life when 
the University of Kentucky Library announced The Appalachian Regional Commission, in 
that its Appalachian collection would be Washington D.C., was created in 1965 to 
named for the fonner Kentucky governor. improve the quality of life for people who live 
in the Appalachian region. By working with 
The library also said the university had state and local governments, the commission 
increased its role as a leading center for has provided funding for economic and social 
Appalachian study by dedicating the Appala- programs such as highway construction, health 
chian Regional Commission Collection. care, education and child development. 
"This is a very special day for our library "Few can deny the critical role that the 
and for researchers who come to study the Appalachian Regional Commission has played 
Appalachian region," UK Director of Libraries in the lives of millions of mountain residents," 
Paul Willis told a crowd at the library's W. said Ron Eller, director of the UK Appalachian 
Hugh Peal Gallery. Center. 
"We got in one fell swoop a totally The Appalachian collection contains more 
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Wilkinson names 5 U of L trustees 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Gov. Wallace Wilkinson yesterday named 
four new members and reappointed one member to the University 
of Louisville board of trustees. 
Appointed were: Henry C. Wagner, president of Jewish Hospi-
tal, to a term ending in December 1993; Michael N. Harreld, presi-
dent of Citizens Fidelity Bank, to a term ending in June 1993; J.D. 
Nichols, pn:sident of NTS Corp., to a term ending in December 
1993; and Neil Huffman, to a term ending in June 1993. Reap-
pointed was Robert P. Benson Jr., a Louisville attorney; his term 
ends in June 1994. 
Replaced as trustees were Dennis Hany Jones, Samuel H. 
Klein, Charles Buddeke m and Elaine Musselman. 
than 350 cubic feet of documents and hundred 
of publications and materials that reflect th 
organization's activities during its first 2 
.years. It is housed in the Division of Specii 
Collections and Archives. 
Combs, a native of Eastern Kentucky, ha 
long been identified with efforts to improve th 
Appalachian region. 
"For every person from Eastern KentuckJ 
for every person who cares about Easter 
Kentucky, Judge Combs will always be a hero, 
said Kevin Hable, a lawyer with Wyat 
Tarrant and Combs. 
"He believed that government could an 
should be used in Eastern Kentucky to brea 
what he called the "psychology of gloom" th, 
hung like a dark gray clou 
over every hillside and holler i 
Eastern Kentucky." 
Combs, who attended the ded 
cation, said it was fitting that UI 
was selected to house the Appala 
chian collection. 
"It's appropriate that the collec 
tion be housed at the University o 
Kentucky," he said. "I don't thin! 
there is a more Appalachian state i, 
the states that make up the commis 
sion than Kentucky." 
The Combs collection include, 
the Frontier Nursing Service re 
cords and the papers of author, 
such as Harry M. Caudill, Harriett, 
Arnow and James Still. 
Wilkinson also reappointed James Luckett of Frankfort to the 
Kentucky State University board of regents. His term ends in 
April 1994. LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., FRIDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1990 
Poll finds students back UK affiliation 
LONDON - A survey of Sue Bennett College students reflects 
support for becoming the University of Kentucky's 15th community 
college. 
The college's student newspaper, The Subeneco, conducted the 
poll Wednesday, said Susie Bullock, a spokeswoman for the college 
and the faculty adviser to the paper. 
The private Methodist-affiliated college's trustees voted last 
Friday to join the UK system. 
The proposed merger is still subject to the approval by the 
school's owners and the state legislature, which would have to 
finance anv addition to the communitv colle!!e svstem_ Rarnrn:;r r1 
, 
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Minority teacher shortage 
e·xpected to worsen in state 
Associated Press 
FRANKFORT - There already 
is a shortage of minority teachers in 
Kentucky, and it looks as if the 
problem will get worse before it 
gets better. 
According to the state Depart-
ment of Education, blacks account-
ed for 9.4 percent of students last 
year. But that same ethnic group 
made up only 2.3 percent of the 
teachers in the state's public 
schools. · 
And college enrollment trends 
suggest that the shortage will get 
worse. 
Only 64 black students were 
enrolled in teacher-training pro-
grams at Kentucky's state universi-
ties last fall, said Betty Sue Griffin, 
head of the Department of Educa-
tion's Task Force on Multi-Cultural 
Education. 
And of those students, only 19 
are on track to graduate this year, 
she said. 
The 1990 Education Refonn Act 
requires school superintendeni:s to 
search for minority candidates for 
any teaching vacancy. It also calls 
for creation of a new Education 
Professional Standards Board to 
advise the legislature on how to 
increase the number of minority 
teachers, 
But time also seems to be work-
ing against the effort to integrate 
the teaching field. 
Griffin said 247 of Kentucky's 
'While we are in a bleak 
situation now, it's going to 
be drastic within three 
years.' 
- Betty Sue Griffin 
head ol slate multicultural 
education task force 
black teachers and administrators 
will be eligible to retire within four 
years. And combined with the luli 
in enrollments, "You begin to see 
that, while we are in a bleak 
situation now, it's going to be 
drastic within three years." 
Of the 1,500 teachers who enter 
Kentucky's internship program for 
first-year teachers, which Griffin 
fonnerly helped run, only 25 are 
black. About 72 percent of all 
interns, and 80 percent of blacks, 
continue into a second year of 
teaching, she said. 
The Southern Regional Educa-
tion Board found that in 1977, 
education was by far the most 
frequently chosen field for black 
college students in the region and 
nation. By 1985, the board found, 
the number of education bachelor's 
degrees awarded to blacks had 
dropped by more than half in both 
the South and the nation. 
The board found that expand-
ing opportunities for blacks in other 
fields and the effects of teacher-
certification tests - which blacks 
fail at higher rates than whites -
were among the reasons for the 
trend. . 
Pete Middleton, a University of 
Kentucky education professor, said 
one reason there are fewer black 
students in college is that they do 
not prepare themselves for higher 
education. 
Middleton, who helps run an 
annual conference in Lexington on 
the challenge of getting black stu-
dents into higher education, said 
nearly half of minority high school 
students say they will attend a four-
year college. In reality, less than 40 
percent of those students are taking 
college-preparatory courses. 
Middleton criticized standard-
ized tests for teacher candidates. 
"You can get the same thing 
done (with the tests) that you 
couldn't do legally with your segre-
gation- laws," he said. 
He would prefer a system that 
judges fitness to teach by a full 
range of relevant measures. 
Several of the state's colleges -
including the Morehead State Uni-
versity and the universities of Ken-
tucky and Louisville - have 
teamed with the state Council on 
Higher Education to encourage 
black students' interest in teaching. 
The plan involves college schol-
arships and - in Jefferson County, 
for instance - offering first shot at 
jobs to people who earn an educa-
tion degree. 
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West Liberty senator 
in critical condition 
after stroke at home 
Eastern Kentucky bureau 
WEST LIBERTY - State Sen. 
Woody May, D-West Liberty, re,. 
mained in critical condition yester-
day in a Lexington hospital after 
suffering a stroke Tuesday on his 
Morgan County farm. 
May, 61, was in the intensive 
care unit at the University of Ken-
tucky Chandler Medical Center. He 
was flown to Lexington by UK's air 
medical service after being taken to 
the Appalachian Regional Hospital 
in West Liberty. 
May was at home alone with 
the doors locked at noon Tuesday 
when he called a telephone operator 
and askec for help, officials said. 
The operator called a West Liberty-• 
based ambulance to May's home in 
western Morgan County. The am-
bulance service also called officials 
from nearby Woodsbend Boys 
Camp - including the senator's 
daughter, Karen May....:. who forced 
open a side door and found May 
lying unconscious in the living 
room. 
May, chairman of the Senate 
Transportation Committee, repre-
sents the 27th District, ;yhich in-
cludes Breathitt, Elliott, Lee; Magof-
fin, Menifee, Morgan, Owsley, 
Rowan and Wolfe counties. He was 
first elected to the Senate in 1983, 
defeating Republican Roger Lee Pel-
frey of Vancleve for a seat vacated 
by May's friend, Woodrow Stamper 
of West Liberty. 
May, a businessman and farm-
er, also served six terms in the state 
House of Representatives. He was 
House majority caucus chairman 
when he was defeated in the 1981 
Democratic primary by Rep. Walter 
'He (State Sen. Woody 
May) told me, "I'm having 
a stroke." He said the 
doors were all locked and 
he was in the floor in the 
living room and after that, 
he sort of faded away.' 
- BIii Gullett 
ambulance service manager 
Blevins of Morehead. 
May's wife, Jean, was in West 
Liberty, and the senator had been 
making phone calls when he appar-
ently began feeling ill, said Danny 
McKenzie, manager of Mountain 
Rural Telephone Cooperative in 
West Liberty. . 
Morgan County has a 911 emer-
gency telephone service, but 
McKenzie said, "I guess it was just 
easier for him (May) to hit one 
button" for the operator. 
In Elizabethtown, General Tele-
phone operator Rebecca Hebner an-
swered May's call at noon. His 
telephone number flashed on a 
screen in front of her, and she 
quickly called the Morgan County 
Ambulance Service. 
"The operator stayed with him 
until 12:18, until help got there," 
said GTE supervisor Ruth Baker. 
Ambulance service manager 
Bill Gullett said he also talked with 
May. 
Gullett alerted officials at the 
W oodsbend camp. Harry Williams, 
the facility's director, said he and 
others entered the house and at-
tempted to resuscitate May 
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Many students must pass tough test 
in economics as college tuitions rise 
By RICHARD WILSON 
and CYNTHIA CROSSLEY 
Staff Writers 
BOWUNG GREEN, Ky. - Victor 
"Butch" Barnard, who is paying his own 
way through school, says right off the bat: 
"It's not too bad at Western." 
But then he begins ticking off his ex-
penses at Western Kentucky University: tu-
ition, $640 a semester; books and supplies, 
$160; parking, $20 - for a tab of more than 
$800 a semester. (His total doesn't include 
room and board because he's living with his 
sister in Bowling Green to save money.) 
To pay the cost, Barnard, 31, works full 
time at a Bowling Green print shop and has 
a job keeping statistics for Western's foot-
ball and basketball teams. 
It's a tough routine - and a recent 10 
percent tuition increase can only make it 
tougher. 
Like Barnard, students at colleges and 
universities throughout Kentucky and Indi-
ana are digging deeper this fall to pay for 
rising tuition and fees. 
Kentucky undergraduates are forking out 
money for double-digit increases at most 
state-supported schools, while the increases 
for Hoosiers are clustered between 5 and 6 
percent. The increases for undergraduates 
at 17 of 21 private colleges in the two states 
fell below 10 percent, according to the na-
tional College Board's annual srudy of col-
lege costs. 
The largest percentage increase was at 
Kenrucky's private Cumberland College, 
where the cost of tuition and fees jumped to 
S4,930 this year from last year's 53,980 -
an increase of nearly 24 percent. 
Cumberland President James Taylor said 
the \Vtlliamsburg college had to make the 
increase to provide education for its 1,800 students. 
"The reason we increased those charges was to allow 
the students to help pay a little more of what it costs for 
them to attend the institution," Taylor said. "Tuition is 
not the question. The question is who's paying for it." 
The estimated fixed costs of tuition and fees, room 
and board, books and personal expenses for Cumber-
land students this year are $8,956. Taylor said the per-
student cost for the college is between Sl0,000 and 
S12,000 a year. 
At Cumberland, as at most private colleges, students' 
tuition and fees cover only a portion of their education• 
al costs. The remainder is made up with college-gener-
ated funds. In the public sector, much of the subsidy 
comes from the state. Non-resident - out-of-state -
undergraduates at these schools pay significantly high-
er tuition and, therefore, amounts closer to the actual 
cost of their education. 
Four other private colleges in Kentucky - Alice 
Lloyd, Spalding, Union and Midway - also had double-
digit increases in tuition and fees. John Frazer, execu-
tive director of the Council of Independent Kentucky 
Colleges and Universities, said the increases at all of 
these schools were needed "to cover a more reasonable 
percentage of the cost of education." 
"They had smaller increases over the past few years 
(than their counterpans), and in some instances they 
had really tried to hold the line to be as fair to the 
consumer as possible," Frazer said. 
Selective private colleges in Indiana showed fee in-
creases ranging from 7.2 percent at Notre Dame to 9 
percent at DePauw. But tuition and fees at the Hoosier 
private and public schools were significantly higher 
than at their Kentucky counterparts. Notre Dame's 
512,390 figure, for instance, far exceeded the $9,290 
tuition at Centre College, which has the highest annual 
tuition of any Kentucky school. 
As far as public schools were concerned, Indiana's 
universities' increases were closer to the inflationary 
change than were those at the Kentucky schools. 
For the year ending in August, inflation measured by 
the Consumer Price Index was 5.6 percent. The Indiana 
public-school increases ranged from 5.2 percent at the 
University of Southern Indiana, in Evansville, to 9.4 
percent at Vincennes University. The increases at Indi-
ana University-Bloomington; IV-Southeast, in New AJ. 
bany; Indiana State University; and Purdue were be-
tween 5.2 percent and 6 percent. 
In Kentucky, all four-year universities except the 
University of L-Ouisville had double-digit increases. The 
average increase at UK's community colleges was 6.9 
percent. 
While Indiana's state schools have averaged 6 per-
cent to 7 percent increases in the past two years, offi-
cials there - as well as in Kentucky - remain con-
cerned that continued increases may put higher educa-
tion beyond the reach of many students. Both states are 
studying tuition patterns. 
··There's a concern that we are getting these prices to 
a point that we may be challenging or threatening the 
affordability of college for Indiana citizens," said Clyde 
Ingle, Indiana's commissioner of higher education. 
The Kentucky study, under the aegis of the state 
Council on Higher Education, is reviewing the formula 
the council uses to set ruition. Schools can add their 
own fees for such things as athletic tickets. health care, 
laboratory charges or debt service for buildings. 
The Kentucky formula uses a combination of per-
capita personal income and fees charged at similar 
~chools in surrounding states to determine tuition. 
Indiana's state schools, through their governing 
boards, set their own ruition and fees and peg them 
closely co budgetary needs. 
Officials in both states, while concerned about rising 
tuition. contend that constant but gradual increases are 
easier for students, or their parents, to deal with than 
interchanging minimal and major increases. 
For instance, each state levied hefty increases in the 
early 1980s as it tried to make up for financial problems 
caused by either budget cuts or inflation. 
'· Inflation during the late 1970s ravaged the purchas-
ing power of a lot of (public) agencies, including col-
leges and universities," said Ken Walker, deputy execu-
tive director for financial affairs for the Kentucky coun-
c1l. 
Walker and others acknowledge that the schools' tu-
ition increases could not keep up with inflation. That 
led to the beginning of more steady. but gradual in-
creases. once inflation dropped and the economy im-
proved, he said. 
Walker noted that Kentucky's per-capita income is 
about 80 percent of that in the stares whose schools are 
used to assist the tuition-setting policy his agency uses. 
"So our tuition is about 80 percent of the median in 
those states," he said. 
Students can also expect room-and-board charges to 
rise to match the annual inflation rare, said Jack C. 
Blanton, UK's vice chancellor for administration. 
- A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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TUITIQN AT KENTUCKY 
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
Amounts include all mandatory fees for full·time 
resident undergraduates. 
STATE UNIVERSITIES Percent 
School 1990-91 1989·90 Increase 
Eastern Kentucky • • • $1,300 $1,180 10.2 
Kentucky State ....... 1,310 1,180 11.0 
Morehead ........... 1,320 1', 190 10.9 
Murray ............. 1,290 1,170 10.3 
Northern Kentucky .... 1,290 1,170 10.3 
Western Kentuck>J ... 1,280. ·J,160 10.3 
UK ................ 1,760. i,560 12.8 
Community colleges• • 721 674 8.9 
UofL ............. 1,814 1,488 8.5 
PRIVATE COLLEGES 
Alice Lloyd.. .. • • • • • • • $270 $240 12.5 
Asbury .. .. .. • • .. .. 8,746 8,308 8.9 
Bellarmine • • • • • • • • • • 6,000 5,500 9.1 
Berea ............... 177 170 4.1 
Brescia .. .. .. • • .. • • 5,000 4,600 8.7 
Campbellsville ....... 4,500 4,190 7.4 
Centre • • . . • .. • • .. • • 9,290 8,865 7.2 
Cumberland • • • • • • • • 4,930 3,980 23.9 
Georgetown • • • • • • • • 5,710 5,286 8.4 
Ky. Christian • • • • • • • • 3,028 2,806 7.9 
Ky. Wesleyan ........ 6,100 5,800 8.9 
Lindsey Wilson • • • • • • 4,832 4.496 7.5 
Pikeville . • • • • • • • • • • 4,050 3,800 8.8 
Spalding .. . .. .. • .. • 6,072 5, 172 17 .4 
Thomas More • • • • • • • 7,430 8,950 8.9 
Transylvania. • • • • • • • • 8,906 8,302 7.3 
Union • • .. • • • • • • .. • 5,470 4,970 1 G.1 
TWO-YEAR COLLEGES 
Lees ••• .- • • • • • • • • • $3,300 
Midway • . .. • .. • • • • • 5,500 
St. Catherine ••• , ••• , 3,530 
Sue Bennett • • • • • • • • 3,440 
Sullivan .. • • .. • • • .. • 5,820 
• Average for 13 campuses. 
$3,150 
4,700 
3,380 
3,250 
5,400 
4.8 
17.0 
5.1 
5.8 
7.8 
Sources: College Board's Annual Survey of Colleges 1990, 
College Scholarship SeNice and The Chronicle ct Higher 
Education. 
TUITION AT INDIANA COLLEGES 
AND UNIVERSITIES 
Amounts include all mandatory fees for full•time 
resident undergraduates. 
STATE UNIVERSITIES 
School 1990-91 1989-90 
JU-Bloomington • . • • $2,220 $2,095 
Ju.southeast . • • • • • • • 1,836 1,734 
Indiana State .. • . .. • 2,104 1,992 
U. of Southern Indiana 1,688 1,805 
Vincennes U ......... 1,841 1,500 
Purdue ............ 2,152 2,032 
PRIVATE COLLEGES 
U. of Evansville ••••• $9,150 
DePauw .. .. .. .. .. 11,500 
Hanover • .. • .. • .. .. 8,200 
Notre Dame . • • . . • • 12,390 
$8,400 
10,550 
5,750 
11,582 
Percent 
Increase 
8.0 
5.9 
5.8 
5.2 
9.4 
5.9 
8.9 
9.0 
7.8 
7.2 
Sources: Indiana Commission for Higher Education and 
Independent Colleges and Universities of Indiana Inc. 
"Food costs what food costs, and food costs to pre-
pare whaffood costs to prepare, and somebody's got to 
pay that. And the person that's going to pay that is the 
person who's eating the food," Blanton said. 
And some officials, like Indiana's Ingle, fear that a 
continued economic downturn may again force colleges 
to rely on tuition to make up shortfalls in other support. 
If that happens, he and others say, many students' 
educational opportunities may be severely curbed. But 
without increased tuition in such a case classroom 
quality may suffer from larger classes, disgruntled fac• 
ulty and the postponement of necessary expenditures 
such as building maintenance and acquisition of library 
materials and research equipment. · 
So what does that mean for students like Barnard? 
Probably more of the same: 
"It's a monotonous routine. Work, school and sleep. 
Work, school and sleep. 
"I'm sick of it." 
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Berea College named 'best buy' 
BEREA, Ky. - Berea College has been named the "best buy'' 
among colleges and universities in the South by U. S. News & 
World Report magazine. 
The magazine calculated the best buys in.several categories for 
schools that· have the lowest tuition among the top-ranked. col-
leges and universities in the magazine's rankings. 
The national overall "best buys" were the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill among universities, and Washington and 
Lee University in Lexington, Va., among liberal-arts colleges. 
To determine a school's overall rank, the scores for academic 
reputation were combined with data provided mostly by the 
schools themselves. These statistics measured the selectivity of 
the student body; the degree to which it financially supports a 
high•quality, full•time faculty; its overall financial resources, and 
the level of student satisfaction as measured by a school's ability 
to graduate the students it admits as freshmen. 
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Poll says 
loan burden 
for college 
too great 
Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - Americans 
say students must borrow too much 
money to attend college but agree a 
college education is worth a lot over 
a lifetime, a Gallup Organization 
poll showed yesterday. 
The survey found that adults 
nationwide thought the cost of 
higher. educa~on ~as unmanage-. 
able without financial assistance. 
It showed that 91 percent of the 
1,014 adults interviewed by tele-
phone in June thought it was not 
possible today for most people to go 
to college without financial aid. 
Sixty percent think the loan 
burden most students bear is too 
great. A~ut half as many, 28 
percent, said the loan burden was 
about right given the value of a 
college education. Four percent said 
students borrowed too little. 
"We must all redouble our ef. 
forts to provide the financial re• 
sources needed - grants and other 
aid as well as loans - for every 
qu_alifi<;<l ~':Ident to attend college," 
said Virgima Carter Smith interim 
president of the Council 'for Ad· 
vancernent and Support of Educa-
tion, which commissioned the Sur• 
vey. 
Students at four.year public col-
leges are paying an average of 
$1,809 for tuition and fees this year, 
up 7 percent. Those at two•year 
pubhc colleges are paying an aver• 
age of $884, up 5 percent the 
C:ollege Board said. ' 
Almost half of all college stu• 
dents receive public or private as• 
sistance, which reached an all-time 
high of $28 billion last year, the 
College Board said. 
The poll showed that the public 
SUJ)ported changing federal policy 
to mclude academic promise as a 
factor in awarding financial aid. If 
the fedez:al go".emment is to give 
out additional aid, 66 percent said it 
should be based on both academic 
ability and financial need. 
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Students 
plead witll_ 
faculty to 
stop stril~e 
By ROGER ALFORD 
Independent News Writer 
PORTSMOUTH, Ohio - Shawnee 
State University students began 
picketing on Wednesday, carrying 
placards with messages such as 
"Educate and Negotiate," sugges-
ting that teachers could continue 
their talks with the administration 
and conduct classes at the same 
lime. 
The student senate released a 
position statement Wednesday 
morning asking the faculty to 
abandon the picket lines. 
Nancy Adkins Robbins, president 
of the student senate, said teachers 
should not begin a strike in the 
middle of a quarter. 
"We believe the faculty has en-
tered into a contract and has es-
tablished a trust with their students, 
once a quarter has started, to finish 
the quarter," Robbins said. "Re-
gardless of the faculty's disagree-
ment with the administration, stu-
dents trust their faculty to honor 
that contract." 
Neither side has shown any sign of 
movement in the four-day-,Jld 
teachers' strike at the university. 
No talks have been scheduled 
since negotiations broke off Sunday 
without a resolution to the dispute 
over pay and health benefits. 
Teachers rejected a 28.56 percent 
pay hike and voted Sunday to go on 
strike. Health insurance is the cen-
ter of the dispute, said Ed Miner, 
president of the Shawnee Education 
Association, which represents 87 
percent of the faculty of 101. 
The pay hike would raise the av-
erage teacher salary over the three 
years of the contract from $31,640 a 
year to $40,677. 
The teachers' union is calling for 
a 29.4 percent pay raise and for the 
university to pick up the full cost of 
health insurance coverage. The 
university wants teachers to pay $36 
a month for full family coverage. 
The university would pay $454 a 
month per teacher. 
In addition, the administration 
wants teachers to pay half of any 
health insurance premium hikes 
over the three years of the contract. 
Miner said because of rapidly in-
creasing costs of medical insurance, 
that condition is one that the faculty 
will not approve. He said the pre-
miums could raise from 25 percent 
to 65 percent, based on previous 
years' increases. 
Tom Wesoloski, a spokesman for 
the university, said an agreement is 
not expected soon. 
"It looks like the earliest they 
could possibly meet would be Fri-
day," he said. "It would take them 
at least a day to prepare for a 
meeting." 
Wesoloski said students are not 
happy about the strike, and are 
"basically saying. 'don't put stu-
dents in the middle of this thing."' 
"It's not someone who's a fresh-
man who's worried," he said. "It's 
the seniors who are ready to grad-
uate and could be affected." 
Wesoloski said Tuesday that if the 
strike lasts longer than two weeks, 
the university would have to con-
sider canceling the quarter, because 
making up the time lost would run 
into the foilowing quarter. 
Shawnee State primarily serves 
students in Scioto and Lawrence 
counties in Ohio, but also reaches 
statewide as well as into Boyd, 
Greenup and Lewis counties in 
northeastern Kentucky. 
Wesoloski said some classes are 
continuing to be offered and stu-
dents are being encouraged lo at-
tend. 
On Tuesday, 34 percent of Shaw-
nee's classes were running on a 
normal schedule, he said. 
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Training teachers 
She took my hand and squeezed it, ''You sold yourself short. You 
could have been more than a teacher and a coach." I returned the 
squeeze and suid,,"!.ist2n to-me. There is n'? word in the (anguage I 
revere mon? than tecrcher. None. My heart smgs when a kid refers to 
me as his teacher atid it always has. I've honored myself and the 
entire family by becoming one." 
- From "The Prince of Tides" by Pat Conroy 
W
ORRIED that too few 
hearts sing at the· 
hought of going into 
eaching, leaders in 
education, government and busi-
ness across the country recognize 
the need to develop new ways of 
training public school teachers. 
Just as public schools are being re-
formed, teacher education must 
also be reformed. 
The current teacher education 
system "is a system magnificently 
constructed to maintain the status 
quo," says John I. Goodlad, who 
recently surveyed 29 such pro-
grams. Most are too impotent to 
make a difference, he says. New 
teachers don't know enough about 
early childhood development. Or 
about dealing with family prob-
lems that affect classroom behav-
ior. Or testing. Or even about the 
subject matter they're supposed to 
teach. Many also lack training in 
questioning the status quo, which 
makes them ill-prepared to help 
lead change. 
Phillip C. Schlechty, who has 
helped reshape Jefferson County's 
public schools, is among those 
who believe that universities can-
not teach teachers how to teach 
and that teacher training must be-
come a function of the public 
schools. His ideas could be espe-
cially useful in making teaching 
more attractive to minorities, 
something Kentucky must do. 
. Teachers who enter the profession 
without a college degree in teach-
ing are more likely to be minor-
ities, according to a recent study. 
Other educators believe that 
what's needed are partnerships be-
tween colleges and public schools. 
Western Kentucky University's 
Roger Pankratz is among those de-
veloping some promising ideas 
along those lines. 
Neither route will be easy. 
"There are a whole lot of very 
bloody issues to resolve," Mr. 
Goodlad recently told The New 
York Times. School boards and 
state officials must okay the 
changes. Principals must be com-
mitted. And, he says, universities 
must reward faculty who teach in 
public schools. 
Clearly, the old ways of training 
teachers are no longer enough. 
Not only must teachers impart 
more knoY?ledge than ever before, 
they must also share in leading 
our schools. To meet the chal-
lenge, Kentuckians must ·develop 
new ways of training teachers. 
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Georgetown College sets student mark 
GEORGETOWN - Georgetown College has broken a 161-year-
old enrollment record. 
Total enrollment for the 1990 fa]] semester was 1,595 students, up 
33 students from last fall. The college has 1,188 undergraduates and 
407 graduate students. 
Georgetown College has had an increase in its enrollment every 
semester since 1984. 
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Morehead president selected to panel 
MOREHEAD - Morehead State University President C. Nelson 
Grote has been selected Kentucky's representative to the American 
Association of State Colleges and Universities. 
The organization's Council of State Representatives is responsi-
ble for governmental relations. The representatives also assist in the 
recruitment and retention of members. 
Grote, who became Morehead's 11th president in 1987, is 
celebrating his 40th year in education. He began his career as a high 
school teacher in 1950. He also serves on the organization's 
Committee on International Programs. 
.. 
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0 .. er 
outage 
hinders 
test-takers 
By Thomas Tolliver 
Herald-Leader staff writer 
A power outage yesterday on 
the University of Kentucky campus 
caused buildings to go dark and 
caused hundreds of people to see 
red. 
That is because the blackout 
came as an estimated 300 people 
were taking the Graduate Record 
Exam, a test given to those hoping 
to get into graduate school, in one 
of the buildings affected by the 
power outage. 
Because they could not finish 
the test, those taking the test will 
have to retake it. And what's worse, 
the outage came during the final 30 
minutes of the test, which normally 
would last three to four hours. 
The outage affected several 
buildings, including some dormito-
ries, on the north side of the cam-
pus. 
Brenda Crane, a nurse at Lex-
ington's Good Samaritan Hospital, 
was among those taking the GRE in 
the Whitehall Classroom Building 
when the lights went out. 
Crane said her group was just 
20 minutes away from completing 
the test when the power outage 
struck just after noon. 
"It was pitch black in there. You 
couldn't even read the booklet," 
said Crane. 
"There was a lot of frustration. 
My group was 20 minutes away 
from the end of the test." 
Crane said they were still in the 
dark when a woman came around 
and announced the test could not 
continue and would have to be re-
taken. 
"When she came in to make the 
announcement, I was glad I was not 
her because there was a lot of 
frustration." 
Crane said some of those taking 
the test had driven long distances, 
and some had paid $600 for study 
courses. 
Pappas, a health care analyst at 
Norton Hospital in Louisville, said 
her group remained in the dark for 
more than 90 minutes before they 
were moved to another room where 
the window blinds were opened and 
the test continued. 
"But our concentration was bro-
ken by then," she said. 
A spokesman at the UK physi-
cal plant said workers had not 
pinpointed the cause of the power 
outage. 
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Wanda Pappas had driven from 
her home in New Albany, Ind., to 
take an exam for medical profes-
sionals, which also was being ad-
ministered in the Whitehall Class-
room Building. LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER. LEXINGTON, KY .. SUNDAY. OCTOBER 14, 1990 
Bellarmine inaugurates··third president 
Associated Press 
LOUISVILLE - Joseph J. 
McGowan Jr. predicted a change in 
attitudes among college students 
across the country as he was inau-
gurated as Bellarmine College's 
third president. 
Louisville's academic, political 
and spiritual leaders attended Fri-
day's inauguration of McGowan, 
who served 21 years at Fordham 
College in the Bronx, N.Y., includ-
ing nine years as vice president for 
student affairs. 
veys that indicate college students 
are more committed than ever to 
influencing society's values. 
"Once again, as in the '60s, but 
with less innocence and greater 
maturity, students are expressing 
greater interest in environmental 
and other social, political and moral 
issues, 11 he said. 
McGowan vowed that Bellar-
mine would pursue a diverse stu-
dent body and encourage service to 
others. 
He also pledged to seek money 
+,.,._ i:,.._.1.._. -L-!- _,.__.J __ ._ __ \.._! __ _ 
ships and financial aid, for new 
residence halls, expanded food serv-
ice facilities, a sports center and an 
expanded student center. 
McGowan said he saw 40-year-
old Bellarmine becoming "the intel-
lectual center of the region." 
The inauguration is one of a 
series of events marking 
McGowan's arrival. An interfaith 
service at the Cathedral of the 
Assumption, yesterday's dance and 
fire-:v?rks display ha ':'e. ?'~ked the 
. ' 
•• 
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Fl u-1 i ke virus 
is bugging 
city, area 
By Leon Stafford 
Herald-Leader staff writer 
A viral infection is making the 
rounds in Lexington, a tip-off that 
the chills and fever season is upon 
us health care professionals say. 
' The virus has symptoms simi-
lar to those of influenza - body 
aches, fever, coughing, sore throat 
and sometimes diarrhea and vomit-
ing - but a much shorter life span, 
they say. It is treated like a cold -
lots of rest, plenty of liquids and 
warm, comfortable environments. 
"We have had several cases of a 
viral illness going around," said Dr. 
Allan Halbert of Tates Creek Fam-
ily Practice. "It's like the flu, but it's 
not the flu." 
A strain of the virus has made 
its way to surrounding areas, in-
cluding to Morehead State Universi-
ty. 
More than 30 members of the 
MSU football team came down with 
the virus between late September 
and last week, forcing most of them 
to sit out early season games, said 
MSU sports information director 
Randy Stacy. 
"We had as many as 34 individ-
uals miss practice at least one day," 
Stacy said. · 
The rest of Morehead's students 
have not been hit as hard, said 
Judith Yancey, spokeswoman for 
the university, although some have 
complained of flu-like symptoms. 
"It's a little hard to isolate the 
particular type of flu-like symptoms 
they have had," Yancey said. "But 
we have had a high preponderance 
of students complaining of upper 
respiratory problems." 
The virus in Lexington is strik-
ing everyone - children, adults, 
senior citizens - but is not much 
different from what physicians usu-
ally see during this time of year 
when the seasons change and the 
days are warm but the nights cool, 
said Dr. Lloyd Mayer of Mayer & 
Karim. 
"There is some type of viral 
organism that is present and en-
demic in this area right now," he 
said. 
But the virus usually doesn't 
hit until January through March, he 
said. 
Jean Sandifer, a program man-
ager of field services for the Urban 
County Department of Health, said 
the flu season usually kicked off in 
December and hung around until 
March. 
She said data her office had 
compiled suggested the area was 
going through the typical midfall 
outbreak of colds and flu-like symp-
toms people tend to describe as flu. 
But she said now was the time 
to begin thinking about getting flu 
shots, especially those 65 and older; 
those who suffer from illnesses 
such as diabetes, leukemia, bronchi-
tis or emphysema; or those who 
work in senior health-care facilities. 
A question of priorities 
AUNIVERSITY is a collec-tion of colleges and pro-fessional schools. For most people, the pur-
pose of going there is to earn a 
degree. But sometimes it seems 
that the university's mission has 
gotten all jumbled up. Too often 
the colleges and professional 
schools are treated like poor rela-
tions of the athletics department. 
Look at the University of Ken-
tucky. This week, athletics director 
C. M. Newton announced the kick-
off of a fund-raising drive for a 
new $7 million indoor practice 
field house. He called it "the last 
piece in the facility puzzle," pre-
sumably because when it is com-
pleted, the athletics department 
will have everything it needs. We 
can't help but ask: Have profes-
sors in the departments of history 
or English ever dared dream of 
completing their puzzle of needs? 
The ceremony continued: "It's a 
question of building the facilities 
that give our student-athletes an op-
portunity ... to train to be as good 
as they can be," said Mr. Newton, 
"the opportunity for our coaches to 
have the chance to help them be as 
good as they can be." Every UK 
teacher wants to help students be as 
good as they can be. Yet, historical-
ly, the needs of coaches have taken 
precedence over the needs of, say, 
professors of education. 
People wanting the shots should 
get them the last week of October 
or in early November, said Dr. 
Martin Kaplan of Kaufmann, Ka-
plan and Hill. 
"The reason is the potency of 
the vaccine can wane after four or 
five months, so they suggest you 
get it late in the season," he said. 
The average cost of the shots is 
$10, health-care professionals said. 
They are administered at the health 
department and by private physi-
cians. 
Mayer said people allergic to 
eggs or chicken should not take the 
vaccine because it was derived from 
embryonated chicken eggs. Allergy 
sufferers should check with their 
physicians before getting the shot. 
Mayer said common-sense steps 
should be taken to protect health 
and urged frequent hand washing. 
He said researchers had found that 
viruses often got on the hands and 
then into the system through hand-
mouth contact. 
"We have to wash our hands 
constantly," he said. "We used to 
think that the only way to catch 
these bugs was if people sneezed or 
coughed on us, but hand washing is 
important. 
"And get plenty of rest." he 
said. "Rest is one of the most 
important ways to build up your 
immune system." 
Football coach Bill Curry made 
a few remarks. He pointed out that 
"if you look at the great track pro-
grams and great football pro-
grams, they pretty much go hand 
in hand." Because sprinters like to 
go to school where there's an in-
door track, when UK's is complet-
ed Coach Curry will be able to re-
cruit quicker players. Of course, if 
the history department were given 
its equivalent of an indoor track, it 
could recruit quicker students. 
And that would help other pro-
grams, too, since great history, po-
litical science and public adminis-
tration programs go hand in hand. 
But the news from UK wasn't all 
so unenlightened. One day after 
the field house ceremony, UK's 
new president, Charles Wething-
ton, unveiled plans for a new $40 
million central library. Previous ef-
forts to build one were unsuccess-
ful, but if this president makes a 
' library the priority item for UK 
during the 1992 legislative session, 
he just might get it. His political 
connections will be a great asset. 
It's about time the priorities of 
UK were unjumbled: Fund-raising 
for educational facilities should 
take priority over fund-raising for 
athletics. After all, someday UK 
will be just a memory for students 
and student-athletes. And though 
their bodies may tum to flab, their 
minds can stay sharp to the end. 
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Council to hold hearing ARc1-1rvcs 
at MS U on tuition rates 
By KENNETH A. HART 
Independent News Writer 
MOREHEAD - A state Council on Higher Educa-
tion task forc.:e will hold a hearing in Morehead 
Wednesday to receive public input on the council 's 
policy for setting tuition rates at Kentucky's public 
universities. 
The meeting, one of three to be held throughout the 
state, is set for 10 a.m. at Morehead State Univer-
sity's Adron Doran University Center, council 
spokesman Norm Snider said Monday. 
The council is in the process of reviewing its rate-
setting policy, which has been in place since 1982 
with little change, Snider said. 
Under state law, it is the council's responsibility to 
set tuition rates at all of Kentucky's public colleges 
and universities every two ye~rs. Schools are not 
empowered to set their own tuitions. 
During the process of setting tuitions for 1990-92, 
the council and the presidents of Kentucky's eight 
regional universities agreed that the policy needed 
review, Snider said. 
Morehead State President C. Nelson Grote said the 
council agreed to review the policy in exchange for 
the presidents' support of a measure passed by the 
1990 General Assembly that provided greater fund-
ing for the state's community college network. 
·'The primary concern was that ... community 
college tuition had grown much slower than regional 
college tuition," ne said. "The argwnent was that if 
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corru:nunity colleges want to be treated similary in 
funding, they need to be treated similarly in regard 
to tuition." 
An advisory_task group was appointed, consisting 
of representatives from the council, the universities 
and the executive and legislative branches of state 
government. 
The council's current policy is based on rates at 
schools comparable to Kentucky institutions plus a 
percentage of an earnings index that meas~es the 
personal income of Kentuckians. 
Gr_ote said there was concern among university 
presidents over whether per capita income was an 
appropriate basis for detennining tuition rates. 
"We need to look at the whole question of tuition 
and how it is determined," he said. 
Snider said suggestions the council has received 
have included charging students based strictly on 
the num~r of classes they take, and tying tuition 
hikes to increased financial aid for lower- and 
middle-income families. 
However, Snider said, many people have ex-
pressed satisfaction with the current system because 
it guards against large increases in a single year. 
"Before we adopted this policy, sometimes four or 
five years would go by without an increase, and then 
there would be a 20 percent increase," he said. 
Snider said the group was expected to pesent its 
recommendations to the council by spring. 
Double-digit college tuition hikes leveled 
LOUISVILLE ( AP) - Kentucky 
undergraduates will shoulder a 
larger share of education costs by 
paying double-digit tuition increases. 
At Cumberland College in south-
eastern Kentucky, for instance, a 24 
percent increase in tuition and fees 
was needed to provide education for 
its 1.800 students, school President 
James Taylor said. 
With the increase, the largest 
among Kentucky's private colleges, 
Cwnberland College's tuition and 
fees rose to $4,930 this year. 
"The reason we increased those 
charges was to allow the students to 
help pay a little more of what it costs 
for them to attend the institution," 
Taylor said. "Tuition is not the ques-
tion. The question is who's paying for 
it. II 
Cumberland, like most private col-
leges, picks up a large portion of its 
students' tuition and fees. College-
generated funds make up the bal-
ance. 
Every public college in the state 
except the University of Louisville 
had •iouble-digit increases, according 
t .,e national College Board's an-
nual study of college costs. The Uni-
versity of Kentucky topped the list 
with increases of 12.8 percent to 
$1,760 a year. 
Most of Kentucky's private col-
leges held their tuition increases to 
below 10 percent. But five - Cum-
berland College, Alice Lloyd, Spald-
ing, Union and Midway - had 
double-digit tuition and fee increases. 
Centre College in Danville has the 
highest annual tuition of any Ken-
tucky school, at the $9,290 mark. 
John Frazer, executive director of 
the Council of Independent Kentucky 
Colleges and Universities, said the 
increases at all of these schools were 
needed "to cover a more reasonable 
percentage of the cost of education." 
·'They had smaller increases over 
the past few years (than their 
counterparts), and in some instances 
they had really tried to hold the line 
to be as fair to the consumer as 
possible," Frazer said. 
At state-funded schools, out-of. 
state undergraduates pay signif-
icantly higher tuition, closer to the 
actual cost of their education. 
Education officials are concerned 
about rising tuition. But they say that 
constant but gradual increases are 
easier for families to deal with than 
interchanging minimal and signif-
icant increases. 
For instance, the state tried to 
make up for financial problems by 
imposing hefty increases in the early 
1980s. 
·•Inflation during the late 1970s 
ravaged the purchasing power of a 
lot of (public) agencies, including 
colleges and universities," said Ken 
Walker, deputy executive director for 
financial affairs for the Kentucky 
council. 
But Walker and others acknowl-
edge that tuition increases could not 
keep up with inflation. As inflation 
dropped and the economy improved, 
however, officials could rely more on 
the steady, but gradual increases. 
For the year ending in August, 
inflation measured by the Consumer 
Price Index was 5.6 percent. 
The Kentucky Council on Higher 
Education is reviewing the state's 
fonnula for setting tuitions. That 
formula uses a combination of per-
capita personal income and fees 
charged at similar schools in sur-
rounding states to determine tuition. 
Walker noted that Kentucky's per-
capita income is about 80 percent of 
that in the states whose schools are 
used in Kentucky's tuition-setting 
policy. 
"So our tuition is about 80 percent 
of the median in those states," he 
said. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
Some officials fear that a continu 
economic downturn may force c• 
leges once again to rely on twtion 
make up shortfalls in other support 
If that happens, some say ma 
students' educational opportunit1 
may suffer severely. 
But without increased tuition 
such a case, classroom quality m, 
suffer from larger classes, di 
gruntled faculty and the po~ 
ponement of necessary expenditure 
such as building maintenance ru 
acquisition of library materials ai 
research equipment. 
Students can also expect room-an 
board charges to rise to match ti 
annual inflation rate, said Jack 
Blanton, UK's vice chancellor f 
administration. 
"Food costs what food costs. ai 
food costs to prepare what food co~ 
to prepare, and somebody's got 
pay that," he said. "And the pers, 
that's going to pay that is the persi 
who's eating the food. '' 
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--In our view-
Students cheated 
Settlement needed at Shawnee State 
Students at Shawnee State 
University in Portsmouth 
have a right to be angry. 
They have invested a great 
deal of money to receive an 
education, and at this point, 
the university is not fulfilling 
its promises to them. 
A college education doesn't 
come cheaply. Like their 
counterparts at every other 
university, many Shawnee 
State students have dipped 
into savings accounts or bor-
rowed money to attend col-
lege. But because of a faculty 
strike, Shawnee students 
currently are getting little in 
return for their investment. 
The Shawnee State student 
senate last week adopted a 
resolution asking faculty 
members to end their strike 
and return to the classroom. 
It was not the student sen-
ate's intention to take sides in 
the dispute, but to emphasize 
that beginning the strike af-
ter the start of the
1 
quarter is 
cheating students out of the 
education they were pro-
mised when they paid their 
tuition. 
While Shawnee officials 
insist the university has not 
been closed by the strike, 
theY, admit that only about a 
third of its classes are meet-
ing. If the strike continues 
much longer, officials say the 
quarter could be cancelled 
because it will be impossible 
to make up the lost time be-
fore the start of the next 
quarter. 
Shawnee State has enjoyed 
rapid growth since moving 
from a two-year community 
college to a four-year uni-
versity, but a prolonged 
strike could erase much of 
that progress. If the strike 
makes it impossible to com-
plete the current quarter or 
forces students to attend 
classes on Saturdays and 
during Christmas break, 
students are likely to think 
twice before investing any 
more money in a Shawnee 
State education. 
This is not a time for 
grandstanding or unreason-
able stances. It is important 
that administrators and fac-
ulty leaders negotiate in good 
faith with a commitment to 
end the strike as quickly as 
possible. They owe it to the 
students. 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., TUESDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1990 
In a new mold 
UK crowns a homecoming queen for the times 
I f you listened very carefully during halftime at the Uni-versity of Kentucky home-coming game last weekend, 
you could hear - in between 
strains of "My Old Kentucky 
Home" - the sound of traditions 
changing. 
When Lexington Community 
College sophomore Maria Moore 
was crowned 1990 homecoming 
queen, there was more to it than 
roses, hair spray and tears. Moore, 
'Zl, is an electrical engineering ma-
jor and the mother of a 7-year-old 
son. That makes her representative 
of more and more of Kentucky's 
college students - in more ways 
than one. 
More Kentucky women are re-
turning to school after having chil-
dren, and many of them re-enter 
the education system through one 
of the state's community colleges. 
Moore, the first queen ever 
elected from the community col-
leges, said, "I felt like I needed to 
. .. show other women they can do 
anything." 
And her determination isn't a 
fluke: The first runner-up, Kelli 
Beth Wickline, is pursuing one of 
the most rigorous academic majors 
at UK: chemical engineering. 
The hair spray, roses and tears 
were there; but so was something 
else. Congratulations to Maria 
Moore - student, mother, home-
coming queen and iconoclast. 
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Keep tuition 
affordable, 
panel told 
Community college students 
are feared most vulnerable 
By Todd Pack 
Northeastern Kentucky bureau 
MOREHEAD - Community college stu-
dents and administrators told a state panel 
yesterday that raising tuition rates at the two-
year schools would endanger the future of 
Eastern Kentucky. 
"Tuition increatr.:s would be disastrous," 
said Patricia Stephens, a married mother of two 
and a sophomore at Prestonsburg Community 
College. If the state does not offer_ an afford~ble 
education so people can qualify for high-
technology jobs, she asked, "Where will we be 
in 10 years?" 
She was one of 17 people, all but four of 
them from community colleges, who testified at 
a hearing of the state Council on Higher 
Education Tuition Policy Review Task Force. 
During the three-hour hearing at Morehead 
State University, they urged the task force to 
not increase the tuition rates at the two-year 
schools to the level of regional universities 
such as Morehead and Eastern Kentucky 
University. 
"We'd be slamming the door on the folks 
the community colleges were established to 
serve," said Anthony L. Newberry, president of 
Ashland Community College. 
Morehead President C. Nelson Grote said 
the difference in the cost of tuition at communi-
ty colleges and at regional universities might 
lead students to choose a school only because 
they can afford it and 
not because of the kind of education 
they could get there. 
The average in-state tuition rate 
at the community colleges i $320 a 
semester, according to the Council 
on Higher Education, the state 
agency that sets the rates. A decade 
ago. the average was $195. 
Meanwhile, the average rate at 
the six state-supported regional uni-
versities is $590 a semester, up 
from $270 in 1980. The average rate 
at the Universiry of Kentucky and 
the University of Louisville is $750 
a semester, more than double the 
$325 of IO years ago. 
The idea of raising the rates at 
the two-year schools to that of the 
regional universities "has been 
around for years," said Ken Walker, 
a panel member and the counsel's 
deputy director for financial affairs. 
, David Porter, chairman of the 
task force, said administrators at 
other universities also supported a 
plan to raise the tuition rates at the 
community colleges because "they 
feel they're losing enrollment to the 
two-year institutions." 
Newberry and other community 
college officials told the pan~ that 
many students would have to quit 
school if tuition at the two-year 
schools increased too much. 
"There was one girl who came 
to us and said she would have to 
drop out because she had an $85 
car repair bill," ewberry said. 
The council should keep rates 
low because many of the people 
attending the two-year schools are 
considered non-traditional students 
- students who have families and 
often have trouble coming up with 
tuition money, said Bruce Ayers, 
pre~ident of Southeast Community 
College in Harlan County. 
Several students from regionaJ 
universities also called on the task 
force to keep tuition rates as low as 
possible. 
"When you set tuition rates, 
every do1lar affects my life," said 
Peggy Dunaway, a single mother 
and a senior at Northern Kentucky 
University. "An increase of $20 
once meant that I had to do without 
a telephone for six months." 
Unlike students who enroll in a 
university immediately after high 
school, Dunaway said, she and 
other non-traditional students 
"can't depend on Mom and Dad to 
offset our costs because we are 
Mom and Dad." 
Since 1982, the council has 
based the rates on the average 
personal income in this state and 
the cost of tuition in other states. 
The task force is holding a 
series of three public hearings to 
consider changes in its tuition poli-
cy. The first was Oct. 15 in Louis-
ville, and the third will be Oct. 22 in 
Madisonville. 
Porter said the task force would 
make its recommendations to the 
full council in March. 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., THURSDAY, OCTOBER 18. 1990 
Georgetown College gets $2·million 
Endowment $16 million 
with boost from trust gift 
By Elizabeth Wade 
Herald-Leader staff writer 
Georgetown College received a 
$2 million gift from the Dr. George 
Matt Asher Jr. Charitable Remain-
der Trust, college officials said 
yesterday. 
"We're delighted to have this 
kind of help to increase our endow-
ment," said Georgetown President 
W. Morgan Patterson. The endow-
ment, which totals $16 million, 
"provides funds from a variety of 
sources for a variety of purposes." 
The trust is the largest single 
gift to be received at one time by 
the college. 1n 1963 the college 
received the final installment of a 
$2.5 million gift from Lee E. Cralle, 
the largest donation given to 
Georgetown over a period of time. 
The George Matt Asher Jr. 
Fund will be used for general pur-
poses as stipulated in Asher's will. 
"It's great that Dr. Asher had that 
kind of faith and confidence and 
belief in the mission of Georgetown 
College and was willing to make 
this kind of investment in the 
college's future," said Richard Carl-
ton, vice president of development 
Asher, of Pineville, graduated 
from Georgetown in 1929. The col-
lege's science center was named in 
his memory. 
In 1937 Asher helped found the 
Pineville Community Ha;pital. 
where he was the director and a 
member of the staff until his death 
in 1974. He also was president and 
·a member of the board of directors 
of Asher Coal Mining Co. in south-
eastern Kentucky. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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_ _ ,:The Daily Independent, ~hland, Ky., Thursday, October 18, 1990 MSU ARCHl\fcc-
li>anel urg~~ tQ_ \~~~P tuition rates in check 
I that the disparity between rates I 
By KENNETH A. HART ' resulted in students basing their 
Independent News Writer college choices on "economic fac-
M0REHEAD _ Any marked in- tors rather than their own pro-
crease in college tuition rates could gramatic interest or needs.~' 
have a crippling effect on thousan_ds But community college officials 
· th stat • mmuruty argued that raising their rates 
of students in e e s co would restrict access to schools at a 
college system. time when higher education is 
That was the message officials poised to play a key role in the 
from several area community col- state's future. 
leges delivered Wednesday during a "We are doing the job that we 
public hearing before a state Coun- I think the people of . Kentucky have 
cil on Higher Education task force I told us to do," said W. Bruce Ayers, 
at Morehead State University. president of Southeast Community 
- uu ~e're going to make' high~ College in Cumberland .. "We ru:e 
education an achievable dream, providing quality education that is 
we're going to make tuitions af- · accessible and affordable." 
th N be Newberry warned that even SIT13ll fordable," said An ony ew rry, increases could affect the ability of 
president of Ashland Comm~ty many people to attend college. To 
College. "Any increases would lite- . illustrate, he told of an Ashland 
rally slam the door on thousands of student who nearly had to drop out 
students." · --- f h 1 be f $85 auto-The nine-member task force is in o sc oo cause o an 
f · · th c uncil repair bill. · . · · 
1 
the pr:ocess o revie~g e li O , "We know from our daily contacts 
I 
"Anything we do to limit access, 
we are simply not serving the peo-
1 ple of eastern Kentucky," he said. 
Shires said the disparity between 
costs at community colleges and 
four-year schools is smaller in Ken-
tucky than in the rest of the nation. 
He quoted figures that indicated 
the average difference in other 
states was about $1,000 a year, 
compared to about $-HlO a year in 
, Kentucky. 
Grote said he supported rest-
ructuring tuition rates so that 
freshmen and sophomores at four-
year institutions would pay the 
same as community college stu-
dents. He also said he would back a 
policy of charging students on the 
basis of the number of classes they 
take. 
Several community college stu-
dents said they believed that tam-
pering with the existing policy 
would be disastrous to the system. 
' 
on ~1ghe~ . Education s po cy t~r . with students that our folks are 
sett~g _tui
11
tion ratdes ~t K~nti/uc~ struggling," he said. "There are , 
public co eges an . uruvers1 es. . , literally thousands of people who 
_State law provid~ the counc~l j are living on the edge." 
with the sole authority to set tw- i Newberry said he believed that 
tions. Its current_p~licy is based on ~ narrowing the gap between rates at 
rates at schools similar to Kentucky , two- and four-year institutions was 
institutions, plus an earning~ index , 1 "simply a code word for und~r-
"As long as community college 
tuitions are low, we will have a 
brass ring there to grasp for," said , 
Patricia Stev~ns, a married mother 
of two and full-time student at 
Prestonsburg Community College. 
Dustin Rhodes, a student at Ash-
land Community College, said 
equalizing tuitions at two- and four-
year schools "would take away the 
advantage of having a college in a 
community." 
that meas~es the personal income cutting the mission of commuruty 
of Kentucki3!15, . , colleges." • · 
The council agreed to review the • But Gary Cox executive director 
policy at the ~he~t of the ~resident;5 of the council ~d a member of the 
of ~~ state s eight reg10na! uru- , task force, said narrowing the gap 1 vers1ties. Some of the presidents merely means finding an acceptable I 
have suggested that the gap be- difference between the tw~es of 
tween tuition rates at four-year .,,- . -- -- -, . · ~l 
schools and the ch~aper two-year '\ ( schoo~. ~d. implementing a policy 
community colleges should be nar- \ · to mam¥UJl 1t.. . 
rowed. • · ~, ~ : · • 1 . James Shires, president ~f 
, Morehead State President C. J Maysville Community College, said 
Nelson Grote said he was concerned ·. L' increasing tuition would reverse the 
.. ·· · ... momentum that the state has I 
· ------- ·~gaipedineducation. ~--
. . 
Wednesday's hearing was one of 
three scheduled across the state. 
The task force met Monday in 
Louisville and will convene again 
later this month in Madisonville. 
1 The group is expected to make 
1 r'ecommendations on the tuition 
policy at the Council on Higher 
Education's March meeting . 
... ,,. ..-: -
.,.r. THE COURIER.JOURNAL, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1990 1 f!Y ?" ··-: 
~, ~any oppos~ higher _col_l~ge ~uition · · ~ 
- - - · MOREHEAD, Ky. :._·Raising tuition-rates· at comm~nity colleges ·, 
"l_ to ~e l~vel of_ four-yeti! schools would keep many people from _ 
·: , continuing therr education, a state panel was told. . · : , 1 
' J. "We'd be slamming the door on the folks the community col- \ 1 
leges were established to s~rve," said Anthony~ Newberry, presi- ' 
.. dent of Ashland Commuruty College. ',. 1. , , · •. • • .1.. 1 
-;;/• qhers a! a hearing Wednesday at Morehead State University ._i 
'I ,b~fore the state ~01:1ncil on Higher Education Tuition Policy Re- [ 
r;v view T~k Fo~ce said the higher tuition would stymie economic n 
_ development_ 10 Eas_t~rn ~entucky·by discouraging many people · 1 
!mm a_dvancmg; beyond _high school. :.,11::.a. •a';,, ·11:: ~:i • .n ... ,· 
~.t:• ~The_ average m-~ate tuition. rate at community colleges is $320 
~ a semest_er, according to the . Council on Higher Education. The Is, 
i-i.average rate at the six state-supported regional universities is q 
• ~590 a semester. •" ,~{~~ ~1.1u 1m-.r· .1 v : 2 ·, <i~ H .n W :croit 
,. The task force, 'Which .will meet Monday in Madisonville is J 
,.. holding a series of pup,lic he~gs to conside~ tuition ch~g;s, .o: 1 t ~ ..... '-4 ~tL'l~ ...- • -- __,..._ - .. ---~ 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
-~~_x.1N~T.o_N_,~;R~_L:□~.i.,e~~~-~· i:ex~NGTON, .Kr:. F~l~~i..o.crnsEl 1~. ;_as~•·.·· -••• .... >~. ,P ---- - W, ... ~ ";-: •- ... .- •·- .•:•----:-: •h _,. ~ --•- •· 
S f> ..,_c.-, "-l 
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-FIVCO 
may=·~·oon .. . . 
, __ ow11_··AOI. 
Salisbury said tlie district bad 
secured commitments for $~.OjlO 
to pay additional.costs of renovatiqn 
not planned during initial p~ ~f 
acquisition. . _; ;, .. J .. ,,J -~ 
·buildin'g 
David Osborne; president' of 
Kenco Associa~ Inc., . )lad· es- .. 
timated in June that asbestos re-
moval and repairing daniage'froin 
freezes in. the building could. cost 
' ' $500,000, instead of the original fig-
By GEORGE WOLF FORD 
Senior News Writer · 
CATIETI'SBURG - Purchase of 
the fonner Ashland Oil Inc. head-
quarters in• downtown, • Ashland 1 
should be completed within a 
month, FIVCO Area Development 
District Director David Salisbury 
said Monday. 
· The deal should be finished by 
Nov. 10; he said, "if we ·can .get all 
the legal work done by then." 
· "We expect to be 70 to 90 percent 
complete by Aug. 1 of next year, to 
have three or four floors ready for 
occupancy." 
The plli'cliase will move the· de-
velopment district one step closer to 
acquiring the building, which abuts 
the Ashland Plaza Hotel. Backers of 
the plan believe it will breathe new 
life into downtoJfli,AshJand. and of-
fer space for ·Sliiall". businesses,and 
hlm~ilciitloii'•-''" /;,;,,{ C.!:_:_ . :;· , ,t.:y's :·4~e..-t'--niive11 ment 
Cow(~ ii,~lli~~: piesl~'How-
-· 8!d' Queel! of- Lowsa on Monday- to 
Sign clOSIDg · documents ··for • the 
building, located at the comer of 
14th street and Winchester Avenue. 
FIVCO is· buying· the· building 
from 3 Ashland·P!aza, a corporation 
headed by Doug Hill and Pat Mc-
Donald.- . , , . · : 
ure of $200,000, • ·· • . .; . ,, · , 
But Salisbury said last.night,that 
FIVCO intends' to" remove only as-
bestos from places where partitiops 
are to be changed. ;, .-._.;;. _ -~-
Salisbury said the extra:_ ,~,000 
will come in four $30,000 pa~, 
one each from star Ban1t of 11Vn11111, 
the city of Ashland, the Ashlahd · • th'· · :• -·:·--- - --- ... <·. . . comerforano erf2?.5,000. · •· 
EconOIDlc Development ~l'J>·: and·. Salisbury said' several agencies 
from 3 Ashland Plaza. . - have committed to become tenants 
Principal funding for buying and of the building. Morehead State 
renov~ting the structure will come University wants classroom space 
from a $600,000 grant ·from the and the hotel wants to use the for-
Federal Economic Development mer dining room as a ballroom. Tlie 
· Administratio~. Other financial help· university and FIVCO together 
for the proJect: $180,000 from want to create a technology transfer 
FIVCO's area development fund; center offering education that would 
$50,000 from the hotel; $200,000 from spur economic. development, he 
the Foundation for the· Trl-Btitte;0 •- ·said; ·. ·. •· .. • .,, • .. 
$38,500 from the Ashland Industrial · "We expect the business in-
Foundation; $300,000 from the state cubator to move in here, and we 
of Kentucky and $250,000 from the have commitments from two or 
city of Ashland. three private firms, but I can't yet 
Additionally, the city will buy a reveal· who they are," Salisbury 
parking lot diagonally across the said. · 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Eastern asks state to study Sue Bennett plam 
By David L. Baker 
South-central Kentucky bureau 
LO1'11)()N - Eastern Kentucky 
Gniversity, concerned about plans 
to tum private Sue Bennett College 
in London into a Cniversity of 
Kentucky community college. has 
asked the state to study whether 
the area needs such a facility. 
An analysis would determine if there are enough 
students to support both campuses in what has become 
a booming statewide community college population. 
The council makes its re<:, 
mendations to the governor ·1 
makes his recommendation ro 
General Assembly. 
Sue Bennett College ,;po~ 
woman usie H. Bullock said c• 
petition from surrounding colle, 
including Umun College :md CL 
berland Cl1l!ege. was a fanvr r 
m1stees· deas1on to ~II the Lom 
facility. 
council spokesman. 
Eastern President Hanly Fun-
derburk, in a letter received Tues-
day, asked the state Council on 
Higher Education to assess "the 
overall needs for public higher edu-
cation in the London area in order 
to determine the appropriateness of 
establishing a public community 
college in that city." 
An analvsis would determine if 
there are enough students to sup-
port both campuses in what has 
become a booming statewide com-
munity college population. 
To obtain a community college. 
the council requires evidence of 
need, a minimum area population of 
50,000. local suppon, potential en-
rollment of at least 1.000 students, 
an adequate site and enough area 
high school graduates to support 
the facility, said Gary Cox, the 
council'.s executive director. 
After Eastern opened its brat 
in Corbin. ,;he noted, the num!kr 
part-time students at ue Bern 
dropped by 100. while the num' 
of full-time students increaSed 
56. Eastern's tuition is roughly h 
the fee charged by the pri\'ate ~ 
Bennett. which draws most of 
students from Laurel County. 
In July. Eastern opened a fledg-
ling branch campus in Corbin. 20 
miles away from London. If ~ue 
Bennett College becomes a CK com• 
munity college. it would offer class-
es at half the cost of Eastern·._ 
Corbin campus. said :,-;orm Snyder. 
Funderburk, who is in Japan 
and could not be reached for com-
ment. noted in his letter that East-
em's branch was designed to serve 
the higher education access needs 
in Laurel. Whitley and Knox coun-
ties. 
Council criteria also require that 
"assurance must be available that it 
will not be in conflict with either 
existing or planned public or pri-
vate two- or four-year institutions 
m the same general geographic 
area.'' 
Sue Bennett College. in Laurel 
County, is within Eastern·s 22-coun-
ty service area. L'K also has com-
munity colleges in Somerset. 35 
miles cu the west of London, and 
Hazard. 60 miles to the east. 
Cox said the council may take 
up Funderburk's request at its next 
meeting. 
Ben Carr. acting chancellor I 
the L'K community collel{e syste 
said UK estimates a Lun<l1 n co· 
munity coilege would have _,r 
tual enrollment of 2JX 
--uRDAY OCTOBER 20 •~go 
Eastern Kentucky 
appreciates 
UK's programs 
The editor of the Paintsville Herald 
was somehow offended because Universi-
ty of Kentucky President Charles Weth-
ington stated. "I want to see us take 
graduate programs into West Kentucky. I 
want to see us take rural health programs 
into East Kentucky. I want this institution 
to truly be one that serves the entire 
commonwealth." 
½'hat the editor did not understand is 
that UK has a rradition of taking rural 
health programs to Eastern Kentucky. 
Obviously, it is the desire of the president 
of l.Jl< to continue and enlarge on that 
tradition. Those of us who have lived in 
Eastern Kentucky over the past 20 years 
or more appreciate that effort. 
Second. the editor did not understand 
that the state is divided into regions and 
that each region is served by a regional 
university. A university may offer classes 
in another region if that regional universi-
ty does not have that particular program 
and if there is sufficient demand. I might 
add that UK has offered and is offering 
graduate classes in Eastern Kentucky 
through the cooperation of Morehead State 
University and also by satellite through its 
community college system. In our particu-
lar region. ~forehead State l 1niver-iry is 
responding to graduate 5tudy needs. 
JA1\1ES W. RATCLIFF 
Prestonsburg 
- 8-:R 20 I htC' 
Owensboro Community College 
president says he will resign 
Staff, wire reportS 
OWENSBORO - Owensboro Community College President Jim 
McDannel announced his resignanon yesterday after hearin({ the 
results of an investigation into his management. 
McDannel said he would remain in office until the end of the \"ear. 
A search committee will be formed to find a replacement. offi"oals 
said. 
McDannel. -17. has been president since the two-year l"ni\·er::;1ty 
of Kentucky college opened in 1986. He said he was leaving the 
school in good shape. 
Independent consultants conducted the inquiry at the request of 
the college's advisory board. The investigation was organized in late 
August after board members told McDannel about concerns o\·er his 
management. 
'·I received earlier today the assessments that were formed by the 
committee. Based on those results I think it is in the best interest of 
the col lege to find a new president." McDannel said. He would not 
discuss the content of the report. 
:\'lax Smith. a former assistant professor of English. has said his 
complaints helped spur the investigation. Smith. who was demed 
tenure at Owensboro earlier this year, now teaches at a commumtv 
college in Minnesota. · 
Smith criticized \ilcDannel's management . .:nlle~e 'Jusmess prac-
tices and the promotion and tenure ;m ,ce:-" 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Teacher 
training: 
Wilkinson 
is right .. 
A 
t a recent forum on higher edu-
cation Governor Wilkinson said 
that higher education has done 
a poor job of training teachers 
and has done little to promote education 
reform. 
You've got to admit it: When he's 
right, he's right His only mistake was in 
calling teacher-training colleges higher 
education. Our early-century normal 
schools did a better job. 
I have had five children in Kentucky 
public schools. Some of their teachers 
were excellent; considering their pay, they 
were paragons. But 
some of them, I 
swear to you, 
should not have 
been allowed to call 
high-class hogs. 
I once edited let-
ters to the editor for 
a state newspaper. 
A lot of these letters 
came from teachers, 
and I promise you, 
friends, that if you 
could have read 
them you would 
PEARCE 
have bundled up the kiddies and smug-
gled them to West V rrginia. 
There is something deeply, definitely 
wrong with the system when the people 
who are supposed to prepare our children 
for college or for life cannot write English. 
In a day when television drenches our 
homes with pidgin English, and comput-
ers provide us with dictionaries and do 
our spelling for us, it is perhaps unfair to 
expect the young men and women pouring 
out of teachers' colleges to capitalize, spell, 
punctuate and divide a letter into logical 
paragraphs. But what does it say of our 
teacher training if they cannot? 
As Governor Wilkinson says, future 
teachers should spend less time learning 
how to teach and more time learning what 
they are going to teach. What good is a 
math teacher who is a dandy in method-
ology but can't add two plus two? And 
that is about what our colleges of educa-
tion are !)lming out. 
.No,substitute for knowl·e·dge 
College professors, seldom'graduates 
of teacher schools, enjoy greater pay, re-
spect and prestige than schoolteachers. 
Most are liberal-arts graduates. The good 
ones may or may not know the methodolo-
gy of teaching, but they command a 
knowledge of their subject that captures 
the attention and respect of students. Few 
things are more pleasant and rewarding 
than listening to a person who knows and 
enjoys his subject. 
On the other hand, what is gained by 
knowing how to teach if you do not know 
what you are teaching? How do you 
answer students' questions? How do you 
inspire them to do the reading, research 
and thinking that is at the heart of learn-
ing? 
The answer to that depends, I sup-
pose, on whether you want to tum out 
students who can memorize and recite . 
from rote, or students who have begun to · 
learn how to think. 
Not only are our current methods 
pumping a lot of mediocre teachers into 
the system, they are keeping a lot of 
possibly superior ones out. Young liberal-
arts graduates, no matter how educated 
qualified and eager they may be are ' 
barred by antiquated rules that ~e the 
teaching profession a nice, tight union, 
closed to all who have not been through a. 
so-called college of education. 
I know a woman who has taught for . 
13 years in a Montessori school conducted· 
by the Catholic Church. Catholic schools 
are frequently, perhaps usually, academi-
cally superior to our public schools. She iS< 
a graduate of an excellent liberal-arts . 
college (Transylvania University). She has. 
been widely praised by parents of her · 
children for her ability and compassion. 
Back to school, ma'am 
But when she applied to teach in '. 
Louisville's public Montessori system, she · 
was told that she was not eligible. She hacl,. 
not been certified. She would have to go 
back to school, a college of education. 
For what? Her successful career as a 
teacher is proof that she knows how to 
teach. Her degree from Transylvania is 
evidence that she is at least more 
prepared academically than the av-
erage trade-school graduate. 
But unless she can afford to 
give up her job and several years of 
her life, she cannot·do in public 
schools what she is already doing. 
Not surprisingly, John Harris 
ill, dean of the UK College of Edu-
cation, disagrees .. 
' 
He sniffed, "We believe educa-
tors are the ones who know best 
a1x?ut the ki~d~ of teaching prepa-
ration an md1vidual ought to have." 
Perhaps so, but if he knows 
how t_o pi;epare teachers, why isn't 
he domg 1t? Where is the evidence 
that he has done or can do the job? 
It may be callous to ask, in view 
of their historically low pay, but 
aren't these "prepared individuals" 
of his the same bunch who have 
produced our low standing in pub-
lic-school education? 
"There is a major commitinent 
ou~ there to examine teacher prepa-
ration and improve upon it " said 
David Allen, president of the KEA 
the state's chief teacher lobby. But' 
changes recommended by Wilkin-
son or Marc Tucker, of the National 
Center on Education and the Econo-
my, he says, "would be ill-advised." 
This, like Harris' statement 
proves the governor's contentidn 
that the teacher-training lobby is 
less concerned with reform than 
with defending its turf. 
Translated, their statements 
mean, "We know our business· out-
siders don't. And as long as w~ can 
maintain our current mediocre 
training methods, mediocre college 
students can and will become teach-
ers, and won't have to compete with 
truly educated people." 
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Fewer dropouts 
;seeking equivalent 
;to finishing school 
'.Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - Educators 
:say evidence that fewer dropouts 
seek high school equivalency diplo-
mas might threaten the nation's 
economic future. 
In a study of diploma candi-
dates, the American Council on 
Education f~und that 683,000 took 
the tests dunng 1989, 7 percent less 
than in 1988 and less than 1.3 
percent of the 43 million adults over 
18 without a high school diploma. 
The nWI!ber of candidates aged 
18 to 24 declmed by 26 percent, and 
_only half of the drop may be due to 
the 12.5 percent decrease in the size 
:of the U.S. population within that 
_age range during this period ac-
:cording to the study. . ' 
"If young people are choosing to 
:work rather than complete their 
:schooling, the price may be high for 
·both individuals and society -
:individuals lose opportunities for 
:additional training, advanced edu-
:cation, better jobs, and higher 
:wages, while society loses the in-
-creased productivity of better edu-
:cated, more highly skilled workers " 
:the study said. ' 
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Conferees add $4.5 million 
for research center at UK 
By MIKE BROWN 
Staff Writer 
ment Administration. 
This year neither the House nor 
the Senate appropriations bills con-
WASHINGTON Departing tained any money for the UK proj-
from normal practice, a House-Sen- ect. Rogers said Sen. Ernest Holl-
ate conference approved $4.5 mil- ings, D-S. C., chairman of the Sen-
lion for a new research center at the ate subcommittee, had so many re-
Univernity of Kentucky on Thurs- quests for Economic Development 
day, even though neither the origi- Administration allocations this year 
nal House nor Senate bill had in- that he opposed all of them. 
eluded the money. A conference is called to work out 
"It just dropped right down in the a compromise between the House 
-middle of the conference," Rep. and Senate versions of a bill. Nor-
Harold "Hal" Rogers, R-5th District, mally conferees don't include provi-
said facetiously of the money. sions that are in neither version. 
Rogers, a conference member, Rogers said he discussed the UK 
said he promoted the project with project Thursday with subcommit-
his colleagues, and credited Rep, tee chairman Neal Smith, D-Iowa, 
William Natcher, D-2nd District, and the two of them spoke before 
and Democratic Sen. Wendell Ford the conference with Hollings and a 
with helping push for the funding. Republican member of the Senate 
The money is part of a $19 billion subcommittee. 
annual appropriations bill for the Rogers said the four of them 
departments of Commerce, Justice agreed to provide the UK money in 
and State and various smaller agen- the conference report as part of the 
cies. The conference action must Small Business Administration 
still be approved by both houses of budget. He said the project belongs 
Congress, but that is usually all but there because it "really is for small 
automatic. Rogers said he expects business." 
no objection to the UK provision. In 1987, UK hired a Washington 
This will be the second $4.5 mil- lobbying firm, Cassidy & Associ-
lion installment for what UK hopes ates, mainly to help secure federal 
will eventually total $18 million in funding for the project. 
federal funds to construct a College Cassidy personnel make thou-
of Engineering facility to convert re- sands of dollars in political contri-
search innovations to industrial use. butions, and the firm's efforts to 
Rogers,. the ranking Republican help universities win money from 
on the House appropriations sub- Congress has been controversial. 
committee that draws up that Rogers said that UK President 
body's Commerce, Justice and State Charles Wethington visited him last 
bill, said he would like to see the week to discuss the project and was 
final $9 million materialize over the accompanied by two Cassidy em-
next two years. ployees. Rogers said he does not 
The initial $4.5 millipn last y~ar know what other involvement, if 
came from funds for the Coinmerce , ,any, .. Qassidy••personnel · had• in the 
Department's Economic Develop- effort to win the money . 
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Female UK employees face 
widespread discrimination, 
massive report concludes . 
By RICHARD WILSON 
Staff Writer 
consideration. 
One recommendation calls for 
three-, five- and 10-year goals for 
LEXINGTON, Ky. -A massive report on appointment of women to top-level 
the status of women at Lhe University of administrative posts, including 
Kentucky has concluded that female UK those of deans. The report notes 
employees face discrimination in practically that Wethington's cabinet now in-
every aspect of their work. eludes no women and that the only 
"The general findings . .. show the emp- two female deans are in nursing 
tiness of UK's rhetoric of equality," says a and. home economics - colleges 
summary of the report. The report, more histpfically headed by women. 
than 300 pages, was prepared by a 15- Also, all top-level community-col-
member committee of faculty members. lege posts are held by men, the re-
"Women have experienced little relative port added. 
change in their status at UK during the The report also advocates the ap-
1980s despite the university's rhetorical pointment of more women to com-
commitment to equal employment opportu- mittces that search for top-level UK 
nity and affirmative action," it added. officials. It notes that 23 of 24 such 
The report, based on a 22-month study panels in the past two years were 
for UK's Senate Council, makes dozens of headed by men. 
recommendations that it says will help the Other recommendations call for a 
university begin giving women more equal- variety of methods to entice more 
women into graduate programs and ity in the campus workplace. 1 · 1 · t h' 
It also asks UK President Charles Wetb- u timate Y into campus eac mg, re-
search and leadership positions. 
ington for a written response to the recom- More money must also be available 
mendations within six months. for equity in salaries, and personnel 
In general, the report charges that wom- policies must be improved to pro-
en· are discriminated against in pay and vide women more opportunities for 
benefits, promotions and other employment advancement as well as equal pay 
opportunities long available to male em- for equal work, the panel said. 
ployees. The report also calls for better 
Carolyn Bratt, a law professor who also representation of women among 
headed the study panel, called its findings visiting scholars and more recogni-
very disturbing. "There's a tremendous tion of women faculty and staff for 
gap" between what the university says and outstanding service to UK. More de-
what it does regarding its female employ- tailed monitoring of various UK per-
ees, regardless of the type of work they per- sonnet activities is also sought as a 
form, she said. Bratt also heads the Senate method of assuring that the dis-
Council, UK's top elected faculty group, and crimination ends. 
she is a UK faculty trustee. During a briefing for the Senate 
Wethington said the report will receive Council yesterday, Bratt said that 20 
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percent of the academic depart-
ments on UK's Lexington campus 
indade no women on their facuJ. 
ties. · • 
The number of women working at 
UK increased from 4,110 in 1981-82 
to 4,561 in 1988-89, or from 52.1 per-
cent· to 54.5 percent of the work 
to~. But the report says that most 
of the increase came in areas aJ. 
ready dominated by women. Nine of 
every 10 women remain as hourly or 
staff workers, as opposed to being 
on the faculty or in executive posi-
tions, it said. 
For instance, only 294 of the Lex-
ington campus's 1,520 faculty mem-
bers in 1988-89 - or 19.3 percent -
were women. By contrast, 63.6 per-
cent of UK's hourly employees were 
women. "At the close of the decade, 
the hourly and professional staff 
groups were even more segregated 
by gender than at the beginning of 
the decade," the report said. 
It also noted that women domi-
nate the lower-pay scales in each 
employment category. 
UK, the report says, is "a gender-
segregated organization led by a 
male hierarchy of decision-makers." 
After yesterday's council meeting. 
Bratt said she believed the report 
documents problems that can · no 
longer be ignored. She also said 
she believes that UK's administra-
tion will move quickly on recom-
mendations that can be implement-
ed inexpensively. 
But recommendations with larger 
price tags, such as eliminating sala-
ry differentials between men and 
women employees, will take longer, 
she added. 
"But we expect the university to 
make a real step in that direction," 
she said. 
UK's female employees face 
sexism, report says 
By Jamie Lucke 
Herald-leader education writer 
"Women receive less compensation for 
their labors than men .. . Sexism in all its 
various manifestations is considered ac-
The status of female employees at the ceptable behavior." 
University of Kentucky has deteriorated The 320-page report, which took a 15-
during the last decade, despite UK's com- member committee 22 months to prcxluce, 
mitment to equality, according to a univer- contains nine pages of recommendations. 
sity report released yesterday. Law professor Carolyn Bratt, chair-
Women have been increasingly relegat- woman of the committee, said some of the 
ed to lower-paying jobs and systematically recommendations - such as appointing a 
subjected to hostile working conditions, the woman to the UK president's Cabinet, now 
report said. all-male - would cost nothing and should 
"Women and men employed at the be canied out immediately. 
University of Kentucky work in different Others, such as equalizing salaries, 
worlds because the university is segregat- would cost millions of dollars and will take 
ed ~n. 
th
e basis of gender. - A service of the Office of Media Relations-
more time, she said. 
"We have demonstrated there is a 
problem. Now it's up to the university to 
solve it," Bratt said. 
The findings "show the emp~ of 
UK's rhetoric of equality," the rommittec 
said. 
"To call the findings disturbing is an 
understatement," said committee member 
Susan Scollay, UK assistant vice president 
for research and graduate studies. 
UK President Charles Wethington, who 
received the report Friday, said the docu-
ment deserved serious consideration. 
"It is imperative that we stimu-
late and capitalize upon the full 
prcxluctive and creative potential of 
all members of our university com-
munity. It is essential that we 
utilize all our talent and lead~h}_p 
•• _.,,r- ..... 
UK (cnd'd) 
if we wish to maintain that competi-j 
live edge nationally and interna-_1 
tionally," .Wethington said in a. 
written statement: . 
·The committee - appointed by 
faculty leaders and former UK Pres-
ident David Roselle - based its 
conclusions on UK data and statis-, 
tics, surveys and interviews. I 
· The committee found that worn: 
en are clustered in lower-paying,' 
lower-status jobs. Fewer than 1 in 
10 women held faculty or adminis-
trative jobs. More than 9 out of 10 
worked in hourly jobs or as profes-
sional staff members. 
While UK hired more women in 
the 1980s and their presence in the 
8,000-member work force grew 
from 52 to 54 percent, the increase 
was in areas already dominated by 
women. 
"Gender segregation of the uni-
versity's employee community in-
tensified during the 1980s," the 
committee said. 
Women who work for an hourly 
wage increased 8.2 percent from . 
1982 to 1989. Women faculty in-
creased half of 1 percent during the 
same period. 
The committee said the problem 
showed up early in women's aca-
demic careers. Women make up 52 . 
percent of UK's graduate students : 
but women received only 43 percent • 
of the graduate fellowships. Gradu-
ate school is the traditional path to 
academic posts. -
The 2,826 women who work for . 
an hourly wage face the greatest 
difficulties, the. report said. After 
paying for child care, health insur-
ance and required deductions, a 
typical woman in the hourly work 
force would take home $7,836 year-
ly. 
The committee· called for a re- '. 
vamping of policies to make ad-
vancement easier (or women. 
"Like Alice in Wonderland, 
UK's hourly staff wander through a_, 
personnel system that functions 
with a logic of its own. Moreover, it 
is a logic that often is hidden from 
employees because they do not 
1
-
have ready access to the written 
~~~. and proced_ures of the sys- J 
The report is peppered with 
anonymous comments from em- ' 
ployees who were interviewed. · I 
to a job which pays more than $5.69 
an hour." 
Women often are expected to 
perform stereotypical functions, 
such as typing and clerical work, 
the report said. "There is nothing 
intrinsically demeaning about per-
forming office work. However, ex-
pecting women to perform such 
tasks in addition to their official 
responsibilites places them at a 
distinct disadvantage in completing 
the actual job assignments." 
One woman who had been 
working as secretary for two years 
said she had a master's degree and 1 
had been actively seeking a promo- ' 
tion but had little success getting , •· Several women in professional 
interviews with other departments, positions said they received no 
"I've been told I'm overquali- clerical support and were expected 
fied. I can't understand how I possi- to "do it themselves," the report ' 
b!y could be denied an interview on said. · --· 
that basis when I've been working A woman in the administrative 
two years at a job that requires and professional category · .com-
only high school. I know 20 differ- plained that she had been criticized 
ent software programs and have in her annual review for tardiness 
experience publishing my own because she had to take her child to 
work, but I can't even figure out school some mornings, even though 
how to move within the university she made up the time. She said a 
man in her office who is regularly 
late for the same reason told. her his 
tardiness had never been mentioned 
in his evaluation. 
Surveys revealed that men and 
women had witnessed sexism in the 
UK workplace and thought that 
women were treated differently 
from their male counterparts. More 
than 25 percent of women employ-
ees and 20 percent of men surveyed 
said they had seen condescending 
behavior that they attributed to 
·gender. One-third of women and 
one-quarter of men employees said 
they had seen behavior based on 
role stereotypes. 
The committee reported that 
UK's affirmative action office is 
underfunded and understaffed com-
pared with six similar universities 
that responded to surveys. UK's ' 
affirmative action office does not 
conduct exit interviews with depart-·, 
ing employees. Unlike the other six 
universities, UK does not have an 
advisory committee or campus ad- . 
vocacy group that monitors the ' 
affirmative action office, the report 
said. 
Among other findings, women 
assistant professors were paid , 
$1,107 less than their male col-; 
leagues in 1988-89, but their situa-' 
-lion improved slightly this year. ] 
However, it worsened for worn- · 
en associate professors, who re-
ceived an average $3,771 a.year less 
thari their male colleagues. 
The committee concluded: 
"While neither morals nor values 
can be legislated, they can be 
taught. It is now incumbent upon 
the university to begin its own self-
education toward gender equality. 
That education must begin with a' 
mandate from the very highest 
levels that sexism will no longer be. 
acceptable at the University of Ken-
tucky. That mandate must also be 
enforced at every level within the 
university. 
· "Without such a mandate and 
the implementation of the commit-
tee's recommendations the rhetoric 
of equal employment opportunity 
and equity will remain devoid of 
substance for the women who work 
at the University of Kentucky." 
, . 
' 
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NCAA PI an • , Schultz said he believed that the-• fonnula would remove some of the 
· pressure to win at all costs, particu-
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M ore sports, larly in the basketball tournament. 
,. "It's probably as close as we'll Correctio:!!n~-'---
grants equal get to playing (only) for the trophy, at least for the next several years,"; 
he said, adding that he felt it would .. more money\ be supported by basketball coaches.: 
The remarks of'Susie H, Bun: 
ock, spokeswoman for,. Sue ·Bennett 
College in London, · were ,misrepre: . 
sented in .an article in ,Saturday's 
Herald-Leader. Bullock said compe-
tition for students came from East-
ern Kentucky University's branch 
campus in Corbin and University of 
Kentucky community colleges cam,' 
puses in Hazard and Corbin. Sue 
Bennett is not in competition with 
nearby Cumberland and Union 001: 
Associated Press 
OVERLAND PARK, Kan. -
The NCAA announced yesterday· 
an "equitable but not equal" fonnu·, 
la to distribute some of the money 
from the lucrative contract it got for 
television rights to its very popular' 
basketball tournament. ' 
The fonnula to spend the first: 
$69.9 million of the seven-year, $1; 
billion contract with CBS was de-
signed to reward schools with' 
"broad-based programs - schools 
that sponsor many sports and 
award many scholarships, NCAA 
executive director Dick Schultz 
said. . 
1 Smaller schools would receive 
i about a 180 percent increase over 
the way money is now shared;· 
while the larger schools would 
I probably get a 65 percent increase: 
1 A plan to distribute $31.25 mil-
lion to conferences based on the 
success their member teams had in 
the basketball tournament was an-
nounced earlier. ' .. 
Yesterday, the NCAA an-
nounced the second part of the plan 
- individual schools will share in 
another $31.25 million depending 
on how many sports they sponsor 
and how many athletic scholarships 
they give. 
The third part of· the plan is a 
$25,000 payment to schools to aid 
athletes academically. 
The "broad-based" distribution 
announced yesterday will be 
weighted one-third toward the num-
ber of sports and two-thirds toward 
scholarships. As the number of 
scholarships increase, the payment 
fonnula increases. 
For example, a school that gives 
50 scholarships will be paid $87 for 
each scholarship while a school will 
be paid $3,480 for each scholarship 
above 250. 
Schultz offered three examples 
of unnamed schools. 
A small school sponsoring 12' 
sports and giving 'Z1 scholarships· 
would get $2,350. An average-size 
school sponsoring 20 sports and 
giving 66 scholarships would get 
$61,700. A very large school spon-
soring 29 sports and giving 26W 
scholarships would,f,et $450,000. :,: 
University of Kentucky sports. 
information director Chris Cameron 
says UK sponsors 19 sports, assum-
ing cross country, indoor and out-
door track are counted separately .. 
The plan was designed to elimi-
nate the "$300,000 free throw'' -; 
. rewarding schools for their advance; 
in the basketball tournament rather 
than for their overall athletic and'. 
academic programs; Schultz said, •;. 
;. 
Each game in the basketball 
tournament last year was worth. 
$294,000 to each team, Schultz said:, 
Each "unit'' of the tournament· un,,( 
der the new fonnul'\, will be worth" 
: $40,000, he said .. '· ' . · 
........... ...._, ---·----~,.-,,~ !.[·,. ... ,:; .;;,i ',,,1,,·/t 
_leges, _she said ........ ,., .;s •. ., ...... :.: 
•The Daily Independent, Ashland, Ky.; Monday, October 22, 1990' 
Shawnee· State teacliers 
end· 2-weelr· walli~ut~;f:;:·· 
--~ - "'.,.<i_-__ .; 
John Shupert elbowed. him ._in thej 
. By ROGER ALFORD back as he jogged around the cam-
, Independent News Writer pus. No charges were ,filed and1 
PORTSMOUTH, Ohio - Teachers 
1
1 Shupert denied that there ·was anyj 
at Shawnee State University ended · altercation between the two men. ····1 
a two-week strike Sunday by voting ' Miner said teachers will go out of 
to ratify a compromise contract their way to help students or the, 
offer that will raise top salaries to administration in any .way theY:canl 
$58,000 over the next three years. 1 riow that the strike is o~r;'.;'\ :',}' 'l'i 
In addition, the faculty will pay a . ;_ "~he facult)'. _looks. ,fo~ardA~i 
smaller share of health insurance ; puttmg the cr1s1s behind: us. and 1 
premiums under the approved con- getting back to the business of ed-
tract. , · 
1 
ucating students," he said .. "We will· 
The settlement ended the strilte continue to work.• hard, to· build 
that had kept the campus idle since , Shawnee State .University, into a1 
Oct. 8. There had been concern that " 1 higer education facility of which we l 
if the impasse lasted into this week · , all can be proud." . • · . . -I 
the first fall quarter would have to · r,, The teachers had rejected a pro:,, 
be canceled. [ posed 28.56 percent .pay hike ·andi 
' The agreed-to pay increase is an .- started the ·strike because the ad-l 
average 28.4 percent over the next ; t"Ininistration wanted them to pick upi 
/ three years. That will raise top · ia larger share of the cost of their I 
' teacher salaries from the current ; )health Insurance. ; . ,. • , ., ,.-: J 
, $41,.200 to $.58,000 over the contr~ct' l· The univesity wanted the'facuityj 
' penod, said Shawnee Educat10n ,to pay $36 a month for family cov-1 
! As~ociation President ~d ~ner. He.: (erage and to pay half of any pre/. 
_: said the base salary will nse from ·miwn increases over the next three l 
.; $18,500 to $20,000 over the period. _; (years. The compromise was a lowerJ 
The faculty voted 58 to 10 to ac-, !percentage, pay· .. hike and lower 
. cept the.cont~act Sunday afternoon. · )premiums .. ,, .. <t, "'•·,,: .. ,.;·•/·/ 
_' The un1ve~s1ty board of regents f. In fact, Miner saidteachers would, 
; voted un~mmously to ~gree to the, ;'pay no premiwn in the first year·o~i 
' proposal ma noon ll!eeting Sunday. \_ (,the contract,. pay 5 percent of. the} 
• No.w. that. the ~trike Is over, t!Ie ~ ,. total cost of the premiwn in the·( 
admimstratlon will try to gauge its; second and third years and pay 20 I 
effect on the university. · _1 • percent of any premiwn increases. :1 
'_'It's hard to say:" at this point," i !·. The university now pays $490 ·ai 
said Tom Wesolosk1, spokesman for• 'month in :premiums for each J 
Shawnee State. "You have to as-1 teacher for health insurance Wes-: 
swne that there will be some sort of: . oloski said .. .-.. , .. , ' ·, ',· .'.-'.;·1 
negative associated with it, either in; ' , In addition ·'Miner said ii. ·com:1 
enrolbnent or transfers. But Shaw0 \ :'mittee· made' up of teache~:"<and
1
l 
nee State is yolJ!lg and able to over-i ;administrators will lry to find;a1 
~oll!e ~ome thin,g~. that an older, 1,be!ter ~ealth insurance plan for tl_Je'.j 
mshtutI?n couldn t. - , . . . "1 . umvers1ty. ",:',.::t. . .• · • ::,-, I 
"Anytune you have a strike it's 1, .,, -·-: 1. · ,. ' ·' • ,":,.·;;-
not good for the college," Mine( 1.:•· !·would think from the exc~llen!.:i 
agreed. "Any damil!I!l_ that has been. /packag~ that they. have received~,/ 
done, we'll try to reccrty. -.. . .. 1 lther~,will. be so~e. very_ happy fac-;, 
. "~ think there'll ~e some straini;<l: .. ~ty,. ~esoloski said_. J_ • , , :.;f1;_ z,;. 
feelings, but I think people will ., He said the salary mcrease_bnngs~. 
mend those feelings rather fShawnee. teache1:5 ~p t~ or_ a~ve.1 
quickly." : _,,. , \ {P.\IY)eti;~'oti!- s~la_r.,;~ti}!l~H~ 
. The strike was low-key in its firstl iacr~ss. epa_. o~·.e';"c,'\.;,,:•·,,,_ ·-J:'- ·.'' 
week, b~t \he administr~tion s.ought, 1,;:~,pie ,Sh~wnee,'.;Educa,tioJ(~oc!{ a restra1mng order agrunst pickets, i.abon,was-on strike•for·;three days:, 
last week, claining the faculty was'.\\when its· contract wit!i''t!ie. wiiver-j 
~arrassing people who crossed their'; fsity_:ran· out '.in 1987. ,.The· stici<lng3 
~n~~~---"--- ,'; .. /> •_-,: .. lypomt_.tl\en, too,waspayandhealt1J·1, 
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Weih"iriQtOrl'Pi'ans wnoAimm·ectiate act,& I E:on 
sexism report 
By Jamie Lucke 
Herald-Leader education writer 
that it would take time to digest the 
massive report. But :she said she 
hoped the watt for a response 
would not be too long. 
She said :.-he knew of no other 
universiry that had taken such an 
in-depth look at the status of worn-
en. UK should be commended, she 
said. 
"It's hard to take that kind of 
unvarnished look at the reality 
that's out there," she said. ''The 
only criticism I'm ever going to 
level at the untn:rsttY 1s if, now 
knowing the facts. they don't do 
something about it." 
University of Kentucky Presi-
dent Gharles Wethington said yes-
terday he planned no immediate 
action in response to a report that 
systematic sexism had blocked the 
advancement of UK's women em-
ployees. 
"Obviously, a report of that 
scope, of that length will take a 
·goo:! bit of reyi~w. a_ lot of work 
within the admm1strat1on and facul-
. ty and staff. And. l'm dedi<?lted to 
doing that," Wethington said. 
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"I see no indication at this time 
that we must take any kind of 
immediate or emergency action. I 
think we've got time to look at this 
report, rudy it and determine how 
we best can implement some of the 
findings and recommendations." 
A basic inequity 
Closing the salary gap is key to pro~ at UK 
A 15-member committee ap-
pointed by faculty leaders and for-
mer UK President David Roselle 
worked on the report for 22 months. 
The committee found that women 
were clustered in lower-paying jobs. 
faced hostile working conditions 
and were nearly absent from posi-
tions of authority. 
The committee made nine pages 
of recommendations. including one 
that Wethington issue a written 
response within six months. The 
committee also said a woman 
should be named to the pre idential 
Cabinet. 
Wethington said his first step 
would be to ask the committee's 
chairwoman. Carolyn Bratt, to pres-
ent the findings to his Cabinet. 
which includes top adminisrrarors. 
In regard to adding a woman to 
the Cabinet, Wethington said he 
thought UK regulations detem1ined 
--in what manner I fill positions 
inside the university, and obviously 
I don't see any opportunity immedi-
ately to put anyone into any posi-
tion.'' 
Wethington said l 'K was not 
alone in having problems hiring 
minorities and women in some 
fields. 
Bratt. a law ;)rr fe,.;;r,r. ..i~eed 
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Setting it straight 
A fter 22 months and un-counted hours of labor, a committee has produced a two-pound report on 
the status of women at the Univer-
sity of Kentucky. The report in-
cludes numerous charts and 
graphs, reams of documentation 
and nine pages of recommenda-
tions. But one fact is all that any-
one needs to know that UK has a 
problem. 
On average, associate profes-
sors who are female make almost 
$4,000 a year less than their male 
counterparts. 
The report offers plenty of other 
evidence that UK is an institution 
that doesn't offer good employment 
opportunities for women. Pick any 
measure you care to - percentage 
of women on the faculty, number 
of women in high-ranking academ-
ic jobs, you name it - and UK's 
record is depressingly consistent. 
But none of the evidence tells so 
much about UK's problem as the 
salary gap for associate professors. 
On the academic career ladder, 
the associate professors are the 
people poised to rise. They form 
the pool from which a university 
chooses those who will be groomed 
for administrative jobs, its future 
department chairs and deans. 
Corrections And in academia as everywhere 
Graphics in yesterday's Herald-Leader in- else, relative salaries offer a good 
correctly stated the percentage of full profes- measure of an employee's status. 
sors at the University of Kentucky who are . . . . 
women. Women make up 10 percent of full -A service of the Office of Media Relat1ons-
professors. 
• • • 
Those who start out on the low enc 
of the scale are the least likely to 
advance to the high end. 
No wonder, then, that UK has 
so few women in higher posts, or 
that its administration has histori-
cally been indifferent to the institu-
tion's shortcomings in that area. So 
long as women start out with lower 
salaries, things aren't likely to im-
prove. 
By appointing the committee 
that compiled this report, the Uni-
versity Senate Council and former 
UK president David Roselle dem-
onstrated an interest in changing 
UK's tradition of academic segre-
gation by gender. Carrying out that 
task now falls to new UK president 
Charles T. Wethington. 
The report's lengthy list of rec-
ommendations offers a comprehen-
sive set of remedies. But in the 
long run, the ones that will have 
the most effect are those that con-
cern pay and advancement oppor-
tunities for women faculty mem-
bers. 
By making those opportunities 
equal for women, UK will be able 
to develop and promote from with-
in leaders who understand the in-
stitution's historic problems and 
who are committed to change. 
Without such equ: · Jpportunities, 
even the most dedicated adminis-
tration will find progress difficult 
to achieve. 
• 
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works for Mountain Comprehensive 
Health Care, said the additional 
help would be welcomed. UK sets 
rural health 
initiative 
in motion 
Trustees name director 
for E. Kentucky center 
By Elizabeth Wade 
Herald-Leader staff writer 
The new leader of an ambitious 
Eastern Kentucky health-care initia-
tive said yesterday that the plan 
was the best of any in the country. 
The University of Kentucky 
Board of Trustees yesterday ap-
pointed Dr. Wayne Myers as direc-
tor and professor of pediatrics for 
the Center of Excellence for Rural 
Health, which will be in Hazard. 
"The Kentucky program is a 
more complete 
and coordinat-
ed approach 
than anywhere 
in the country," 
said Myers, 
who now heads 
a similar pro-
gram in the 
Northwest. 
The General Assembly earlier 
this year passed a health-care pack-
age aimed in part at easing the 
severe shortage of doctors and 
health-care professionals in rural 
Kentucky. 
UK was given a key role in 
carrying out the package, designed 
to let nurses and other health pro-
fessionals earn degrees without 
leaving Eastern Kentucky. It pro-
vides financial incentives for young 
doctors to serve their residencies in 
rural hospitals in hopes that they 
will stay in the communities to 
practice medicine. 
Dr. Peter Bosomworth, chancel-
lor of the UK Medical Center, tole! 
the trustees yesterday that the cen-
ter would: 
• Offer master of science de-
grees in nursing and bachelor's 
programs for physical therapy and 
lab technology, beginning with 
about 20 students each next fall. It 
will be the first time any university 
has offered degree programs in 
Eastern Kentucky beyond the two-
year associate level. 
• Start a residency program in 
emergency medicine at rural region-
al hospitals. In July, hospitals in 
Morehead, Hazard and Corbin will 
each receive two doctors to work in 
their emergency rooms. 
• Start a program in Hazard for 
doctors interested in family prac-
tices to conduct their residencies. 
Four doctors will serve in the pro-
gram, beginning in July. UK ex-
pects the number to increase to 12 
within three years. 
• Study rural health policy to 
determine if changes are needed in 
the ·state's health-care laws and 
regulations. 
• Provide continuing education 
for health-care professionals. 
The shortage of physicians in 
J;'°::i~tPrn KPnhu-ln, i~ .::ri ;;;:P.vPrP th-:it 
some areas have less than half of 
the national average, said Tony 
Goetz, director of the state's Area 
Health Education Centers, a collabo-
rative effort between UK and the 
University of Louisville. 
"Things are bad," Maclean said 
"We certainly need more doctors i~ 
all specialties, especially in psychi-
atric medicine." 
In 1989, there were 83 physi-
cians for every 100,000 people in 
southeastern Kentucky, compared 
with the state average of 170 for 
every 100,000, Goetz said. The na-
tional average is 223 physicians for 
every 100,000 people. 
. UK also will train health profes-
sionals to staff a planned 100-bed 
mental-health hospital to be built in 
Hazard by the Cabinet for Human 
Resources and the Appalachian Re-
gional Hospital. 
"I think it's really important for 
people to come back to Eastern 
Kentucky. There is a great deal of 
misunderstanding of what life is 
like in Eastern Kentucky," said Dr. 
Rick Angel, who is serving his 
residency in Owsley County. 
"There are mental-health people 
out. there,_ but thetve had a very 
difficult time recru1tmg and retain-
m_g ~~ysicians who -are psychia-
trists, Bosomworth said. He said 
there were only two psychiatrists in 
Eastern Kentucky. 
'.'I ~?pe we will improve the 
~va1lab1hty of health professionals 
m rural areas to provide primary 
an_d secondary care," Bosomworth 
said.. "If you can get the good-
quality care at home it's better on 
the family." 
"There is a big demand (for 
doctors) and there are financial 
programs available that are encour-
aging people to come." 
Dr. Jordan Maclean, a family 
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UK picks director for 
rural-health program 
By RICHARD WILSON 
Staff Writer 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - The Univer-
sity of Kentucky's trustees took a 
step yesterday toward a new health-
care outreach program in Eastern 
Kentucky by naming the first direc-
tor of its Center of Excellence for 
Rural Health. 
The appointment went to Dr. 
Wayne W. Myers, a University of 
Washington official instrumental in 
the creation of a cooperative medi-
cal-education program in the states 
of Washington, Alaska, Montana 
and Idaho. That program, begun in 
1975, places the Seattle university's 
medical students in rural areas of 
Alaska, Montana and Idaho, which 
have no medical schools. · 
The new UK center, which arose 
from a comprehensive health-care 
bill that the General Assembly 
passed this year, will oversee the 
creation of several health-care edu• 
cation programs in the mountains. 
They include research in rural 
health-care policy, family-practice 
and emergency-medicine residency 
programs in rural hospitals, and 
new academic programs in nursing, 
physical therapy and laboratory 
technology. 
The board of trustees was briefed 
on plans for the center yesterday by 
Dr. Peter Bosomworth, chancellor 
of UK's Albert B. Chandler Medical 
Center. Bosomworth said most of 
the next two years will be spent 
planning and staffing the Hazard-
based center, which is expected to 
be fully operational by 1994, with a 
budget of more than $5 million. 
"The full impact of this program 
will probably not b~ rea,lized untjl . 
five years (from now)," Bosom-
worth said. 
After Bosomworth's briefing, for-
mer Gov. A. B. "Happy" Chandler, 
a trustee, called the medical center 
- which is named for him - one of 
the nation's finest. "It's finally get• 
ting enough help from the legisla-
ture that it can take over the health 
and welfare of the average moun-
tain fellow." Chandler said. 
His remarks touched on many 
other topics, including the origin 
and staffing of the medical center; 
the selection of a president at Tran-
sylvania University, his alma mater; 
and a relative who he said once 
headed UK's College of Engineer-
ing. Chandler also referred to his 
baseball-playing days in North Da-
kota. 
Chandler, 92, called for unity be-
hind UK President Charles Weth-
ington, whom the trustees named to 
the post on Sept. 18. 
Chandler, an early Wethington 
supporter, criticized the president's 
critics, including the three board 
members who voted against his ap-
pointment. Faculty members on the 
search committee boycotted the fi. 
nal stages of the search after UK's 
mostly faculty Senate Council called 
for postponement of Wethington's 
appointment. 
In appointing Wethington, the 
trustees rejected proposals by the 
council and UK's Student Senate for 
a new search. 
Some faculty members wrote 
anti-Wethington letters to newspa-
pers "relieving themselves of their 
knowledge, or lack of knowledge, of 
what the University of Kentucky 
ought to be," Chandler said. 
In slow, halting words, he urged 
anyone who opposed Wethington's 
appointment to back the new presi-
dent "and join the rest of us in giv-
ing him the benefit of every doubt 
on earth." 
As Cbandler continued, Wething-. 
ton finally interrupted him by say-
ing he · believed the · medical center 
was doing an excellent job and that 
he" had the solid support of UK's· 
faculty and staff to take programs 
such as the one Bosomworth de-
scribed into Eastern Kentucky. 
But Chandler wouldn't give up. 
Many of the letters and articles writ-
ten about the presidential search, 
Chandler went on, "berate the uni-
versity, and they talk about we're 
stupid." 
' I Ot,., :.:- -> 
" ' 
, 
UK picks chief for health program 
Continued 
Wethington finally persuaded 
Chandler to let the meeting pro-
ceed. 
On another topic, Wethington 
told the trustees that he would 
name a steering committee within 
the next week to help plan a new 
UK central library. It would replace 
the Margaret I. King Library, which 
officials say is too small. 
Wethington said the King library 
would still house specialized collec-
tions and other holdings. He told 
the trustees that he would send 
plans for the new library to them 
next year before seeking funding 
and construction approval from the 
legislature in 1992. 
In other action the trustees ap-
proved these appointments: 
■ Bob Whitaker, an alumnus, as 
director of UK's National Alumni 
Association. Whitaker, the associ-
ation's associate director since 1975, 
succeeds E. Jay Brumfield, who re-
tired in August. 
■ Janet Holloway, director of the 
New Jersey Small Business Devel-
opment Center at Rutgers Universi-
ty, as director of a similar center at 
UK. She succeeds James "Jerry" 
Owen, who is retiring after heading 
the center for nine years. 
■ Dr. Joseph Stephan Stap-
czynski, as professor and chairman 
of the department of emergency 
medicine in the College of Medi-
cine. He has been an assistant pro-
fessor at the University of Pitts-
burgh School of Medicine and di-
rector of the emergency department 
at the Presbyterian-University Hos-
pital in Pittsburgh. 
■ Dr. Franklin C. Miller, a Murray 
native, as professor and chairman 
of the College of Medicine's depart-
ment of obstetrics and gynecology. 
He has been chairman of the obstet-
rics and gynecology department at 
the University of Arkansas. 
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Activities promote alcohol--awareness 
By David A. Hall 
Herald-Leader staff writer 
The University of Kentucky's fraterni-
ties chose this week to restore rules against 
servmg beer ·at chapter parties, and Cheryl 
Tuttle says the timing couldn't have been 
better. 
The vote by the lnterfraternity Council 
came at the start of the school's observance 
of National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness 
Week. Tuttle, the university's substance 
ab~se pr_e\'.e_ntion coordinator, helped plan 
UK s actiV1t1es. 
:·r think it is wonderful that it happened 
dunng Alcohol Awareness Week," said 
Tuttle of the council's Monday vote. "I 
think Alcohol Awareness Week has been 
the beacon of light for them." 
UK has scheduled events, lectures and 
activities this week in an attempt to educate 
the campus on alcohol and drug use. 
Yesterday, the school held a resource 
fair to provide information from various 
community and campus groups devoted to 
helping people pursue drug-free lifestyles. 
Eastern Kentucky University and Ken-
tucky State University have held similar 
events to observe the national campaign. 
"A lot of times we feel like we are drug 
and alcohol educated to death, but in reality 
we aren't," Tuttle said. "I like for students 
to be given the entire realm of information." 
Tuttle said that although college was a 
place for _ trial and error. mistakes with 
alcohol often proved to be more than 
learning experiences. 
"Some mistakes students make can 
become deadly ones," she said. I would hate 
for a student to make a mistake where their 
life is irreversibly changed." 
Victor Hazard, associate dean of stu-
dents, said it was hard to expect change 
from fraternities when society wasn't will-
ing to change along with them. 
"We all have a responsibility to model 
behavior that is most acceptable." he said. 
"We can't ask students to do something if 
we don't do it ourselves." 
But Evelyn Pepper, a UK junior 
and president of the campus chap-
ter of Students Against Drunk Driv-
ing, said strong attendance at many 
of the week's events showed stu-
dents were becoming more respon-
sible in their drinking. A -lecture 
Tuesday at the Worsham Theater -
drew more than 500 people. 
"The university has changed 
because people have become more 
aware," said Pepper, adding that 
the group's membership had 
jumped from about JO members to 
nearly 50 in a year. "Students are 
very knowledgeable. It's nice to 
know the whole campus is involved 
and enthusiastic." 
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UK gets $15 million to test effectS:: 
of televised anti-drug campaign ..... M 
By MIKE EMBRY 
Associated Press 
Lewis Donohew, a professor of times more likely to take cocafue~ 
communication and co-administra• and twice as likely to use mariJua• 
tor of UK's Center for Prevention na. : 
LEXJNGTON, Ky. - The Nation• Research, said at a news conference The researchers also found m· 
al Institute of Drug Abuse has yesterday. previous studies that 1V program~ 
awarded four University of Ken• The other investigators are Philip ming has elements that appeal _to 
tucky professors a total of $1.5 mil• Palmgreen, a communications pro- both high- and low-sensation s~k· 
lion over five years to study the f essor; Elizabeth Lorch, a psycholo- ers. v, 
ways television can be used to keep gist; and William Skinner, a sociolo- High-sensation seekers are . at-
young adults off drugs. gist. tracted to messages that include lots 
In a six-month campaign in Fay• Donobew found in • survey of of movement. music and emotional. 
ette County to begin in 1992, the re- Fayette County high school and jun- d 
searchers will try to find the best lor high students from 1985-87 that intensity, the researchers sal · 0 • , 
use of public-service announce- a test developed by Delaware psy- '.'We also hope to increase the 'ef. 
ments to discourage drug use chologist Marvin Zuckerman could f~cti~ness of the (spot) • • : by put• 
among 18- to 21-year-olds. be used to identify people most like- ting it next to progranurung that 
The study will measure drug use 1y to use illegal drugs. · high-sensati~n seekers watch,,. 
for nearly three years after the cam• A biologically based .. sensatlon- Dono hew said. • .,., · 
paign to see what effect the televi• seeking'' trait found by the test The grant is the seventh to:.UK 
sion programming had on the test showed that some people have a faculty members since 1985 from: 
group. , higher need for excitement and low• the national institute, ,which · ·tras•. 
"Our basic goal ls • • • to find if er tolerance for boredom. now pledged over $6 million ' 'to' 
what we're doing here works and if Donohew said the test showed studies at the university dealing 
lt can be used on a national level." that sensation seekers were seven with drug-abuse prevention. 
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U f L 
as long as he attended class and didn't day's meeting, but Steve Milburn, 0 may flunk out. Now he must have a 2.0 entering director of athletic academic coun-
his senior season. But no athlete will be de- seling at U of L, said be favors the • ht · · I clared ineligible in the middle of a season. new policy and predicts its success. 
tlg en ru es The purpose of the rule is to make sure a "There could be some problems and student athlete is making progress toward a we could lose some people (under . d • degree and that a degree is attainable. Stu- the 2.0 rule), but rm optimistic that, 
On aca emlcs dents must have a minimum 2.0 GPA to overall. kids will rise to the occasion graduate from U of L and meet the standards necessary. I 
The rule is similar to the one U of L foot. think it will encourage them to pe.r-~Or athletes ball coa~h Howard Schnellenberger institut- fonn at a higher level." I• ed for his players two years ago. However, be said the research 
The change involving the admissions of•· that will be required by the admis--
By RUSS BROWN 
Staff Writer 
The board of directors of the University 
of Louisville Athletic Association is expect-
ed to approve a two-part proposal today to 
strengthen academic standards for the 
school's student athletes. 
The plan will be subniitted to the board 
during its meeting this afternoon by 
U of L's academic-perfonnance committee, 
an eight-member faculty group that fonnu-
lated the new policy at the request of U of L 
president Donald Swain. 
Under the new system, the 2.0 grade-
point average requirement for student ath-
letes will be stiffened, and the admissions 
office will be required to assess prospective 
athletic grant-in-aid recipients regarding 
their qualifications for college. 
fice dictates that its staff assess a prospec- sions office could cause some-ad~ 
tive student-athlete's high school ministrative headaches. 
grades, test scores and any other "It will be a lot of work to take 
available data to evaluate whether su~h a clo~e look at every case," 
they have a reasonable chance to Milburn said. "Right now there's 
obtain a degree before a coach may only one guy over there, with a 
offer a scholarship. graduate assistant and a secretary 
Nothing in the rule prohibits a and they've g~t a lot of other duties, 
coach from signing an athlete so they're gomg to have to beef up 
whose chance for academic success their staff." 
is projected to be shaky, but U of L basketball coach Denny 
coaches are strongly urged not to Crum is scheduled to address the 
recruit such students. board at today's meeting, as is the 
Burt Monroe, chairman of the Rev. Lewis Coleman, a civil-rights 
academic-performance committee activist who has been critical ol 
declined to comment until after tO: U of L's treatment of black athletes. 
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. BIii requires colleges to tell crime statistics 
Associated Press 
The new standards would go into effect 
immediately. 
Under the current policy, athletes who . WASHINGTON - A bill requir-
fall below a 2.0 GPA have a one-year grace i~g colleges to report crime statis-
Campus Security would ;: 
quire federally aided colleges to re-
port campus crime statistics each 
year to students and employees 
Covered crimes include murder· 
rape, robbery and auto theft. ' period to recover and avoid ineligibility. tics and athletes' graduation rates Under the proposal, athletes will have two cleared its final congressional ob-
full years to reach a 2.0, then they must stacle yesterday. 
maintain a 2.0 at the start of their playing The Senate approved the measure 
season to remain eligible. by a voice vote and sent it to Presi-
ln the past, after a basketball player dent Bush for his signature. The 
reached the end of his junior year he was House passed the bill Monday. 
automatically eligible for his senior season A . f !he "Student Right-to-Know and 
- service o the Office of Media Relations-
. The m_~su~ was merged with a 
bill requmng inStitutions to release 
graduation rates of all students and 
students on sports scholarships 
Schools ~ould also have to mak~ 
data available on athletic depart-
ment revenues and expenditures. 
, ' O c+. ,,,29 1990 
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Pub1'iCONHraa1oON targetinQU 1il'f81 
Kentucky There are public radio stations with in 60 miles of Morehead - in Lexington and Richmond, at Ohio 
Llniversity and in West Virginia -
but their signals cannot make it 
past the foothills of the Appala-
chian Mountains and into Eastern 
Kentucky. 
Morehead station 
latest to attempt 
to expand reach 
By Todd Pack 
Northeastern Kentucky bureau 
MOREHEAD - The sound of a 
jazzy guitar wafted down the hall-
way of WMKY-FM and went out 
into a few of the hollows of Eastern 
Kentucky. 
But like some other public radio 
stations in the state. the one at 
Morehead State University wants to 
reach deeper into rural Kentucky. It 
has asked the Federal Communica-
tions Commission for permission to 
build a second transmitter 40 miles 
away in Paintsville. 
"That's an unserved area," said 
Larry etherton, general manager 
of WMKY. "The need is there and 
has been for some time." 
Sports and Celtic music 
In a part of the state where the 
few commercial radio stations play 
Top 40 or country music, Netherton 
said, Morehead's station fills a need 
by playing a mix of bluegrass, 
blues and classical music in addi-
tion to more than four hours of 
news each day from ational Public 
Radio. 
The ration also broadcasts 
Morehead sports and Celtic music, 
the Irish and Scottish tunes that are 
at the root of traditional mountain 
music. 
"We bring a cultural diversity," 
Netherton said. 
WMKY's 50,000-watt signal can 
be heard in the 11 counties sur-
rounding Rowan County, he said, 
but that is half of the 22-county 
service region assigned by the state 
to Morehead State University. 
Morehead applied last Decem-
ber to install a 25,000-watt tower in 
Paintsville. a town of 4.500 in 
Johnson County. 
The Paintsville station would 
repeat the signal from Morehead. It 
would be heard clearly in Johnson, 
Floyd and Magoffin c0t·· ·ies and 
parts of Lawrence Cour,., . 
The proposed transmitter would 
cost about $175,000. 1 etherton said. 
WMKY's annual budget is 
$400,000. 
The FCC has not scheduled a 
hearing to decide whether to grant 
the transmitter license to Morehead 
or to one of three other applicants, 
who want to start another commer-
cial radio station in Paintsville. 
The other applicants are Gary 
Sellers, a Paintsville businessman: 
Ray Preston, a former state repre-
sentative and announcer at WSIP-
AM and FM. a country music 
station in Paintsville; and B and G 
Broadcasting Inc., which operates 
WKLW-AM, an oldies station in 
Paintsville. 
All four applicants have asked 
to broadcast at 94.7 FM, the only 
FM frequency available in Paints-
ville. Although people in Johnson 
County cannot get many FM sta-
tions, 94.7 is the only frequency 
there that would not interfere with 
any other FM station. 
Netherton does not know exact-
ly how many people listen to 
WMKY. but the most recent figures 
available showed 10,600 of the 
149,000 who lived in the 12 sur-
rounding counties listened in 1985. 
"We love being the underdog," 
said Paul Hitchcock, the station's 
music and arts director. 
More rural radio 
The decision to apply for a 
license to build a second tower 
reflects a trend among public radio 
stations, Netherton said. 
WKYU-FM at Western Ken-
tucky University this month signed 
on the air with WKUE-FM, a re-
peater station in Elizabethtown. In 
April, the station staned WKPB-
FM in Henderson. It has operated 
WOCL-FM in Somerset since 1985. 
Westem's station in Somerset 
signed on about the time WEKU-
FM at Eastern Kentucky University 
began operating WEKH-FM in Haz-
ard. 
- A service of the Office of Media Relations-
"When public radio was being 
developed, the first priority was to 
get into the higher population ar-
eas," said Timothy Singleton, sta-
tion manager of WEKU. "Now that 
that's been done, more public radio 
stations are looking at the rural 
areas." 
That has been true in Kentucky. 
WUKY-FM, the public radio 
station at the University of Ken-
tucky, signed on in 1940. WFPL-
FM, run by the Louisville Free 
Public Library, has been on the air 
since 1950. Its sister station, WFPK-
FM, began broadcasting in 1954. 
WMKY at Morehead was 
founded in 196.5. Eastern's station 
began in 1968, and Western's sta-
tion went on the air in 1980. 
"We cover all but a few of the 
hollows of Eastern Kentucky, some-
thing like 90 percent of the state," 
said Roger Chesser. manager of the 
station at UK. 
"In places outside the Golden 
Triangle - Louisville, Lexington 
and Northern Kentucky - public 
radio is about the only link to the 
outside world that you can get for 
free," said Janet Kenney, chairwom-
an of the Kentucky Public Radio 
Council. "We really are providing 
something unique." 
Loyal listening public 
"I really hope WMKY comes 
here. Otherwise, it'll be more of the 
same," said Paintsville Ja.,vyer John 
Barton, who sometimes gets the 
station on the radio in his office. 
"If it wasn't for public radio ... 
I don't know what I'd do," Barton 
said. 
"That's something I asked when 
I interviewed for the job here," said 
Janice Binder, a lawyer with the 
Appalachian Research and Defense 
Fund in Hazard. She said she lis-
tens regularly to public radio from 
Eastern. 
WEKH has gotten a good re-
sponse from listeners during annual 
fund-raisers, Singleton said. 
Western's station in Somerset 
also has done well, said David 
Wilkinson, general · manager of 
WKYU and the university's two 
other public radio stations. 
The proposed public radio sta-
tion in Paintsville, like others across 
Kentucky, would not have as many 
listeners as a Top 40 or a country 
music station, WMKY's Hitchcock 
said, "but somebody out there will 
enjoy it." 
• 
. 
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3 trustees named at Berea College 
BEREA - Three new trustees were selected yesterday by the 
board of Berea College. 
The new trustees are Dr. J. Herman Blake; dean of un_dergraduate, 
education at Indiana University-Purdue University in lJ1dianapoiis;1 
Donna S. Hall, an Ashland •civic leader; and the · Rev, Anne' 
Bonnyman-Lippincott of Knoxville. 
THE COURIER.JOURNAL, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1990 
Henderson president to fill In at oc1 
OWENSBORO, Ky, - Patrick Lake, president of Handers< 
1Community College, also will serve as president of Owensbo 
Community College until someone is hired to fill the positic 
permanently, · 
The University of Kentucky, which runs the community colle1 
system, will conduct the nationwide search. 
LEXING'TOM'HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., SATURDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1990 Jim McDannel, president since 1986, resigned last week. f 
said Wednesday that he did so to end a "civil war" among ti 
staff and faculty. ·Western OKs proposal for doctorate 
BOWLING GREEN - The Western Kentucky University Board 
of Regents approved a proposal yesterday for a doctoral degree in 
education. 
Acting Chancellor· Ben Carr Jr. said an investigation of McDa: 
nel's administration "revealed a deep division among faculty ar 
staff at the college regarding support of the president." 
The plan now goes to the Kentucky Council on Higher Education 
for consideration in January. 
McDannel will continue receiving his annual salary of $59,5( 
during his reassignment in Carr's office, which will last until , 
least Dec. 31, when his resignation becomes effective. 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, MONDAY, _OCTOBER 29, 1990 
WMKY asks to build Paintsville tower 
MOREHEAD, Kr, - WMKY-FM is trying to reach deeper into 
rural Kentucky WJth a request to build a second transmitter 40 
miles away in Paintsville. 
The public radio station's 50,000-watt signal can be heard in the 
11 counties surrounding Rowan County, said Lany Netherton, 
general manager of WMKY. But that is just half of the 22-county 
service region assigned by the state to Morehead State University. 
"That's an unserved area," Netherton said. "The need is there 
and has been for some time." 
Morehead applied to the Federal Communications Commission 
last December to install a 25,000-watt tower in Paintsville. The 
Paintsville station would repeat the signal from Morehead and 
would be heard clearly in Johnson, Floyd and Magoffin counties 
and parts of Lawrence County. 
The proposed transmitter would cost about $175,000, Netherton 
said. WMKY's annual budget is $400,000. 
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UK is consi'1ering 
campuswide recycling 
By Dale Greer 
Herald•Leader staff writer , 
The University of Kentucky/is 
considering a recycling program 
that would, be the largest ever 
attempted by a Lexington employ-
er, a school official said. / 
The program calls for collecting 
discarded paper and aluininwn 
from every office on the school's 
Lexington campus, said Autry -. 
Bradshaw, UK's surplus property 
administrator. 
Some UK offices ha:ve recycled 
waste paper for years, .but the new 
program would be the first campus-
wide effort. 
· UK is Lexington's largest em-
ployer, with 9,fYYl full-lime workers 
as of last fall - the latest figure 
available. The school's employees 
and 23,000 students annually dis-
card as much garbage as a "small 
city," said Jack Blanton, vice chan-
cellor for administration. 
UK sends 3~ to 350 tons of 
garbage to the landfill each mor:ith, 
and Bradshaw estimates that as 
much as 60 percent could be recy-
cled. 
A recycling pilot program has 
been operating in the Chandler 
Medical Center and Peterson Serv-
ice Building for about two months 
and UK officials are pleased with 
the results. 
"It's working grea~" Bradshaw 
said. In UK's Peterson Service 
Building, which houses the school's 
Physical Plant Division, more than 
1,000 pounds of paper a week has 
been collected, he said. 
But UK officials say that ex-
panding the program to the entire 
campus would be expensive. 
Office containers for holding the 
material would cost about $60,000 
to $70,000 for the main campus 
alone, they said, and money must 
be budgeted to collect the paper and 
cans from containers scattered 
across campus. 
Blanton said the program would 
need a subsidy from the school's 
general fund because it would lose 
, money. 
But Blanton and Autry agreed 
that profit was not the point. 
"Our main objective is to save 
w1!,lt goes to the landfill," Autry 
said. "Our landfills are filling up 
fast, and we need to reduce the 
volwne we're sending." 
Neither could say when a deci-
sion to expand the program would 
be made. 
In another project, UK is renting 
outdoor bins, where anyone can 
deposit recyclable materials such as 
aluminwn cans, paper and plastic. 
Since late June, UK has collected 
60 tons of material from the bins 
which are at two locations on cam'. 
pus, Bradshaw said. 
James Wessels, special assistant 
to. Blanton, said he was pleased 
"'.1th the response to the recycling 
bms. 
"People are definitely into recy-
cling,'.' he said. "It's just absolutely_ 
amazmg." 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., FRIDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1990 
Officials assail punk rocker's flag-burning 
By David A. Hall 
Herald-Leader staff writer 
Administrators at the Universi-
ty of Kentucky said they were 
displeased over the burning of an 
American flag during a speech on 
campus Wednesday night. 
"I am disappointed that the 
speaker and some students felt it 
necessary to exercise free speech in 
this manner when 250,000 Ameri-
can troops are far from home serv-
ing under this flag," said Robert 
Hemenway, chancellor for UK's 
Lexinglon campus. 
Jello Biafra, former lead singer 
for The Dead Kennedys punk rock 
band, burned an American flag 
during his speech to 850 people in 
Memorial Hall. 
'I am disappointed that the speaker and some students 
felt it necessary to exercise free speech in this manner 
when 250,000 American troops are far from home 
serving under this flag.' 
- Robert Hemenway, chancellor for UK's Lexington campus 
Biafra, who is on a "No Censor-
ship Tour'' of college campu_ses, 
was delivering a poem on_ the phght 
of the American flag when a specta-
tor threw one onto the stage. 
After the poem, Biafra draped 
the flag over a railing and lit it with 
a lighter given to him by a specta-
tor. He" let the flag bum for 15 
seconds before extinguishing the 
fire with a pitcher of water he held 
in his hand. 
Three members of the audience, 
angered by the flag desecration, 
charged the stage but were stopped 
before reaching Biafra. 
The offices of President Charles 
Wethington and the Student Activi-
ties Board, which sponsored the 
speech, received calls yesterday 
both in favor of the incident and 
opposed to it. 
Wethinglon said UK "neither 
approves nor condones this activi-
ty." He said UK acknowledges Bia-
fra's First Amendment rights but 
said the administration was disap-
pointed and displeased with the 
actions. 
The flag-burning "was not an-
ticipated by the students, the staff 
or by Mr. Biafra," said Barry 
Stumbo, assistant director of stu-
dent activities. "His presentation 
does not include burning the flag." 
Biafra is permitted to bum the 
flag under the protection of the 
First Amendment of the U.S. Con-
stitution, said Jan Phillips. acting 
director of the Kentucky affiliate of 
the American Civil Liberties Union. 
A recent decision by the U.S. Su-
preme Court upholds the right of 
Americans to bum the American 
flag. 
"It stands clear-cut that it is a 
form of political expression and 
therefore cannot be stopped," said 
Phillips. 
However, Phillips said that she 
could not recall another such inci-
dent in Kentucky since the recent 
court decision. 
Andrew Marsh, a UK junior 
who attended the speech, said the 
flag-burning was only a small part 
of Biafra's speech, conveying Bia-
fra's "overall discontent with the 
way our country is being run.," 
"When you are reduced to burn-
ing one of the main symbols of our 
country to get a point across, there 
is a problem," he said. "Certainly 
there are other ways of getting your 
point across, but it is drawing 
attention." 
Marsh said that Biafra's action 
could have been better timed, but 
that the speaker questioned why 
the United States had troops in 
Saudi Arabia. 
"Maybe it wasn't the best time, 
but what he was getting across was 
that our boys are over there fight-
ing so we can drive cars," he said. 
"For me, that really makes me think 
if it is right for us to be over'' in 
Saudi Arabia. 
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Qh~V~r~ity of Louisville allows 
q08rter.pack to finish seasorl: 
By Grenn Rutherford 
Herald-leader Louisville bureau 
LOUISVILLE - Nawal Lutfiyya says she 
doesn't lcnow the first thing about football. Doesn't 
know_ ;he rules, doesn't know the players without a 
~d. She says she doesn't know "bow the 
game IS played' at all" , 
But she's learning. 
' Yesterday, the University of Louisville assistant 
professor of communications learned that her re-
quest .to have a football player - quarterback 
Browning Nagle - dropped from.two of her classes 
bad been denied 
. Last week Lutfiyya told the College of Arts and 
Sciences that Nagle had missed more than half the 
sessions of two of her classes - Communications 
Theory and Interpersonal Communications. 
Not o~y had he ~ the classes, she said, but 
he had failed to tum m assignments on time. 
Lutfiyya asked acting dean Tim Hynes to give 
Nagle an "adminstrative withdrawal" from the 
classes. Hynes asked the Admissions and Appeals 
(ommittee of the CoU~ 
of Arts and Science to recommend a 
w-se of action. 
In a letter to Lut:fiyya yesterday, 
ynes and the committee said that 
e U of L rule allowing administra-
· ve withdrawal of a student ''was 
ot an appr0priate means of aca-
emic discipline." 
• That means Nagle, the team's 
;:,tarting quarterback, will be eligi-
~le for the Cardinals' final two 
es of the year - and any post-
~:!aS<m bowl game. 
''You can draw your own con-
lusions" about the decision, Lut-
yya said after she learned her 
uest had been denied. 
At a press conference at the U 
f L football complex at the state 
· grounds - and -carried Hve by 
o local television stations -
agle said be was relieved. 
. ''I'm grateful that Dean Hynes 
d the committee handled the 
·tuatioo professionally," Nagle 
'd He added be bad been going to 
regularly for the past 31/'" 
-'f'.ek:s.. 
· As for Lutfiyya, the whole epi-
e amounted to an education of 
o~S<rt fer her. 
"I think the fact the press con-
ce was held at the football 
pJex speaks volwnes," she said 
And I think the message of the 
.. ecis· ~· 11 is quite clear." 
Dr. Burt Monroe, the faculty 
resentative on the school's atb-
tics board, said the "adminisb'a-
ve withdrawal,.. regulation was 
eally intended to help the stu-
ents." • 
"It's, usually used in 'a case 
here a student enrolls in a class, 
en decides to drop it and forgets,,. 
e said "The deadline for. dropping 
a class passes, then the instructor 
notices the absences, and every-
1body gets together. The student 
says, 'l forgot to formally with-
draw,' and they're given the admin-
istrative withdrawal." 
Monroe said he was confident 
le'~ position as an athlete did 
influence the acting dean's deci-
He said he was sure Hynes 
ted Nagle as he would any other 
ent. 
Hynes, who was not at the-press 
IIICIPfel"lD':e. could not be~ by 
~• yesterday. 
Mmroe and Steve Milburn, di-
I 
'rector of Athletic Academic Serv-
ices, said the rule Lltfiyya cited in 
her request had not been used 
previously to remove students from 
class fur academic reasons. 
Lutfiyya disagreed. 
"I do have in my hands a letter 
from another professor here who 
has, in fact, used that provision just 
as I sought to," she said "And 
professors at this school have 
availed themselves of this process 
more than once'' when students had 
failed to attend classes. 
"Those who say this policy has 
never been previously used for this 
purpose are misrepresenting the 
facts," she said. 
The letter she received from 
Hynes also said the procedure Lut-
fiyya initiated last week was in-' 
tended to deal with problems such 
as the failure of students to proper- . 
ly register for classes. -
But when the rule was used in 
the past, she said, "it bad nothing to 
do with a student's failw-e to prop-
erly register for a course." 
Lutfiyya, 3.1, is listed in the 
school's "Expert Source" directory 
as an expert in "interpersonal com-
munications" and "language and 
gender." 
- A service of the Office of Media Relations-
Her name ia Palestinian, she 
Slid, adding that she is an Ameri: 
can citiun, born in Bangor, Maine. 
Lutfiyya received her doctorate 
from the University ot Massachu-
setts at Amlierst . 
She came to Louisville five · 
years ago, baa not been at the 
school long enough for tenure and 
finds herself in the center of a 
maelstrom. 
"I didn't know how important 
all this was until last Friday when I 
called a friend at another school 
and asked why it was such a big 
deal," she said yesterday. 
"A little surprised? I'm a whole 
lot surprised, especial]y when I find 
myself avoiding TV cameras and 
other members of the press." 
Lut:fiyya considers herself a 
scholar and an academic - "I'm 
committed to being a scholar," she 
said. "My goals are to be as produc-
tive and as good a scholar as I can 
be." 
That rrugbt mean she takes 
personal offense at someone who 
skips classes or fails to take assign-
ments seriously. After alL she said, 
if a ballplayer failed to attended 
half his team's practices, he proba-
bly would not get to play. 
Lutfiyya would not say whether 
she was disappointed or embar-
rassed by the controversy. But she 
did say she felt her integrity re-
mained intad. ~ 
"If l blush,• lhe said, "it is not 
because of my own actions." 
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· Staff Writer< . , · · ,. · . ' 
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l \{i.ii;etsitY, of· 'Louisvilllf. ''qµarterfiack 
B.rovroing Nagle avoided ail academic sack 
.. yest~rday when be leameifthat biS'ellgibll,. 
ity fur the remili!lder. of the football season 
js.no •longer. in d\mger::., ," ·: . . : " :· -: · 
• )llagle received ii lwicf-delivered letter' as 
he'walked to practice'inforining him.that a 
·communications professor:'s petition 'to have 
him '4opP,ed from. two_ of_ her. classes.had 
been denied by. Tim Hynes, acting dean of 
· tjie College of Ai1s and, Sciences. . · ·· . · 
·· :·· 1n·biS.letter to'.N'iigle; Hynes said he was 
. fol!9.wing a recommendation from tile Com-. 
· ·JDittee on: Admissions and Appeals that Pro-. 
fessor Nawal Lutfiyya'&c request to. have Na-
gle administratively withdtawn" from two . 
communications classes be' rejected. · . 
· "rfeel'ielleved," Nagle said "I feel grate--
ful that·Mr. Hynes and the committee han-
. died :the .situation veiy professio'!ally and· 
very well. They studied. the q11estions. very 
-,carefully, and I.really: appreciateihat. I was· 
l!)w;i.ys. confident· they would come to the 
right decision in my favor. Thankfully, they 
.did" · · . 
• )tad the request been approved, Nagle 
would have been ineligible for U of L's fi. 
nal two games and any bowl game. under an' . 
. :·i. ~ ' .. ,. 
:~ NCAA rule that requires student-
·' athletes to be enrolled in at least 12 
I
' hour-; of courses. Nagle has been 
·.,:.· ~~ ~~;~~~startin~ -~erba~ 
_ Burt Monroe, U of L's NCAA 
faculty representative and chairman: 
i ~ of the academic performance com-· 
J '. mittee, served as a spokesman for• 
· the university at Nagle's afternoon 
1 news conference at the football 
i complex. Monroe said the decision 
. : was reached strictly on the basis of · 
: Nagle~ a student and had nothing 
to do with athletics. . . . . 
U of L coach Howard Schnellen-
berger di~'t attend the news con-
ference but said later that he· was 
"delighted" with the decision. · 
· · ."We thought that was the deci-
sion he {Hynes) would render, and 
we're happy he did it today," 
Schnellenberger said "Now we· 
move ahead" · 
. · b1 !he letter, Hynes didn't spell 
out his reasons for denying the pro-
fessor's. requesL He said in a brief 
telephone jnterview that biS ruling 
was based I on an interpretation of 
- . . ., ' 
. coll~~ standards as ~et f~rth in tlie -- and iiiiends to . continu~ -~ttendilii' 
College of Arts alia Sciences' under, that he has at least a 2.0 grade-point 
gra~ua_t~ cat_alog~- .. __ .. :_ : __ a~erage_ and tha~. he needs just 20 
"And the conditions under which hours to graduate,)iicbiding tiie 12 
· certain portions .can ·be applied are he is taking this semester,-···---. -
~mewhat, ~~ear,•;- Hynes .s.aid_ He thanked his family, coaches 
)nte,J;P_retatio!l,.ts_n?t a._re!l1,sunete and teammates for-their support; 
!a5k.,_.: :• .. '·. i .:.: ,.··.: _,..· ::: . ·. ;,. saying they had helped him through 
. Lutfiyya · had accused Nagle. of "something I · could .. never. have 
frequently·· missing. cl!ISS' and not imagined would happen to me." ... 
· turning in assigned papers on time, ·. Nagle who has directed U of L 
· She also said he was failinp h<lth t~ a ?-1:1 record and four straight 
classes. ·. Lutfiyya couldn t· :. be victones, now can concentrate on 
reached for ~omment last night. · · preparing for the Cardinals' next 
: ' !'lagle_ adnutted last week ~at be gam~; against Cincinnati (1-7) at 
had skipped classes, · particularly 12:10 p.m. EST Saturday at Rivers 
early in the semester, and had at- front Stadium. . · · ·., I 
tempted to hand in a paper late. But · .. · -- · ,.. . 
he said he feels ·he· has a chance to I 
pass at least one of the classes:· : · 
·. · "J ~ 'I brought if on initially,", 
he said yesterday of his acallemic 
problems. "I got off on bad footing 
and missed some cliisses early on in 
the semester. TU do my best from I 
here· oli out. and hopefully some-
thing good will come out of it. I'll do. 
eveiything I can to pass these two J 
classes." ·.- "1•• • • ' ' •• 
Nagle-~ ·said he li~n•t missed 
a class for more than three weeks 
THE COURIER✓OURNAL, TUESDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1990 
UK faculty program gets $1.2 million 
The University of Kentucky's Faculty Scholars Program has re--
ceived a $1.24 million· five-year grant from The Pew Charitable 
Trusts to provide professional opportunities for faculty at small 
colleges in Appalachia,: . ,. , · . . . 
The· grant will enable science and mathematics teachers a~ 34' 
small private colleges in' Kentucky,. Tennessee.,-,.Norlh C&rolina,, . 
Vugipia.and West vugipia,to apply for fellowships to study and 
do research at . .lJK. . _ .. ,. ·· · . . . 
· The grant also will fund,several related-activities.for Appala• 
. chian professors. inc:luding,conferences, Sf'!"iD•!'ll;. SJ1mmer~inde- · 
pendent study fellowsl!iPS and awards for mnovative •eaclung - , 
The new grant.will provid\l major,fundi!!SJor·the.1>rogr&lJl's,, 
. math an4 science-coinw_nents for th~ next five~- An.endow7 , , 
ment fund will.be establlsbed to continue the.actiVities after 1995. 
Faculty can compete for one-year fellowship~, ~rtl! $3Q.~OI). 
and summer fellowship,s valued at $3,500. Begwung this year, 
s)udents .from ·.the participalm;g; college§, ~d. P.1:'-~lic school ~: .. 
ers from.those local coilu!lumties can apply for grants to parttc-
pateJil ~e;~~ e~~~-nf college faculty. , . · 
_, 
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No contest at U of L 
Msu ARCHIVES 
Winning 1, academic integrity 0 
C halk up another easy : victory for the Universi-: ty of Louisville football · team. The Cardinals, 
· ranked 25th nationally and looking 
for a postseason bowl bid, didn't 
even break a sweat in trouncing 
their latest opponent - communi-
cations professor awal Lutfiyya. 
Lutfiyya, it seems, just doesn't 
understand who's in charge when 
it comes to big-time student ath-
letes. She had the mistaken impres-
sion that all her students, even 
those who direct the football team's 
offense on Saturdays, are supposed 
to show up for her classes and tum 
in their assignments on time. 
So when U of L starting quar-
terback Browning agle missed 
half the classes and some assign-
ment deadlines in two courses she 
taught, Lutfiyya asked the school 
administration to drop him from 
her class rolls. That would have 
sidelined Nagle for the year. Even 
with Lutfiyya's two courses, Nagle 
is taking just 12 hours of classes, 
the bare minimum for CAA eligi-
bility. 
The response by the U of L 
administration rivaled any blitz the 
football team has made this fall. 
Tim Hynes, acting dean of the 
College of Arts and Sciences, de-
nied Lutfiyya's request. The rule 
the professor cited, which previous-
ly had been used to dismiss other 
students from classes in similar 
situations, was not intended for 
that purpose, Hynes said. 
" . . . The conditions under 
which certain portions (of the rules) 
can be applied are somewhat un-
clear,·· Hynes said. ··Interpretation 
is not a simple task." 
Unless. of course. the affected 
tudent is the starting quane1 back 
on a te;i· looking for glory in the 
polls and the bow Is. Then, the 
interpretation is simple: Keep him 
eligible at all costs. 
By now. professor Lutfiyya 
sure! y has gotten the message. 
And so has everyone else. When U 
of L has to choose between aca-
demic integrity and athletic suc-
cess, it's really no choice at all. 
A burning issue 
A brief but welcome sign of life at UK 
A week has passed since a sometime rock singer named Jello Bia-fra et fire to an Ameri-
can flag at the University of Ken-
tucky. 
Since then, the sun has come up 
every day. The republic still 
stands. The barbarian hordes have 
moved no nearer the gates of civili-
zation. The UK football team has 
even won a game. 
Clearly, the university will sur-
vive Jello Biafra's flick of his unpa-
triotic Bic. Even so, various mem-
bers of the UK admini tration have 
expressed dismay and disapproval 
of hi actions. 
Why? He wa a definite im-
prm·ement over campus speakers 
of the past. 
ln other year~. the tudent pro-
gram that sponsored Jello Biafra 
has offered up such provocative 
speakers as Fawn ''l Am Not a 
Bimbo" Hall and Dr. Ruth West-
heimer. Jello Biafra at least had 
something to say about a topic -
censorship and free expression -
worth taking sides over. And he 
did so with such fervor that he 
actually managed to arouse the 
normally somnolent UK campus. 
For a brief moment a week ago, 
UK students had something more 
interesting to think about than 
football and whether to allow kegs 
in fratemitv houses. They had an 
idea to discu s - an idea that had 
tested their values and inflamed 
their intellectual passions. 
If the university is lucky, anoth-
er speaker soon will do the same 
for its students. 
\ C entre tops nation in alumni giving 
DANVILLE, Ky. - Centre College has topped the 
nation in alumni participation in annual contributions 
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for the seventh year in a row. 
"Centre's alumni have earned a national reputation for the 
steadfast support of their college," President Michael F. Adams 
said. "Once again, they have tangibly demonstrated their belief in 
the lasting value of a Centre education." 
The Central Kentucky school received donations from 5,705 of 
its 8,132 alumni in 1989-90, a participation rate of 70.2 percent, 
according to the 1991 edition of America's Best Colleges, pub-
lished by U. S. News & World Report. 
The next closest was Hampden-Sydney College in Virginia, 65 
percent of whose alumni gave. 
Total gifts to the Centre Annual Fund - which also includ~ 
contributions from parents and corporations - totaled $1.67 mil-
lion, a 6.4 percent increase over 1988-89. 
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